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A one-dimensional variational (1DVAR) retrieval scheme has been used to 
investigate the complex relationship between satellite-derived information and a priori 
constraint.  Specifically, this dissertation studies the ability of the Advanced TIROS 
Operational Vertical Sounder (ATOVS) to contribute information to a mesoscale 
numerical weather prediction system within the summertime eastern Pacific (EPAC) 
environment.  This system is the Coupled Ocean – Atmosphere Mesoscale Prediction 
System1 (COAMPS™) and the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) Atmospheric 
Variational Data Assimilation System (NAVDAS).    
Analyses of information content and theoretical retrieval performance show that, 
when treated optimally, significant humidity and temperature information can be derived 
from ATOVS infrared and microwave retrievals within the clear and cloudy sky 
summertime EPAC environment.  A study of theoretical retrieval error sensitivity to 
representative EPAC background state vector elements and associated errors was also 
conducted to establish the a priori elements critical for successful 1DVAR retrievals.   
1DVAR profile temperature and humidity retrievals were generated using both 
simulated and actual ATOVS observations constrained by the COAMPS short-term 
forecasts and a synoptically relevant background error covariance matrix.  The time 
period of interest coincides with the Dynamics and Chemistry of Marine Stratocumulus 
(DYCOMS) Phase II field study.  The 1DVAR results are consistent with the theoretical 
information content study and indicate that these satellite observations can provide 
information that, when used in concert with a reasonable first-guess or background (i.e., 
from COAMPS), reduce the retrieval error and adjust the retrieval within the shallow 
boundary layer toward the designated “true” profile.  
The generally good agreement between theoretical retrieval errors and the error 
statistics calculated using non-linear Newtonian iteration demonstrates the consistency 
and reliability of the NRL 1DVAR retrieval scheme.   
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The theoretical and applied research presented in this dissertation is a rigorous 
study of the variational satellite retrieval problem.  Specifically, it investigates the ability 
of a combined infrared and microwave atmospheric sounding system to contribute 
information to a mesoscale numerical weather prediction (NWP) system within the 
summertime eastern Pacific (EPAC) environment.  This dissertation has direct 
application to on-going, and future Navy relevant research, e.g., mesoscale satellite data 
assimilation efforts at Navy Research Laboratory (NRL) Monterey, CA.   
Non-linear optimal estimation theory is used to evaluate the information content 
and retrieval error sensitivity of Advanced TIROS (Television and Infrared Observation 
Satellite) Observational Vertical Sounder (ATOVS) retrievals with respect to mesoscale a 
priori constraints.  Based upon these results, simulated ATOVS retrievals using 
representative EPAC background state vectors and a synoptically relevant background 
error covariance matrix are conducted in order to validate the NRL one-dimensional 
variational (1DVAR) retrieval algorithm.  Simulated and actual ATOVS retrievals are 
then generated using the U.S. Navy’s Coupled Ocean – Atmosphere Mesoscale 
Prediction System2 (COAMPS™; Hodur 1997) as background.  A three dimensional 
analysis of ATOVS retrievals is also conducted using COAMPS with the NRL 
Atmospheric Variational Data Assimilation System (NAVDAS; Daley and Barker 2000).    
Motivation for this research is that naval forces primarily operate within the 
marine atmospheric boundary layer (MABL) environment.  The safety and combat 
effectiveness of ship and aircraft operations depend on the accurate nowcasting and 
forecasting of sensible weather elements such as cloud ceiling, visibility, and winds, all 
of which are directly influenced by the MABL.  Performance of electromagnetic (EM) - 
based surveillance and weapons systems can be affected to varying degrees by small-
scale vertical and horizontal changes in MABL humidity and temperature.  Various 
research programs, sponsored by Office of Naval Research (ONR) and other Department 
                                                 




of Defense activities, are attempting to address these issues by working to improve 
mesoscale NWP cloud initialization, satellite data assimilation, nowcasting, cloud 
microphysical retrievals, and mesoscale modeling of atmospheric refractivity (e.g., see 
Mozer and Ayer 1998; Ruggiero et al. 1999; Cook et al. 2000; Haack and Burk 2000; 
Wetzel et al. 2001).  The U.S. Navy meteorology and oceanography (METOC) 
community is also actively pursuing remote sensing and NWP techniques that will 
provide (near) real-time volumetric environmental battlespace characterization.  
Furthermore, these methods must succeed in data denied areas, or where in-situ 
observations are limited. 
Assimilation of temperature and humidity retrievals and/or radiances from various 
satellite atmospheric sounders is performed at all major NWP centers and has improved 
overall model skill (Ghil et al. 1979; Cram and Kaplan 1985; Filiberti and Eymard 1994; 
Powers and Gao 2000).  Fleet Numerical Meteorology and Oceanography Center 
(FNMOC) / NRL Monterey currently assimilate ATOVS temperature retrievals into the 
Navy Operational Global Atmospheric Prediction System (NOGAPS; Hogan and 
Rosmond 1991).  NRL Monterey, in collaboration with this dissertation, is investigating 
assimilation of ATOVS observations with COAMPS / NAVDAS.  NAVDAS, a three-
dimensional variational (3DVAR) scheme, is the replacement for multivariate optimum 
interpolation (MVOI) analysis.  Other NWP centers, e.g. United Kingdom 
Meteorological Office (English et al. 2002), are also focusing resources on the mesoscale 
satellite data (AMSU-A and B) assimilation efforts.   
In many instances satellites are the only means in which to collect METOC 
observations within these data sparse / denied areas.  However, current satellite-borne 
sounding instruments (e.g., ATOVS) alone cannot provide the required vertical resolution 
to detect low-level temperature and humidity gradients (Thompson and Hou 1990; 
Kidder and Vonder Haar 1995) and it is uncertain whether emergent systems, such as the 
Advanced Infrared Sounder (AIRS) will be able to independently resolve the MABL 





With respect to the MABL retrieval problem, the general structure of the low-
level temperature gradient represented in a satellite sounding is an artifact of the a priori 
constraint (e.g., Eyre et al. 1993; Kidder and Vonder Haar 1995; Daley and Barker 2000).  
The inverse sounding or retrieval problem is ill-posed and satellite data provide relatively 
limited independent information over a priori constraints, i.e., a background profile 
(Smith 1972; Rodgers 1976; Thompson et al. 1986; Rodgers 2000).  For most 
applications, such as NWP data assimilation, this a priori constraint is a short-term 
forecast profile.  As a consequence, the quality of a satellite retrieval depends on the 
accuracy of this background profile.  COAMPS has demonstrated skill in forecasting the 
three-dimensional structure of the EPAC boundary-layer structure (e.g., Haack and Burk 
2000).  This suggests that it should be a suitable background for mesoscale applications.   
However, all NWP models are subject to some degree of error and uncertainty due to 
treatment of model physics and lack of in-situ observations for providing accurate initial 
conditions.  Information from satellite observations is therefore still required. 
Non-linear optimal estimation theory is applied in this research to advance our 
knowledge of the complex temperature and humidity structure of the marine 
environment.  This theory uses the principle of Bayes’ theorem to find the most probable 
state of the atmosphere, given a set of satellite measurements, by constraining the satellite 
observations with a short-term NWP forecast and statistically derived background error 
covariances.  Although the general structure of the shallow temperature inversion is 
derived from the background, satellite soundings when treated optimally have been 
shown to improve aspects of the retrieval.  For example, Eyre (1989a) showed that the 
effects of mid-level cloud on infrared radiances can theoretically improve the  
temperature retrieval above the cloud top.  Previous research using non-linear optimal 
estimation techniques investigated the capabilities of satellite sounders based upon global 
scale a priori constraints (e.g. Rodgers 1976; Eyre 1986a, 1986b, 1990; Prunet et al. 
1998; English 1999; Garand 2000).   
Information theory is used to thoroughly evaluate the information content of 
ATOVS retrievals and to test retrieval (or analysis) error sensitivity.    This research 




under strong subsidence inversions, specifically, summertime conditions in the vicinity of 
coastal California.  COAMPS specific forecast errors for the summertime EPAC regime 
are used to construct a synoptically relevant background error covariance matrix.  
Additionally, this error covariance matrix couples the surface and profile errors for 
temperature.  Results are then compared with those calculated using globally averaged 
NOGAPS background errors, which are used as the appropriate first-order 
approximation.  Total information content is not expected to differ significantly between 
background profile types; however, the vertical distribution of information is more 
germane; particularly the effects of a strong low-level water vapor gradient. 
Within the framework of this ATOVS retrieval problem, an objective of this 
research is to establish which parameters within the EPAC background state vector need 
to be accurately known for successful variational retrievals.  Requirements for additional 
observations (e.g. from collocated satellites) and prioritization of future improvements in 
model background (e.g. COAMPS) can then be established.  Retrieval error sensitivity 
and retrieval performance are evaluated in this dissertation for various clear and cloudy 
sky EPAC background state vectors and associated errors.  These additional MABL 
observations from satellite imagers (e.g., Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer 
(AVHRR), Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES), and Special 
Sensor Microwave Imager (SSM/I)) include, but are not limited to, cloud-top 
temperature, sea surface temperature, cloud optical depth, column integrated water vapor, 
and surface wind speed.  Additionally, retrieval methods to determine the height of both 
clear, and stratocumulus-topped MABL’s have been studied by numerous researchers 
(e.g., Kren 1987; Minnis et al. 1992; Betts et al. 1992; McBride 2000).  The techniques 
developed by Kren (1987) and McBride (2000) are independent of a background NWP 
model, but all these methods combine a thermodynamic boundary layer model with 
satellite retrievals of MABL parameters such as cloud-top temperature and sea surface 
temperature.  Also, researchers at Desert Research Institute (DRI) and NRL Monterey are 
developing improved retrieval techniques for cloud liquid water and boundary layer 




To complement the extensive theoretical information content and retrieval error 
sensitivity study and to validate the NRL Monterey’s 1DVAR retrieval algorithm, a 
statistically significant number of simulated ATOVS retrievals are calculated for 
representative summertime clear and cloudy sky EPAC conditions.  This 1DVAR 
scheme, developed by N. Baker and R. Daley (NRL Monterey), is available as an off-line 
satellite retrieval algorithm for NAVDAS.  In this non-linear Newtonian iterative scheme, 
the fast radiative transfer model RTTOV-6 is used to calculate the top of the atmosphere 
radiances (Saunders et al. 1999; Saunders 2000).  By comparing the theoretically derived 
retrieval errors and those calculated from the 1DVAR retrieval for various EPAC profile 
types and a priori errors, the validity of the NRL 1DVAR retrieval algorithm for this 
mesoscale application can be assessed.  
1DVAR retrievals are then computed using ATOVS simulated observations and a 
set of COAMPS short-term forecasts from the Dynamics and Chemistry of Marine 
Stratocumulus  (DYCOMS) Phase II field study (see Bjorn et al. 2002).  This phase of 
research investigates the ability of this 1DVAR technique to use the satellite derived 
information to adjust the background, especially within the MABL, toward the 
designated true profile.  Temperature and humidity retrievals are then generated using 
ATOVS microwave sounder data (i.e., AMSU-A and B) and the same set of DYCOMS II 
COAMPS short-term forecasts.  Temperature and humidity retrievals are evaluated 
against an in-situ observation.  
 This research employs information theory and non-linear optimal estimation 
techniques to study the complex relationship between satellite atmospheric soundings and 
a priori constraint.  Specifically, this dissertation is a study of ATOVS infrared and 
microwave retrievals within the summertime EPAC MABL environment.  Chapter II 
reviews relevant theory and outlines the research methods used in this dissertation.  The 
theoretical discussion is not intended as comprehensive review, but provides a basic 
overview of satellite inverse theory, marine atmospheric boundary layer (MABL) 
structure and modeling, the COAMPS model,  information theory and methods, and 
simulated retrieval methods.  Chapter III describes the specific prior information used in 




matrices, idealized (clear and cloudy) summertime EPAC atmospheric background state 
vectors, and Jacobians.  Chapter IV presents the results of the information content and 
retrieval error sensitivity study.  Chapter V presents the results of 1DVAR retrievals 
based upon simulated ATOVS observations and both simulated background state vectors, 
and COAMPS short-term forecasts from the DYCOMS II field experiment.  1DVAR 
retrievals conducted using ATOVS observations and COAMPS short-term forecasts for 
DYCOMS II are presented in Chapter VI.  Conclusions and recommendations are 




II. THEORY AND RESEARCH METHODS 
 
This chapter reviews the fundamental theoretical principles applied in this 
research and outlines the methods used to calculate information content and one-
dimensional variational (1DVAR) retrievals.  The first section briefly introduces the 
radiative transfer equation and reviews basic atmospheric sounding theory.  A description 
of the ATOVS system and a review of its retrieval applications are also provided in 
Section II.A.  The COAMPS model, which is used in this dissertation as a priori 
constraint, is described in Section II.B.  Section II.C summaries the general structure of 
the marine atmospheric boundary layer (MABL) and includes discussions of current 
mesoscale modeling efforts and satellite-based capabilities to retrieve boundary layer 
parameters.  1DVAR retrieval theory and information theory are thoroughly discussed in 
Sections II.D and II.E.  The techniques used to calculate simulated atmospheric retrievals 
are described in Section II.F. 
A. ATMOSPHERIC SOUNDING THEORY AND ATOVS DESCRIPTION 
1.  Radiative Transfer Equation and Inverse Atmospheric Sounding Theory 
The following discussion is intended as an overview of the radiative transfer 
equation and the inverse atmospheric sounding problem.  A comprehensive review of 
satellite remote sensing theory and applications can be found in Kidder and Vonder Haar 
(1995) and satellite inversion theory is rigorously addressed in Smith (1972), Rodgers 
(1976), Eyre (1991), Bouttier and Courtier (1999), and Rodgers (2000).  Techniques for 
the retrieval of atmospheric water vapor, cloud liquid water and cloud optical depth by 
complimentary satellite systems (e.g., AVHRR, DMSP SSM/I, etc.) are discussed in 
Hansen and Travis (1974), Stephens (1978), McMillin and Crosby (1984), Dalu (1986), 
Durkee et al. (1986;1991), Wetzel and Vonder Haar (1991), Kuji et al. (2000), and 








a.  The Radiative Transfer Equation  
The non-scattering, general form of the radiative transfer equation (RTE), 
or Schwartzchild’s equation, is a good approximation for passive infrared (IR) and 
microwave (MW) satellite measurements (Kidder and Vonder Haar 1995).  This form of 
the RTE can be written as 
  
0
0 ( , )
( , , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( ) ( , ( )) dt s s d p
d p
L B T B T p dp
dp
τ λλ θ ϕ ε λ θ λ τ λ λ= + ∫ , (2.1) 
 
where Lt (λ,θ,ϕ) is spectral radiance (Wm-2 sr-1 µm-1) that reaches the top of the 
atmosphere and is function of wavelength λ, zenith angle θ, and azimuth angle ϕ.  Note 
that all terms in the equation are wavelength dependent.  The first term on the right hand 
side of the equation is the surface source term.  It is composed of surface emissivity 
εs(λ,θ), Planck function B(λ,Ts), which is surface temperature Ts dependent, and τd(λ), 
the direct transmittance from the surface to the top of the atmosphere.  The second term 
represents the contribution from atmospheric path radiance and is integrated from 
pressure level p0 to the top of the atmosphere.  B(λ,T(p)) is the Planck blackbody 
radiance profile and is function of atmospheric temperature at a given pressure level.  The 
Planck function is weighted by the derivative of the pressure level dependent direct 
transmittance, τd(λ,p).  This weighting function determines the vertical level within the 
atmosphere that contributes the most to Lt (λ,θ,ϕ).   
Equation (2.1) assumes that there is no reflection of radiation from the 
earth’s surface.   Kidder and Vonder Haar (1995) also present alternate forms of the RTE.  
This example deals only with monochromatic radiation and in practice the RTE must be 
integrated over multiple wavelengths.   
The Planck function describes the radiance emitted by a blackbody and 
can be expressed as ( )2( / )51( , ) e 1c TB T c λλ λ−= − , where λ is the wavelength at which the 
radiation is emitted, and c1 and c2 are first and second radiation constants, and T is the 





can be applied, since for earth and atmospheric temperatures, c T2 1/ λ <<  and therefore, 
we can make the approximation 2( / ) 2e 1 /c T c Tλ λ≈ + .  The Planck function then becomes a 
linear function of temperature ( ) 51 2( , )B T c c Tλ λ−= . 
b.  Inverse Atmospheric Sounding Theory 
 The inverse atmospheric sounding problem involves inverting the RTE to 
express the Planck function profile in terms of the measured satellite radiances.    
Following Rodgers (1976; 2000) the simple solution to inverse problem, as function of 
wavenumber (ν ), is obtained from the linearized form of the RTE   
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= ∫ ,      (2.2) 
 
where ( )L ν  is the upward radiance at the top of the atmosphere, [ , ( )]B T zν  is the 
blackbody radiance at temperature T and height z and, and ( , )zτ ν is the transmittance 
from height z to the satellite.  This simplified RTE assumes the atmospheric optical depth 
is so large that the transmittance from the surface to the satellite is zero.    
 By making m measurements of ( )L ν  for a set of narrowly spaced ν , the 
frequency dependence of [ , ( )]B T zν can be ignored.  Equation (2.2) can then be written 
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where i = 1 … m, and the weighting function ( )iK z  = ( , )d z dzτ ν .  The problem is now 
linear with respect to the unknown Planck function profile and ( )iL ν is simply the 
weighted mean of { }, ( )B T zν .  However, solutions to the Planck function profile and 
hence, T(z) are rather problematic.  Equation (2.3) is under-constrained, or ill-posed, 
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where ( )jW z is a set of functions representing the profile, j is the number of functions, 
1
jiC
− is the jith component of the known inverse matrix C-1, ( )iG z are the contribution 
functions, and ( )i iG z L  is the contribution to the solution profile due to the measure 
radiance iL .   The square matrix C has elements 
0
( ) ( )ij j iC W z K z dz
∞
= ∫ .   This solution 
gives back exactly the measured radiance when inserted in measurement equation [2.3], 
and can therefore be termed exact (Rodgers 2000).  However, in practice the problem is 
still ill-conditioned, since any error ( iε ) in iL will result in corresponding error of ( )i iG z ε  
in the solution profile. 
As described above, the inverse problem is ill-posed and requires application of 
estimation theory to determine the appropriate solution (Rodgers 1976).  This research 
employs a variational approach to the inverse problem, which is fully described in 
Section II.E. 
c.  Constraints 
The first-guess profiles can be derived using a regression technique with a 
global radiosonde data set, climatological mean, adiabatic lapse rate, and/or NWP 
forecast model (e.g., Li et al. 2000; Kidder and Vonder Haar 1995; Peckham and Grippa 
2000; and Smith et. al. 1972, respectively).  As mentioned above, the retrieval of 
atmospheric variables (e.g., temperature and humidity) from measured spectral radiances 
is an ill-posed, or under-constrained problem, that results from representing a continuous 
function of height with a finite number of noise contaminated measurements.  Each 




measurements within a given error envelope (Thompson et al. 1986).  The solution, 
therefore, depends on imposing additional constraints to find temperature profiles that are 
consistent with brightness temperatures computed using the radiative transfer equation 
and that closely represent the true atmosphere (Rodgers 1976; Eyre 1990; Kidder and 
Vonder Haar 1995; Rodgers 2000).   
Smith et al. (1972) first described a method to retrieve vertical 
atmospheric temperature profiles from satellite (NIMBUS IV Satellite Infrared 
Spectrometer) measured spectral radiances and a NWP first-guess.  Follow-on research 
by Lipton and Vonder Haar (1990) showed that vertical resolution for the VISSR 
Atmospheric Sounder (VAS) retrieval was improved when a numerical model provided 
the initial guess profile.  Even though Thompson and Trippuit (1994) cautioned against 
this “interactive” satellite retrieval scheme because of the possible adverse influence of 
systematic model errors on the satellite retrieval, Ruggiero et al. (1999) successfully 
demonstrated forecast improvement over independent stand-alone retrievals using this 
coupled model-satellite concept. 
Several studies have demonstrated NWP forecast improvement by 
assimilating satellite-derived temperature and moisture profiles (e.g., Ghil et al. 1979; 
Cram and Kaplan 1985; Filiberti and Eymard 1994; Powers and Gao 2000).  Eyre et al. 
(1993) argued that assimilation of retrieved products constitutes a suboptimal use of the 
data, because it disregards the cross-covariances between the background and retrieval 
errors.  Many of the major NWP centers (e.g., European Centre for Medium-Range 
Weather Forecasts (ECMWF), National Center for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) and 
United Kingdom Meteorology Office (UKMO)) have transitioned to directly assimilating 
radiances using variational methods, vice assimilating retrievals (geophysical products) 
derived from the global radiance measurements.   Efforts are currently underway at NRL 
Monterey to assimilate selected ATOVS-derived radiances into NOGAPS via a three-







d.  Clouds 
Clouds make the IR retrieval problem nonlinear.  Not only do opaque 
clouds prevent sounders from measuring the upwelling IR radiation from below cloud 
level, but the shape of the weighting functions change radically at cloud top.   
Microwave sounding channels are virtually insensitive to cloud liquid 
water path less than 100 g m-2; however, the surface sensitive channels are highly 
sensitive to liquid water path (English 1999).  With the presence of cloud liquid water, 
three effects on the sensitivity of microwave radiances must be addressed: 1) the 
possibility of cloud liquid water must be included in the background state vector; 2) 
sensitivity to the atmosphere below the cloud will be reduced by absorption within the 
cloud; and 3) forward model errors will most likely be larger in cloudy scenes due to 
increased scattering, heterogeneity, and errors in the dielectric model (English 1999).  
Random errors in the forward model increase as the clouds become deeper.   
In general, three approaches can be used to eliminate, or minimize cloud 
contamination.  The first method uses passive microwave sensors; the second screens 
data through various cloud-clearing techniques; and the third method performs the 
inversion directly from the cloudy radiances (Eyre 1989a,1991; Kidder and Vonder Haar 
1995).  Each method has distinct advantages and disadvantages. Microwave channels 
exploit frequencies nearly transparent to non-precipitating clouds, and with the 
considerations discussed in the previous paragraph, has the obvious advantage of 
allowing for data collection below cloud level.  However, significant upper-air 
temperature profile information may be lost by IR channel deselection, especially for the 
low cloud environment.  Cloud-clearing techniques eliminate most of the uncertainty 
with respect to clouds, but require additional data processing and may exclude 
geographical areas of interest.  Atmospheric temperature and constituent retrievals using 
cloud-cleared radiances often contain large, non-Gaussian errors with inter-channel error 
correlations (Eyre 1989a).  The third method is the most complex since it requires 
solutions to the nonlinear retrieval problem. However, this method has the potential to 






clearing.  This dissertation uses a non-linear optimal estimation approach. Effects of 
cloud on IR radiances can, if treated optimally, improve aspects of the retrieval, such as 
the air temperature above cloud top (Eyre 1989a). 
2.  ATOVS Instrument 
The Advanced Television and Infrared Observation Satellite (TIROS) 
Observational Vertical Sounder (ATOVS) package was chosen for this study because it 
is: 1) a combined infrared (IR) and microwave (MW) sounding system; 2) currently 
operational; and 3) the current focus of NRL Monterey satellite data assimilation efforts.  
ATOVS consists of the High-resolution Infrared Radiation Sounder (HIRS/3), Advanced 
Microwave Sounding Unit-A (AMSU-A), and the Advanced Microwave Sounding Unit-
B (AMSU-B).   
a.  Channel Characteristics 
The basic characteristics of the selected 35 ATOVS channels used for this 
study are listed in Table 2.1.  See Li et al. (2000) and NOAA KLM User’s Guide (2001) 
for detailed instrument characteristics.   The microwave frequency spectrum as a function 
of vertical transmittance to space is shown for reference in Fig. 2.1.  The regions of the 
microwave frequency spectrum with large transmittance values correspond to the 
atmospheric window channels, such as 31.4 and 89.0 GHz.  Low values of vertical 
transmittance is associated with the frequencies affected by atmospheric water vapor 
(H2Ov) and oxygen (O2) absorption.  Detailed diagrams of the IR spectrum can be found 
in Kidder and Vonder Haar (1995).   The primary atmospheric absorbers of IR radiation 
are carbon dioxide (CO2), H2Ov, and ozone (O3). 
The 20-channel HIRS/3 instrument has one visible (0.69 µm), seven 
shortwave IR (3.7 – 4.6 µm), and 12 longwave IR (6.5 – 15 µm) channels.  Temperature 
profile information is derived primarily from CO2 sounding channels 1 – 7 and 13 – 16.  
Humidity information is derived primarily from water vapor channels 10 - 12 and surface 
temperature is derived from channels 8, 18, and 19.  Channels 9 and 17 provide total 
atmospheric O3 and nitrogen (N2) temperatures, respectively. The visible channel 
(channel 20) can be used for cloud detection.  This study uses only HIRS/3 channels 1 - 




showed that HIRS/3 surface sensitive channels 18 and 19 contributed to minimal 
improvement in profile retrieval performance; however, these channels can improve 
retrieval of radiative skin temperature and low-level cloud parameters.  The HIRS/3 
instantaneous field-of-view (IFOV) encompasses approximately 20 km at nadir (20.3 km 
for visible and shortwave IR and 18.9 km for longwave IR). 
  
Table 2.1.  ATOVS channel characteristics and corresponding individual instrument 














frequency fo (GHz) 
      
 HIRS/3   AMSU-A  
      
1 1 14.95 16 1 23.8 
2 2 14.71 17 2 31.4 
3 3 14.49 18 3 50.3 
4 4 14.22 19 4 52.8 
5 5 13.97 20 5 53.6 
6 6 13.64 21 6 54.4 
7 7 13.35 22 7 54.9 
8 8 11.11 23 8 55.5 
9 9 9.71 24 9 fo= 57.29 
10 10 12.47 25 10 fo +/- .217 
11 11 7.33 26 11 fo +/- .332 +/- .048 
12 12 6.52 27 12 fo +/- .332 +/- .022 
13 13 4.57 28 13 fo +/- .332 +/- .010 
14 14 4.52 29 14 fo +/- .332 +/- .0045 
15 15 4.47 30 15 89.0 
      
    AMSU-B  
      
   31 1 89.0 
   32 2 150.0 
   33 3 183.3 +/- 1.0 
   34 4 183.3 +/- 3.0 






Figure. 2.1.  Vertical transmittance to space as a function of microwave frequency (GHz).  
See Table 2.1 for the center frequencies of the corresponding AMSU channels.  Regions 
of the microwave frequency spectrum with large transmittance values are shown as the 
window “channels.” Atmospheric water vapor (H2O) and oxygen (O2) are the primary 
absorbers of MW radiation.  [From http: //amsu.cira.colostate.edu.] 
 
 
AMSU-A, a 15-channel microwave radiometer, is divided into two separate 
modules.  AMSU-A1 (channels 3 – 15) measures global temperature profiles by 
exploiting the O2 temperature bands and AMSU-A2 uses the two lowest frequencies at 
23.8 and 31.4 GHz (i.e., channels 1 and 2) to provide information on atmospheric water 
vapor and cloud liquid water.  AMSU-A1 channel 15 is the 89.0 GHz window channel 
and can be used to measure near-surface humidity and cloud information.  Nominal 
resolution for this instrument is approximately 50 km at nadir.  AMSU-B is a 5-channel 
microwave radiometer originally designed to obtain global humidity profile data.  
Sounding channels 3, 4 and 5 cover the strongly opaque 183 GHz water vapor absorption 
line while channels 1 and 2 provide near-surface humidity and cloud information.  This 





An example of the size and spatial orientation of the AMSU-A scene resolution 
cells is shown (as purple circles) in Fig. 2.2.  These MW sounders provide nearly full 
coverage under the satellite path with approximately nine AMSU-B cells (as indicated by 
the blue center dots) per AMSU-A scene.  The coverage for the older TOVS Microwave 
Sounding Unit (MSU) is also shown (as yellow circles) and demonstrates the significant 
improvement in spatial coverage provided by AMSU.  This comparison indicates that 




Figure. 2.2.  Example of the scene resolution cells for ATOVS AMSU-A (thin purple 
circles), AMSU-B (blue dots), and TOVS MSU (thick yellow circles). This comparison 
shows that the AMSU sounders have the spatial resolution suitable for mesoscale 
retrieval applications.  [From http://amsu.cira.colostate.edu.] 
 
 
b.  Weighting Functions and Vertical Resolution 
            The HIRS/3 and AMSU channel weighting functions for U.S. Standard 
Atmosphere background are shown in Figs. 2.3 and 2.4.  These functions specify 
contributions from each layer of the atmosphere to the observed radiances.  
Unfortunately, individual weighting functions of current operational sounders (e.g., 




resolution of the sounder system depends on the number and sharpness of the weighting 
function inflection, and how closely the individual channels overlap.  Smith and Woolf 
(1978) and Chesters et al. (1983) describe how the broadness of the spectral weighting 
functions for temperature and moisture retrieval schemes limit vertical resolution.  
Though there have been improvements in sounding system technology (e.g.,  ATOVS 
and GOES High Resolution Interferometer Sounder (GHIS)), they cannot independently 
resolve, to a necessary degree of fidelity, the temperature and moisture structure of the 
atmospheric boundary layer.  For example, sounders have difficulty resolving the surface 
layer inversion where the lapse rate abruptly changes with height (Kidder and Vonder 
Haar 1995).  Retrieval validation performed by Li et al. (2000) shows ATOVS retrieved 
global profiles are accurate to 2 K r.m.s. error for temperature at 1 km vertical resolution 
and 3 - 6 K r.m.s. error for humidity at 2 km vertical resolution. 
 
 
Figure 2.3.  HIRS/3 sensitivity functions (dτ / d lnp) for channels 1-19,  calculated with 
respect to U.S. Standard Atmosphere.  Channels 16 - 19 are not included in this research. 






Figure 2.4.  Weighting functions for AMSU module A1 (channels 3 – 15), AMSU 
module A2 (channels 1 – 2),  and AMSU-B channels 1 – 5.  Calculated with respect to 
the U.S. Standard Atmosphere for all channels.  The sensitivity of AMSU-A2 and 
AMSU-B channels 1 and 2 to liquid water cloud is also shown.  [From 
http://amsu.cira.colorado.edu.] 
 
By using instruments with greater spectral resolution, Eyre (1991) states 
that it is possible to closely match the widths of the atmospheric absorption lines, thereby 
narrowing the weighting function width and improving vertical resolution within the free 
atmosphere.  However, even the much anticipated next generation sounders will probably 
not be able to independently resolve the MABL inversion structure (Garand 2000).  
These sounders include NASA’s Atmospheric Infrared Sounder (AIRS), EUMETSAT’s 





Geosynchronous Imaging Fourier Transform Spectrometer (GIFTS) – Indian Ocean 
METOC Imager (IOMI).  An obvious, but non-trivial point is that these impressive IR 
sounders cannot “see” through  opaque clouds.   
c.  Radiance Bias 
In practice, bias corrections are required to obtain the most useful 
information from satellite sounders.  Sources of bias include the conversion from antenna 
temperature to brightness temperature, forward model error, forecast model error, and 
data preprocessing.  The bias is defined here as the preprocessed observed brightness 
temperatures minus the equivalent brightness temperature calculated from model 
background profile.  All major NWP centers monitor the biases with respect to their 
global model.  For example, a one-year time series that includes both clear and cloudy 
sky conditions may show standard deviations of global brightness temperature bias 
approaching 20 K for the AMSU-A surface sensitive channels and 15 K for HIRS/3 
channel 8.  Clear sky biases are generally smaller.  These issues as related to AMSU are 
currently being addressed at NRL Monterey (B. Campbell, personal communication). 
d.  Mesoscale ATOVS Assimilation 
Most efforts by the major forecast centers has focused on assimilating 
ATOVS observations into global NWP models.  For example, NRL Monterey is currently 
developing techniques to assimilate AMSU-A channels 4 – 10 radiances in NOGAPS via 
3DVAR and AMSU-B channels 3 – 5 into NOGAPS using a 1DVAR scheme.  Efforts 
are now shifting to assimilate these sounder data in mesoscale NWP models. 
In this dissertation, and in collaboration with NRL Monterey, the 
assimilation of ATOVS 1DVAR retrievals is being investigated for the COAMPS model.  
In addition to the work at NRL Monterey, the UKMO (English et al. 2002) is researching 
the assimilation of AMSU-A channels 4 – 9, and AMSU-B channels 3 - 5 direct 
broadcast radiances from NOAA-15, and -16 into their mesoscale (limited area) model.  
HIR/3 radiances are not included.  For mesoscale NWP applications, they have reduced 
the satellite-data assimilation window from three to ±1.5 hr and thinned the AMSU 
observations to 0.4o.   UKMO also uses smaller observation errors of 2 K for mesoscale 





B. COAMPS MODEL DESCRIPTION 
The U.S. Navy’s Coupled Ocean-Atmosphere Mesoscale Prediction System 
(COAMPS; Hodur 1997), developed at NRL Monterey is non-hydrostatic atmospheric 
regional forecast model.  Efforts are currently ongoing to couple the atmospheric model 
with a hydrostatic ocean model.  This multi-nested, globally relocatable atmospheric 
model is capable of predicting meso-β scale phenomena.  The model’s prognostic 
variables are specified on a horizontally staggered Arakawa C grid and vertical terrain-
following sigma-z coordinate system.  Operationally, COAMPS is run using 30 vertical 
levels, but up to 300 sigma levels are possible.  Grids are commonly triple nested with a 
required 3:1 grid ratio. 
Kain and Fritsch (1993) cumulus parameterization is designed specifically for 
mesoscale models to represent cumulus convection explicitly in terms of modeled grid-
scale resolvables.  For grid resolution less than a specified value (e.g., 10 km),  the 
COAMPS model follows the explicit moist physics scheme of Rutledge and Hobbs 
(1983).  The cloud no cloud decision is based on the amount of heating or cooling due to 
condensation or evaporation at a model grid point. 
Subgrid scale turbulence is modeled using the 1.5 order (i.e., prognostic equation 
for turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) with 1st order closure for other second order moment 
quantities), level 2.5 closure scheme of Mellor and Yamada (1974; 1982).   Unlike 
traditional K theory, the COAMPS model includes a counter-gradient term in the 
temperature equation to allow for non-local turbulent transport.  Turbulent length scale 
calculation uses the height, von Karaman constant, and an asymptotic value dependent on 
TKE vertical distribution.  Boundary layer depth is diagnosed in the COAMPS model as 
the lowest elevation at which the flux Richardson number (i.e., ratio of buoyant 
production/consumption of TKE to shear production of TKE) is less than or equal to 
0.50.  The Eddy diffusivity formulation is a polynomial function of flux Richardson 
number multiplied by the length scale and square-root of the TKE. 
 




The surface layer is defined as the bottom portion of the boundary layer in which 
the turbulent fluxes vary by less than 10% of their magnitude (Haltiner and Martin 1957).  
Surface layer parameterizations in COAMPS are based on Louis (1979), which was 
designed as a simple, computationally effective method to include surface fluxes in 
global models.    This scheme uses polynomial expressions, based on the bulk Richardson 
number, for the stability functions in order to calculate friction velocity and temperature 
scale directly.   
Short and long wave radiative transfer parameterizations follow Harshvardhan et 
al. (1987).  Shortwave, solar radiation is absorbed above cloud top by O3 for frequencies 
less than 0.9 µm and by cloud liquid water for frequencies greater than 0.9 µm.  Solar 
radiation is reflected by the surface, clouds, and (diffusely) by air molecules.  Surface 
albedo for land is derived from climatology and is assigned a constant value for open 
water (0.09) and ice surfaces (0.6).  Absorption and emission of longwave radiation is by 
H2O, CO2 and O3 with broadband parameterization from 3.3 µm to infinity.  Clouds are 
considered blackbodies for longwave radiation with diagnosis for cumulus and stratiform 
fractional cloud amounts. 
The NOGAPS model provides the lateral boundary conditions for the COAMPS 
model outer grid.  Sea surface temperature fields are provided by the U.S. Navy’s Fleet 
Numerical Meteorology and Oceanography Center’s (FNMOC) global analysis and the 
source of the 1 km terrain data is National Imaging and Mapping Agency’s Digital 
Terrain Elevation Data Base (DTED) level 1. 
The COAMPS model can either be run in a continuous update cycle (i.e., warm 
start) where the analysis background fields are derived from the previous COAMPS 
forecast, or in cold start mode where the background field is a NOGAPS forecast.  After 
quality control algorithms (Baker 1992) screen the observations, a multivariate optimum 
interpolation (MVOI) analysis (Lorenc 1986) step combines the observations with the 






error covariances according to linear estimation theory.  Transition of the COAMPS 
analysis from MVOI to NAVDAS is expected by Fall 2002 (N. Baker and K. Sashegyi, 
personal communication).  
C. MARINE ATMOSPHERIC BOUNDARY LAYER 
In this section a brief description of the marine atmospheric boundary layer 
(MABL) is followed by a summary of MABL modeling and satellite-based retrieval 
capabilities.  A stated goal of this research is to determine how accurately the individual 
MABL background elements (e.g., cloud-top height, cloud liquid water content, radiative 
skin temperature, etc.) must be known a priori to generate the best 1DVAR ATOVS 
retrieval. As previously discussed, ATOVS soundings lack the vertical resolution to 
independently resolve the MABL temperature inversion and the retrieved structure of this 
feature is determined primarily by the background field.  Therefore, the MABL elements 
that cannot be measured by the sounder must be accurately represented in the model 
background field or be derived by other methods.  These alternate sources of MABL 
information include collocated satellite imagery and independent thermodynamic 
boundary models. 
1. Description 
The marine atmospheric boundary layer (MABL) is the lower 10% of the 
troposphere that is directly affected by the ocean surface properties and responds to  
surface forcing with a time scale of approximately one-hour (Stull 1997).  The depth of 
the MABL is determined by free atmosphere subsidence and entrainment through the top 
of the MABL.   
The MABL top, often referred to as the inversion, is marked by an abrupt increase 
in temperature, and decrease in humidity with height.  Air above the inversion is 
relatively dry and warm compared to the underlying moist air.  Below the inversion (or 
also known as the entrainment zone) the MABL can, in general, be divided into three 
sub-layers.  Immediately above the ocean surface is the very thin viscous layer, which is 
determined by surface roughness. Next, the surface layer accounts for approximately the 
lowest 10% of the MABL and is where turbulent fluxes vary by less than 10% of their 





dominated by turbulent mixing.  Turbulent eddies within the MABL act to erode the 
inversion by entraining dry air from above.  When the MABL is well-mixed and cloud 
free, potential temperature and humidity tend to be constant with height.   
Strong subsidence inversions are typical features over eastern subtropical oceans, 
such as the North East Pacific basin, during the summer months.  For strong subsidence 
inversion regimes, such as the subtropical California coast, Rosenthal et al. (1997) show a 
strong correlation between MABL height (corresponding to electro-magnetic (EM) duct 
height) and cloud-top temperature.  Extensive marine stratiform clouds typically cap the 
boundary layer during this time of year and complicate the dynamics of the MABL.  In 
addition to shear-generated turbulence, cloud-top radiative cooling and cloud-base 
radiative heating have important roles in maintaining turbulent mixing in the boundary 
layer (Stull 1997).  Stratocumulus-topped MABL’s can become decoupled from the 
lower portion of the MABL through diurnal temperature changes and precipitation.  As a 
result of the decoupling, liquid water potential temperature and total water are no longer 
constant with height.   
In their summer 1996 study of the EPAC, Dorman et al. (2000) found the MABL 
inversion base height to be lowest off the north-central California coast (195 m) and 
highest off southern California (416 m).  An inversion strength of 10.8 C over a few 
hundred meters was observed off central California.  The boundary layer depth increased 
off shore to near 800 m at distances of 80 – 100 km from the coast.  More information on 
the structure of the EPAC boundary layer may be found in Dorman and Winant (2000) 
and Burk and Thompson (1996). 
2.  Mesoscale Modeling of MABL Parameters  
Studies have shown that mesoscale models are able to represent the MABL 
properties, such as low-level winds, boundary layer height, atmospheric refractivity 
gradients, and cloud microphysics. Burk and Thompson (1982) were moderately 
successful in modeling refractivity profiles within the atmospheric boundary layer using a 
one-dimensional boundary layer model and a coarse-resolution hemispheric model.  
Sharp vertical gradients of humidity and temperature found at the top of a well-mixed 
MABL can affect the propagation of microwave energy from radar and communications 




(NORAPS; Hodur 1987), Burk and Thompson (1996,1997) demonstrated the model’s 
ability to represent and forecast MABL structure associated with the summertime low-
level jet along the California coast and height of the microwave trapping layer.  Haack 
and Burk (2000) compared observational data from the Variability of Coastal 
Atmospheric Refractivity (VOCAR) and Coastal Waves 1996 experiments with 
COAMPS forecasts.  They determined that COAMPS “captures much of the observed 
MABL vertical structure and horizontal variability,” associated with refractivity and 
surface-based EM ducting.  In addition, Dorman et al. (2000) demonstrated the COAMPS 
model’s ability to forecast MABL depth and wind stress maxima off the California coast.   
Wetzel et al. (2001) evaluated mesoscale model forecasts of coastal stratus, 
offshore of central Oregon, using satellite microphysical retrievals and aircraft 
measurements.  COAMPS forecasts, and satellite derived cloud optical depth, droplet 
effective radius and cloud liquid water path were verified by aircraft measurements 
during the COAMPS Operational Satellite and Aircraft Test (COSAT) field program.  
This data set includes multispectral radiances from NOAA AVHRR and GOES imagers, 
and corresponding aircraft observations and COAMPS model fields.  The data inter-
comparisons show good agreement between model forecasts and satellite observed cloud 
distribution; however, the Rutledge and Hobbs (1983) microphysical parameterization 
was shown to over predict cloud liquid water path. 
3.  Alternate Sources of MABL Information 
Though not directly used in this dissertation, previous research has demonstrated 
success in retrieving cloud free, and stratocumulus-topped boundary layer height from 
infrared and visible satellite imagers (e.g., AVHRR) and thermodynamic models.  This 
discussion is included here since these observation types and derived products could be 
used to either assign confidence to COAMPS background field or as additional 
observations or constraints to a variational retrieval scheme.   
Scientists at the Desert Research Institute (M. Wetzel, personal communication) 
are working to improve satellite retrievals of EPAC MABL parameters.  These 
techniques exploit both visible and infrared imagers to determine cloud-top height, cloud 




There are numerous established methods to calculate the depth of the MABL.   
Betts et al. (1992) suggested that a simple equilibrium model might improve the retrieval 
of detailed boundary layer structure.  To improve the boundary layer definition, Betts et 
al. (1992) used a mixing-line boundary layer model to determine convective boundary 
layer height from National Meteorological Center gridded analyses, satellite derived 
monthly mean cloud top temperatures and cloud fraction, and Comprehensive Ocean and 
Atmosphere Data Set (CODA) sea surface temperatures.   
Following a similar approach of Minnis et al. (1992) and Betts et al. (1992), 
McBride (2000) developed a near-real time technique to determine the height of the 
stratocumulus-topped MABL based on satellite derived cloud top temperatures, sea 
surface temperatures, assumed cloud fraction and dry/moist adiabatic lapse rate.  The 
McBride (2000) technique has the advantage of being independent of a background 
model field.  Minnis et al. (1992) and Betts et al. (1992) combined a thermodynamic 
boundary layer model with independent satellite retrievals of cloud-top temperature and 
sea surface temperature.  Betts et al. (1992) compared the constant-lapse-rate method of 
Minnis et al. (1992) and a mixing-line method to determine boundary layer structure over 
the ocean.  Kren (1987) developed an iterative technique to estimate the depth of the 
cloud-free MABL and parameterized relative humidity profile from satellite derived 
aerosol optical depth, total water vapor and sea surface temperature.  An important 
assumption of this technique is that optical depth and total water vapor are confined 
within a well-mixed MABL.   
D. 1DVAR RETRIEVAL THEORY  
1. Overview 
A 1DVAR scheme for TOVS became operational at the European Centre for 
Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) in 1992 and demonstrated a positive 
impact on forecast skill especially in the tropics and southern hemisphere (Eyre et al. 
1993).  Phalippou (1996) showed that variational methods provide a simple optimal 
method of retrieving the humidity profile, surface wind speed and cloud liquid water 
from SSM/I marine observations.  McNally and Vesperini (1996) showed that 
assimilation of TOVS radiance data using a 1DVAR approach improved some aspects of 




directly assimilating SSM/I and SSM/T-2 brightness temperatures in a 1DVAR 
assimilation system for both clear and cloudy sky conditions.  NRL Monterey currently 
developing 1DVAR techniques for assimilation of certain satellite data into the NOGAPS 
model.  Variational methods are further discussed in Lorenc (1986), Daley (1991), 
Courtier et al. (1993), Eyre (1995), and Rodgers (2000).   
2.  NAVDAS and 1DVAR Description 
This discussion provides a brief description of the 1DVAR algorithm as applied to 
NAVDAS (a 3DVAR scheme) following Eyre et al. (1993) and Daley and Barker (2000).  
Unlike the multivariate optimal interpolation (MVOI) technique, 3DVAR can directly 
assimilate radiances from polar orbiting satellite sounders and formulate more realistic 
error covariances.  NAVDAS allows three options for assimilating sounder data: 1) 
retrieved temperature and humidity data provided by National Environmental Satellite, 
Data, and Information Service (NESDIS) are assimilated in a manner similar to 
radiosondes; 2) assimilate temperature and humidity data produced via 1DVAR; or 3) 
assimilate radiances directly into 3DVAR.   
Although in general 3DVAR is non-linear, NAVDAS has been implemented as a 
linear scheme except in its treatment of SSM/I winds.  In NAVDAS, the observed 
radiances are used to change only the (linear) temperature profile and the background 
information is derived from the NWP model forecast.  NESDIS retrievals, or 
climatology, are used to provide information above model top.  Currently NAVDAS with 
the COAMPS model does not directly assimilate nonlinear cloud parameters and only 
cloud-free, or cloud-cleared radiances are currently used (N. Baker, personal 
communication).   
The NRL 1DVAR algorithm developed by N. Baker and R. Daley (NRL 
Monterey) is used to retrieve temperature and humidity profiles from (A)TOVS measured 
radiances.  Unlike the current version of NAVDAS, the 1DVAR algorithm includes 
nonlinear iteration, which is important for modeling the effects of clouds and water 
vapor.  The retrieved temperature and non-linear humidity data can be ingested into 
3DVAR if direct radiance assimilation is not desired.  Even with direct assimilation of 
radiances, retrieval of temperature and winds are performed for quality control and to 




  As discussed in Section II.A, the inverse problem is ill-posed and requires the 
use of some type of estimation technique in order to find the best solution that is 
consistent with the observations.  One approach to finding realistic solutions describes 
the variables in terms of a probability density function (PDF), which can be written in 
general form as 
 
 P(x) ≈ exp(-½ [x – xo]T E-1 [x – xo]),     (2.5) 
 
where P(x) is the probability that a scalar will have a value of x.  The estimates of x have 
mean value xo and normally distributed errors with covariance E.  The matrix transpose 
and inverse are denoted by T and –1, respectively. 
1DVAR applies the principle of Bayes’ theorem (see Rodgers 2000) to find the 
most probable state of the atmosphere x (e.g., vertical temperature profile) given satellite 
measurements yo (e.g., radiances).  For this variational scheme, the maximum conditional 
probability or likelihood is expressed as  
 
P(x|yo) ≈ P(yo|x)P(x),       (2.6) 
 
where P(yo|x) is the probability that measurement yo will be made when the atmospheric 
state is x and P(x) is the prior probability of x before making any measurements.  In an 
error free environment P(yo|x) is a delta function at yo = H(x), where H(x) is the 
generalized forward model.  However, measurements are not error free.  Assuming the 
errors are Gaussian with covariance R, (2.5) can be written as   
   
P(yo|x) ≈ exp(-0.5 [yo – H(x)]T R-1 [yo – H(x)]).    (2.7) 
 
Information regarding P(x) is derived from the background information and error 
characteristics.  For normally distributed background errors with background profile xb 





P(x) ≈ exp(-0.5 [x – xb]T B-1 [x – xb]),    (2.8)  
 
The variational approach to the inversion problem is accomplished by maximizing the 
conditional probability (i.e., minimizing –loge P(x|yo)) to yield a scalar cost (penalty) 
function J(x), which is a measure of the fit between the observed radiances and the 
background information, other observations, and physical or dynamical constraints.  To 
assimilate radiances via a variational approach, J(x) is minimized with respect to the 
atmospheric state x.  Assuming the errors are normally distributed, then following Daley 
and Barker (2000) the optimal cost function may be written as a sum of quadratic terms 
 
J(x) = 0.5[yo – H(x)]T R-1 [yo - H(x)] + 0.5 [x – xb]T  B-1 [x – xb] + J0 + Jc, (2.9) 
 
where x is a vector (length n) containing the atmospheric state, xb is a vector (length n) 
containing the background (e.g., short-term forecast) values, yo is a vector (length m) of 
measured radiances, H represents the forward radiative transfer model from the 
atmospheric state x to observed radiances yo, R is the m x m observation error covariance 
matrix and includes the covariance of the instrument errors (O) and the forward model 
error covariance (F), B is the n x n background error covariance matrix, and J0 and Jc 
represent the cost for other observations and constraints.  The TOVS 1DVAR algorithm 
(Eyre et al. 1993) uses non-linear Newtonian iteration to minimize J(x). The ith estimate 
of x is updated by 
 
xi+1 = xi – [∇2x J(x)]-1 ∇x J(x),       (2.10) 
 
where the gradient of J(x) is 
 







H is the m x n Jacobian matrix (also known as the tangent linear operator) 
corresponding to the forward operator H(x) linearized about the atmospheric state vector.  
HT is the adjoint operator.  If linear, then H = H. If H is nonlinear, then H = ∂H(x)/∂x 
evaluated at x = xb.  Therefore, H maps the solution from physical (state vector) space to 
radiance (brightness temperature) space and HT maps the solution back to physical space 
(i.e., brightness temperatures back to the state vector).  Errico et al. (1993) and Errico 
(1997) give in depth descriptions of the tangent linear and adjoint models.  The square (n 
x n) Hessian matrix 
 
∇2x J(x) = 2(B-1 + H T R-1 H),       (2.12) 
 
is obtained by differentiating (2.11) with respect to x.  The Hessian is a measure of the 
convexity of the cost function J(x) and indicates the sharpness of the analysis PDF.  A 
sharper PDF corresponds to a more accurate analysis and a higher probability that the 
estimated state is closer to the true state (Bouttier and Courtier 1999).   The Hessian of 
the cost function is equal to twice the inverse of the analysis (expected) error covariance 
matrix and as discussed later, is related to the information content of the retrieval.  Note 
the gradient of H, and the optional Jo and Jc terms have been omitted in (2.12).  The 
Newtonian iteration can then be expressed as: 
 
xi+1 = xb +  Ki [yo – H(xi) – Hi (xb – xi)],     (2.13) 
 
where Ki = B HiT [Hi B HiT + R]-1, and is the weight (or Kalman gain) matrix.  
Expanding (2.13), NRL Monterey’s version of the 1DVAR algorithm converts measured 
brightness temperatures into retrieved temperature and humidity profiles using the 
following nonlinear Newtonian iterative procedure: 
 






where x0, x1,…xi are state estimate vectors.  This procedure starts with an initial guess for 
x0 (usually xb) and continues until convergence, i.e., xi ≈ xi+1.  As mentioned earlier, 
1DVAR allows for nonlinear iteration, which is important when including the effects of 
clouds and humidity. Since this is a nonlinear problem, the convergent solution (if it 
exists) may not be unique and the minimum of the cost function depends on selection of 
x0.  An accurate first guess will speed convergence.  Convergence criteria used in this 
dissertation are discussed in Chapter V. 
3.  Radiative Transfer Model (RTTOV-6) 
The forward model H, the m x n tangent linear operator (Jacobian) H, and the n x 
m adjoint operator HT used in the 1DVAR scheme are derived from the fast radiative 
transfer (RT) TOVS model (RTTOV-6; Saunders et al. 1999; Saunders 2000).  This RT 
model calculates top of the atmosphere radiances for a given background state vector (xb) 
that includes four atmospheric profiles, six surface array elements, two cloud array 
elements, and a surface emissivity array.  The atmospheric profile elements are at 43 
fixed pressure levels and include air temperature, specific humidity, ozone and cloud 
liquid water concentration.  Surface array elements include 2 m air temperature, 2 m 
specific humidity, surface pressure, vector wind speeds, and radiative skin temperature.  
The cloud elements are cloud-top pressure and cloud fractional coverage.  Surface 
emissivity is calculated using the vector wind speeds described in Chapter III.A.  
The elements of H are calculated by differentiating the discrete form of the RTE 
by elements of xb (see Eyre 1989a).  Naval Postgraduate School is a licensed user of the 
RTTOV-6 software (M. Manoussakis, personal communication). 
E. INFORMATION THEORY AND METHODS 
Analysis of the information content of satellite sounder data allows for a 
quantitative examination of these systems’ ability to improve upon the background 
information.  In addition, the sensitivity of the retrieval to changes in background profile 
structure (e.g., U.S. Standard Atmosphere reference profile versus NWP background) and 
to the MABL parameters can be evaluated.  The information content of satellite sounder 





and Moll 1990; Prunet et al. 1998; English 1999; Garand 2000).  Specifically, they 
examined the ability of infrared (IR) and/or microwave (MW) sounder(s) to contribute 
information to a global NWP system.   
Nearly 10 years prior to launch of ATOVS, Eyre (1990) conducted a simulation 
study to determine the information content of TOVS and ATOVS retrievals.  The 
retrieval error covariances associated with an optimal nonlinear inversion scheme was 
calculated and compared with the assumed background (i.e., prior information) error 
covariance.  Retrieval performance was assessed for combinations of sensors and 
different assumed conditions, such as atmospheric profile, cloud conditions, surface 
types, etc.  His early study showed that ATOVS data has limited ability to improve global 
NWP temperature and humidity analyses, even through it can improve the analysis of 
layer quantities.  This is a promising result, which may indicate the ability to derive 
independent low-level information from ATOVS. 
As discussed previously, the radiance inversion problem is ill-posed and 
therefore, an optimal solution can only be obtained through use of prior information or 
other constraints.  One of the challenges of this study is to quantify the extent to which 
ATOVS temperature and humidity sounder data can improve our knowledge of the 
eastern Pacific (EPAC) boundary layer environment.  One purpose of this dissertation is 
to evaluate if ATOVS can provide sufficient information via a 1DVAR scheme to adjust 
the background toward the designated true atmospheric state.  Results are presented in 
Chapter IV. 
1.  Information Matrix 
For the Gaussian linear case, (2.12) is proportional to the inverse of the retrieval 
(analysis) error covariance matrix, S(x), or 
 
0.5∇2x J(x) = S(x)-1 = B-1 + HT R-1 H,      (2.15) 
 
where HTR-1H is the radiance error covariance matrix projected into n x n analysis space.  
According to (2.15), small errors in B and/or R result in larger S(x)-1 and greater 




S(x) = S and, as shown by Rodgers (1976) and Eyre (1990), but with slight notation 
change, S can be written 
 
S  = B – B HT [H B HT  + R]-1 H B.      (2.16) 
 
The H B HT matrix in (2.16) is the projection of B into m x m radiance space.  This 
covariance matrix is also known as the effective background error.  For smaller S we 
again need smaller errors in B and R to make the B HT [H B HT  + R]-1 H B matrix large.  
Theoretical values of S calculated in Chapters IV are calculated at the first iteration only,  
i.e., Si=1.  In (2.14), H is recalculated for each xi until convergence.     
For the linear case where H is linearized about xb, S equals the expected error 
covariance of the optimal retrieval.  For the weakly nonlinear case, S is a good 
approximation if it varies slowly with x.  Performance assessment requires the calculation 
of the gradient of the forward model (i.e., H = ∂H(x)/ ∂x) and evaluation of S over a 
number of iterations.   It is then possible to determine what information can be extracted 
from the sounding data for the assumed conditions.  Humidity retrievals should be 
considered as at least weakly non-linear and clouds as highly non-linear.   Unlike the 
current NAVDAS implementation, the NRL 1DVAR scheme allows for non-linear 
iteration, which should provide better estimates of these parameters. 
Reduction in retrieval error, in terms of root mean square (r.m.s.) error, can be 
determined from the square roots of the diagonal elements of (2.16).  Improvement over 
the background can be assessed by comparing the principal diagonal elements (variances) 
of S and B.  If the ratio Sii / Bii is much less than unity, then the retrieval is nearly 
independent of the background state vector.  The satellite sensor adds little or no 
information if this ratio is near unity (Eyre 1989a).  This method does not; however, 
compare the covariance information, since it only considers the diagonal elements.  
The following sub-sections provides an overview of the techniques used in this 
study to determine information content and degrees of freedom for signal and follows the 





(1999) and Rodgers (2000).  Unlike these previous works, this dissertation addresses the 
information content of a combined IR and MW system for the specific mesoscale case of 
the summertime EPAC boundary layer regime. 
2.  Information Derived from Principal Component Analysis 
The principal component analysis (PCA) technique described by Thépaut and 
Moll (1990) and Prunet et al. (1998) is used to provide an estimate of observation gain 
over background information, or 
 
S’ = B-½ S B-½.        (2.17) 
 
S is normalized by the background error covariance by pre- and post-multiplying by B-½, 
where the inverse of the matrix square root is calculated using eigenvector 
decomposition, B-½ = L Λ-½ LT.  L is the n x n eigenvector matrix of symmetric positive- 
definite B and Λ is the diagonal eigenvalue matrix (positive for positive-definite B).   The 
significant eigenvalues of (2.17), as defined by Thépaut and Moll (1990), are those less 
than or equal to 0.9, indicating at least 10% of the information is derived from the 
satellite radiances.  Prunet et al. (1998) used this criterion to compare the IR instruments 
HIRS/2 and IASI. Their case study showed HIRS/2 to have 6 significant eigenvectors for 
temperature and humidity as compared to 19 for IASI. 
In the case where B is diagonal, the eigenvectors of (2.17) are the same as the 
radiance error in analysis space covariance matrix, HTR-1H.  Daley and Barker (2000) 
calculated the eigenmodes of HTR-1H for the TOVS instrument.  Their example shows 
that the gravest vertical modes are associated with the largest eigenvalues and the most 
favorable signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), i.e., SNR = [(1 - λa n) /λa n] = εb[λr n]1/2, where εb is 
the background error standard deviation and λa n and λr n are the nth eigenvalues of (2.17) 
and HTR-1H.  The eigenstructure of HTR-1H demonstrates that the TOVS instrument 
cannot independently resolve the MABL, or other abrupt vertical temperature changes, 
such as the tropopause.  As discussed in Chapter I, low-level features present in a TOVS 




The results of the PCA analysis are presented in Chapter IV.A.  Again, it is not 
suggested that ATOVS can independently resolve the shallow summertime EPAC MABL 
temperature inversion.  The purpose of using this PCA technique is to determine if 
ATOVS can provide significant low-level profile temperature and humidity information 
to a 1DVAR scheme. 
3.  Degrees of Freedom and Information Content From R and B Comparison 
The effective row space, and hence the number of independent pieces of 
information, can be determined by comparing the observation error covariance R with the 
background error covariance B.  Elements outside the effective row space cannot be  
measured since their natural variability is less than the observation error.  Rodgers (2000) 
transforms H to H’ by 
 
H’ = R-½ H B½,        (2.18) 
 
and states, “the number of independent measurements made to better than measurement 
error, the effective rank of the problem, is the number of singular values of  [H’] which 
are greater than about unity.” In this study, (2.18) was calculated using an upper 
triangular Cholesky decomposition.   




∑ λ2i /(1 + λ2i ) = tr(A),      (2.19) 
 
where λi are the singular values of H’, and A is the averaging kernel, or model resolution 
matrix, given by 
 
A = KH = BHT (HBHT + R)-1 H,      (2.20) 
 
where K is the Kalman gain (or contribution function) matrix.  Information content (H), 





H = 0.5∑i loge (1 + λ2i ) = -0.5 loge | In – A|,     (2.21) 
 
where In is the n x n Identity matrix.  The results in Chapter IV show greater information 
content when the full covariance (non-diagonal) B matrix is used.  According to Rodgers 
(2000), one would at first glance expect the “a priori” to be more tightly constrained for 
the non-diagonal covariance with fewer degrees of freedom and information content.  
However, this is not the case.  The “paradox” arises because the weighting functions only 
observe the large-scale structure and at these scales the non-diagonal covariance has 
larger variance than at smaller scales.  The diagonal case has equal variance at all scales.  
“Thus at the scale of the width and spacing of the weighting functions, the non-diagonal a 
priori is less constrained, while it is more constrained at scales which cannot be 
measured.”   
As shown by (2.19) the trace of A is the number of degrees of freedom for signal.  
The diagonal elements of A are the number of degrees of freedom per model level and 
the reciprocal, the number of levels per degree of freedom, is a rough measure of vertical 
resolution.  Purser and Huang (1993) regard the diagonal elements of A as an 
approximate measure of effective data quantity, i.e., information. 
The results of the H’ analysis is presented in Chapter IV.A.  Used in conjunction 
with the mathematically related PCA, this technique calculates the total quantity of 
independently derived information from ATOVS with respect to the summertime EPAC 
environment.  The diagonal elements of A calculated for this mesoscale application are 
also presented in Chapter IV.A.  
4.  Information via Entropy Reduction 
An alternate method to assess performance is through the analysis of information 
content of the retrieval compared to the background.  Rodgers (1976) defined information 
content as the entropy of the probability function describing the state vector.  The 
increase in information is related to a decrease in entropy.  An advantage to using the 
entropy representation is that it expresses the retrieval performance for the entire profile 





∆H = log2 |B| - log2 |S|.       (2.22) 
 
where the determinates of S and B are calculated using T and loge Q sub-matrices. 
However, S is calculated using full 215 element background state vector in (2.16). 
5.  Information Gain Measured by Analysis Error Reduction 
Theoretical retrieval performance (P), or percent improvement over background, 
can be calculated using 
 
P = 100[1 – (Sii / Bii)],       (2.23) 
 
where Sii and Bii are the diagonal elements (variances) of S and B error covariance 
matrices.  As the ratio Sii / Bii → 0 (P→ 100%) the retrieval is determined increasingly 
by the satellite observation.  If Sii / Bii → unity then the satellite observation contributes 
no information to the retrieval.   English (1999) used (2.23) to show that significant 
temperature and humidity profile information could be obtained from microwave 
sounders AMSU-A, and -B over non-ocean surfaces (i.e., forest, snow-ice free, and 
desert).  In his theoretical study, results for rough ocean surface were included since they 
are germane to this dissertation.  The sensitivity of temperature and humidity retrieval 
accuracy was studied by varying both the background skin temperature error and 
emissivity forward model error.  Results were then compared for H linearized about three 
representative mean atmospheric profiles (arctic, mid-latitude, and tropical).   
English (1999) found that temperature profile retrieval information is virtually 
insensitive to emissivity and emissivity model error if there is a priori knowledge of 
cloud liquid water path less than 100 g m-2.  However, the sensitivity increases for even 
small amounts of cloud liquid water if there is no prior information.  In contrast, humidity 
information is sensitive to emissivity and emissivity model error for clear and thin cloud 
(< 500 g m-2) conditions.  Humidity retrieval error becomes less sensitive to emissivity 
for larger amounts of cloud liquid water where the atmosphere becomes optically thick 




Near surface temperature retrieval performance is strongly dependent on a priori 
knowledge of skin temperature error for both clear and cloudy conditions, whereas 
humidity retrieval performance is only weakly sensitive to background skin temperature 
error for each case.  As cloud LWP increases, both near surface temperature and humidity  
information decrease.  Skin temperature retrieval performance decreases as cloud liquid 
water path increases.  Cloud liquid water retrieval performance is nearly insensitive to 
changes in liquid water path over ocean surfaces. 
In this dissertation (2.23) is used to examine the sensitivity of the theoretical 
atmospheric temperature and humidity retrieval to changes in ocean surface, cloud, and 
profile a priori information.  The purpose is to establish which parameters within the 
EPAC background state vector need to be accurately known.  Requirements for 
additional observations (e.g. from collocated satellites) and prioritization of future 
improvements in model background (e.g. COAMPS) can then be established.  Results of 
these sensitivity analyses are presented in Chapter IV.C. 
F. SIMULATED RETRIEVAL METHOD 
Techniques used in this study to derive simulated observations and background 
profiles follows Eyre (1989a), Healy and Eyre (2000), and Palmer et al. (2000).  The 
latter two studies are specific to radio occultation retrievals, but the techniques are 
germane to this dissertation.  In this research, “true” profiles (xt) are derived from the set 
of representative EPAC profiles discussed in Chapter III.C.  The associated background 
profiles xb are then calculated by superimposing a random combination of the 
eigenvectors of B onto xt.  This method ensures the perturbations are consistent with the 
errors in B.  xb is determined by 
 
xb = xt + Σi γi (λi)½ Ci ,       (2.24) 
 
where γi is a random Gaussian number (randn in MATLAB®) and λi and Ci are the ith 




“True” radiances and brightness temperature are calculated from xt using the 
RTTOV-6 forward radiative transfer model, H(xt).  Simulated observation vectors are 
computed as  
 
yso = H(xt) + ε,         (2.25) 
 
where ε = Σj γj (λj)½ Dj .  As before, γj is a normally distributed random number and λj 
and Dj are the jth eigenvalue and eigenvector of R.   The simulated observation vector is 
then used in (2.14) to find the most probable solution of the atmospheric state, x. 
A statistically significant number of “background” profiles xb and error vectors ε 
are required to calculate the retrieval mean  
 
µr = (x – xt),         (2.26)  
 
and retrieval standard deviation  
 
σr = [(x – xt)2 - µ2]½.        (2.27) 
 
Healy and Eyre (2000) used 1000, and Palmer et al. (2000) used 500 simulated 
background profiles and error vectors. The mean (µr) quantifies any biases within the 
retrieval and the standard deviation (σr) is compared with the square root of the principal 
diagonal elements of  
 
Si  = B – B HTi [Hi B HTi  + R]-1 Hi B,     (2.28) 
 




G. MATRIX OPERATIONS 
Many of the equations discussed above require operating on large matrices.   This 
poses a challenge since some effort is required to ensure they are non-singular (or at best 
near non-singular) and  positive definite (see Golub and Van Loan 1996).  In this research 
the matrix rank was calculated to determine the proper method to calculate S.  For 
example the information matrix S-1 from (2.15) is size 215 x 215, but is singular with 
rank 70 and therefore, cannot be directly inverted (Rodgers 1976).  Since profile 
temperature(T) and loge specific humidity (loge Q) are mutually uncorrelated, these 
matrices can be reduced to their respective non-singular 43 x 43 submatrices prior to 
calculating the inverse; however, this will result in loss of information derived from the 
surface and cloud elements.  In contrast, the 215 x 215 S matrix calculation in (2.16) only 
requires the inversion of the non-singular (or nearly non-singular) radiance space (H B 
HT + R)-1 matrix.  This dissertation calculates the full 215 x 215 S matrix using equation 












































III. PRIOR INFORMATION 
 
This chapter describes the prior information used for the information content 
analyses of Chapter IV and 1DVAR retrievals of Chapter V.  Prior information includes 
assumed errors in the background field; instrument and forward model errors associated 
with the satellite sounder and radiative transfer model; and the 215 element background 
state vector used to calculated the Jacobian matrix.   
A. BACKGROUND ERROR COVARIANCE MATRIX (B) 
The 215 x 215 (n x n analysis space) background error covariance matrix B 
models the vertical structure of errors in the background (first-guess) profile.  B is 
constructed from the inter-level correlations of error and standard deviations of error 
associated with the uncertainty in the background state vector.  This research is the first 
to use COAMPS forecast errors specific to the mesoscale summertime EPAC 
environment.  The 215 elements within the RTTOV-6 background state vector (xb) 
include profile arrays of atmospheric temperature (T), loge specific humidity (loge Q), 
ozone (O3), and cloud liquid water mixing ratio (CLW); surface array of 2 m air 
temperature (T2m), 2 m loge specific humidity (loge Q2m), surface pressure (Ps), 2 m 
vector wind speeds (u2m, v2m), and radiative skin temperature (Ts); cloud array of cloud- 
top pressure (PCT) and cloud fractional coverage (CFC); and surface emissivity (ε) for 
each channel.    
Following Franke (1999) the inter-level correlations of error for T and profile loge 
Q were calculated and are shown in Table 3.1.  These vertical correlations of error were 
calculated for the NOGAPS model and were approximated using a combination of 
functional fitting and transformation of the pressure levels.  As shown by Eyre (1989a), 
the variational retrieval of profile elements is highly sensitive to the strength of inter-
level correlations of error.  T and loge Q errors are assumed here to be mutually 
uncorrelated, which is most likely an oversimplification. This dissertation includes non-
zero error correlations between the T2m, Ts error, and T when using the COAMPS 
forecast errors.  As discussed in Chapter II.C, boundary layer conditions will determine 




Table 3.1 Inter-level correlations of error (x 100).  [T and loge Q after Franke 1999]. 
Temperature 
P (hPa) level 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43   
0.1 1 100                                             
0.29 2 -34 100                                            
0.69 3 -11 -35 100                                           
1.42 4 -2 -15 -28 100                                          
2.61 5 0 -3 -19 -20 100                                         
4.41 6 0 -1 -6 -22 -12 100                                        
6.95 7 0 0 -2 -9 -24 -5 100                                       
10.37 8 0 0 -1 -3 -12 -25 2 100                                      
14.81 9 0 0 0 -1 -5 -15 -25 8 100                                     
20.4 10 0 0 0 -1 -3 -8 -18 -25 14 100                                    
27.26 11 0 0 0 0 -1 -4 -11 -21 -23 19 100                                   
35.51 12 0 0 0 0 -1 -2 -6 -14 -22 -20 26 100                                  
45.29 13 0 0 0 0 0 -1 -3 -8 -14 -20 -12 34 100                                 
56.73 14 0 0 0 0 0 -1 -2 -5 -9 -15 -17 -6 34 100                                
69.97 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 -3 -6 -10 -14 -14 -6 39 100                               
85.18 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 -2 -4 -7 -10 -13 -16 -3 40 100                              
102.05 17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 -2 -4 -7 -10 -16 -15 -3 42 100                             
122.04 18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 -3 -5 -8 -13 -16 -17 -3 40 100                            
143.84 19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 -2 -3 -5 -10 -13 -18 -17 -5 41 100                           
167.95 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 -2 -4 -7 -10 -15 -18 -17 -2 44 100                          
194.36 21 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 -2 -5 -7 -11 -15 -18 -16 -1 46 100                         
222.94 22 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 -2 -3 -5 -9 -12 -16 -18 -14 4 49 100                        
253.71 23 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 -2 -4 -6 -9 -13 -17 -18 -13 6 51 100                       
286.6 24 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 -2 -3 -5 -7 -10 -14 -18 -18 -12 9 53 100                      
321.5 25 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 -2 -4 -5 -8 -12 -16 -18 -18 -10 12 56 100                     
358.28 26 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 -6 -10 -13 -17 -19 -17 -8 14 58 100                    
396.81 27 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 -2 -3 -5 -8 -11 -15 -18 -20 -17 -6 17 60 100                   
436.95 28 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 -2 -3 -4 -6 -9 -13 -16 -19 -20 -16 -4 20 62 100                  
478.54 29 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 -2 -3 -5 -8 -11 -14 -18 -20 -19 -14 -1 24 64 100                 
521.46 30 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 -1 -3 -4 -6 -9 -12 -16 -19 -20 -19 -12 2 27 66 100                
565.54 31 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 -2 -3 -5 -7 -10 -13 -16 -19 -19 -16 -8 6 31 68 100               
610.6 32 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 -2 -3 -4 -6 -8 -11 -14 -16 -18 -18 -14 -6 9 32 66 100              
656.43 33 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 -2 -3 -5 -7 -9 -11 -14 -16 -17 -16 -12 -5 9 28 64 100             
702.73 34 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 -1 -2 -4 -5 -7 -9 -12 -14 -16 -16 -15 -11 -4 6 25 62 100            
749.12 35 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 -7 -9 -11 -13 -14 -15 -14 -10 -6 4 24 61 100           
795.09 36 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 -1 -2 -3 -4 -6 -7 -9 -11 -12 -13 -14 -12 -11 -8 2 22 60 100          
839.95 37 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 -1 -2 -3 -4 -6 -7 -9 -10 -11 -12 -12 -13 -13 -9 -1 18 56 100         
882.8 38 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 -2 -2 -3 -4 -5 -7 -8 -9 -10 -11 -13 -14 -14 -12 -5 12 52 100        
922.46 39 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 -2 -2 -3 -4 -5 -6 -7 -8 -9 -11 -13 -14 -15 -14 -8 8 51 100       
957.44 40 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 -2 -2 -3 -4 -4 -5 -6 -7 -9 -11 -13 -15 -16 -15 -10 10 55 100      
985.88 41 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 -1 -2 -2 -3 -3 -4 -5 -6 -7 -9 -11 -13 -15 -16 -15 -6 18 62 100     
1005.43 42 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 -1 -2 -2 -3 -3 -4 -5 -6 -7 -9 -11 -13 -15 -16 -12 3 31 71 100    
1013.25 43 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 -1 -1 -2 -2 -3 -3 -4 -5 -6 -8 -9 -11 -14 -15 -13 -2 19 50 83 100   
T2m  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 -2 -3 -3 -4 -5 -6 -8 -10 -13 -15 -18 -19 -14 1 22 47 64 100  
Tskin  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 -2 -2 -3 -4 -5 -7 -8 -10 -13 -16 -15 -10 -2 9 16 57 100
Loge Specific Humidity 
P (hPa) level 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43   
0.1 1 100                                             
0.29 2 0 100                                            
0.69 3 0 0 100                                           
1.42 4 0 0 0 100                                          
2.61 5 0 0 0 0 100                                         
4.41 6 0 0 0 0 0 100                                        
6.95 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 100                                       
10.37 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100                                      
14.81 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100                                     
20.4 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 100                                    
27.26 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 100                                   
35.51 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 100                                  
45.29 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 100                                 
56.73 14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 100                                
69.97 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 100                               
85.18 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 100                              
102.05 17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 100                             
122.04 18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 13 100                            
143.84 19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 14 100                           
167.95 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 17 100                          
194.36 21 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 20 100                         
222.94 22 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 22 100                        
253.71 23 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 26 100                       
286.6 24 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 29 100                      
321.5 25 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 32 100                     
358.28 26 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 6 35 100                    
396.81 27 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 7 38 100                   
436.95 28 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 9 41 100                  
478.54 29 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 10 44 100                 
521.46 30 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 12 47 100                
565.54 31 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 14 50 100               
610.6 32 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 4 17 53 100              
656.43 33 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 5 19 56 100             
702.73 34 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 6 22 59 100            
749.12 35 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 8 24 62 100           
795.09 36 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 9 28 65 100          
839.95 37 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 4 12 31 68 100         
882.8 38 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 5 14 36 72 100        
922.46 39 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 7 18 41 76 100       
957.44 40 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 4 10 23 48 80 100      
985.88 41 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 6 14 31 57 86 100     
1005.43 42 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 4 10 21 42 68 91 100    
1013.25 43 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 8 17 35 58 82 97 100   
                                               





coupling of environmental parameters may not directly correspond to the correlation of 
their respective   forecast   errors.  In any event, this  dissertation   assumes   no boundary 
layer decoupling and the RTTOV-6 pressure level 43 (1013.25 hPa) is within the surface 
layer.  Inter-level correlations of error for <Ts T2m>, <Ts T>, and <T2m T> apply only to 
the COAMPS specific background error covariance matrix.  All other elements are 
assumed to be mutually uncorrelated.  Globally averaged background errors are used 
operationally at NRL Monterey for NOGAPS satellite data assimilation (N. Baker, 
personal communication).  This globally averaged covariance matrix, hereby designated 
BN, is used as a first approximation in this dissertation.  Forecast errors are not 
homogeneous and vary depending on geographical location and synoptic situation (Eyre 
1989a; Healy and Eyre 2000).  In practice, NAVDAS does allow for some latitudinal 
variation of the background errors and assigns different values for land and ocean 
surfaces.  In BN, the surface and profile errors are mutually uncorrelated.  As described in 
the following paragraphs, the globally averaged NOGAPS background errors used by the 
NRL Monterey 1DVAR scheme have been slightly modified for this research. 
A new background error covariance matrix, hereby-designated BC, specific to 
EPAC summertime conditions was developed for this research.  BC includes the surface 
and profile error correlations discussed above.  COAMPS background error statistics 
were provided by NRL Monterey (J. Nachamkin, personal communication).  These T, 
loge Q and surface wind speed background errors are based on Fleet Numerical 
Meteorology and Oceanography Center’s (FNMOC) 27 km COAMPS operational runs 
for the period 07 July – 30 September 2001.  A longer data set was not available at the 
time of this research.  Errors are based on model forecast minus radiosonde observation 
(see Nachamkin and Hodur 2001).  The standard deviation of the 6-hr forecast error is 
used in this study and was estimated by interpolating between the averaged 00-, and 12-
hr forecast errors.  The 6-hr COAMPS errors at 16 pressure levels were then interpolated 
to the 43 RTTOV-6 pressure levels.   
The diagonal elements of the background error covariance matrices BN and BC are 
the square of the respective standard deviations of error ((Bii)½) listed in Tables 3.2 and 





Table 3.2.  Standard deviations of error associated with the diagonal elements of the 
NOGAPS and summertime COAMPS EPAC background error covariance matrices (BN 
and BC) for atmospheric profile parameters [temperature (T), log specific humidity (loge 
Q), ozone (O3), and cloud liquid water mixing ratio (CLW)].  Cloud errors are discussed 
in Chapters IV and V. 
 
Profile parameters 
                                                 Standard deviation of error [Bii]½ 
                         NOGAPS   COAMPS EPAC      NOGAPS     COAMPS EPAC 
Level P  (hPa) T  (K) logeQ  (g kg-1) O3  (g kg-1) CLW (g kg-1) 
1 0.10 3.00 3.00 0.35 1.00 0.00 0.00 
2 0.29 3.00 3.00 0.35 1.00 0.00 0.00 
3 0.69 3.00 3.00 0.35 1.00 0.00 0.00 
4 1.42 3.00 3.00 0.35 1.00 0.00 0.00 
5 2.61 3.00 3.00 0.35 1.00 0.00 0.00 
6 4.41 3.00 3.00 0.35 1.00 0.00 0.00 
7 6.95 3.00 3.00 0.35 1.00 0.00 0.00 
8 10.37 3.00 1.80 0.35 1.00 0.00 0.00 
9 14.81 3.00 1.62 0.35 1.02 0.00 0.00 
10 20.40 3.00 1.39 0.35 1.05 0.00 0.00 
11 27.26 2.50 1.33 0.35 1.13 0.00 0.00 
12 35.51 1.95 1.25 0.35 1.14 0.00 0.00 
13 45.29 1.60 1.15 0.35 1.10 0.00 0.00 
14 56.73 1.60 1.11 0.35 1.09 0.00 0.00 
15 69.97 1.60 1.14 0.35 1.11 0.00 0.00 
16 85.18 1.30 1.15 0.35 1.01 0.00 0.00 
17 102.05 1.30 1.16 0.35 0.92 0.00 0.00 
18 122.04 1.30 1.15 0.35 0.93 0.00 0.00 
19 143.84 1.30 1.15 0.35 0.96 0.00 0.00 
20 167.95 1.30 1.29 0.35 0.89 0.00 0.00 
21 194.36 1.43 1.50 0.35 0.79 0.00 0.00 
22 222.94 1.37 1.40 0.35 0.66 0.00 0.00 
23 253.71 1.30 1.23 0.35 0.53 0.00 0.00 
24 286.60 1.40 1.11 0.35 0.55 0.00 0.00 
25 321.50 1.23 1.03 0.40 0.58 0.00 0.00 
26 358.28 0.92 0.96 0.43 0.60 0.00 0.00 
27 396.81 0.92 0.89 0.40 0.63 0.00 0.00 
28 436.95 0.92 0.89 0.40 0.65 0.00 0.00 
29 478.54 0.95 0.88 0.42 0.66 0.00 0.00 
30 521.46 0.96 0.89 0.37 0.65 0.00 0.00 
31 565.54 0.98 0.91 0.36 0.60 0.00 0.00 
32 610.60 0.95 0.92 0.38 0.55 0.00 0.00 
33 656.43 0.95 0.94 0.40 0.50 0.00 0.00 
34 702.73 0.95 0.98 0.35 0.45 0.00 0.00 
35 749.12 0.94 1.42 0.36 0.41 0.00 0.00 
36 795.09 0.95 1.85 0.36 0.36 0.00 0.00 
37 839.95 1.08 2.26 0.34 0.32 0.00 0.00 
38 882.80 1.75 2.31 0.32 0.28 0.00 *see text 
39 922.46 1.78 2.25 0.30 0.25 0.00 *see text 
40 957.44 1.80 2.23 0.24 0.21 0.00 *see text 
41 985.88 1.80 2.20 0.22 0.18 0.00 *see text 
42 1005.43 1.80 2.18 0.20 0.18 0.00 *see text 




Table 3.3. As in Table 3.3, except for surface and cloud parameters.  Cloud and 
emissivity errors are discussed in Chapters IV and V. 
 
Surface and Cloud Parameters 
 
Standard deviation of error  
[Bii]½ 
Units 
 NOGAPS COAMPS EPAC  
Surface 2 m temperature (T2m) 1.80 2.15 K 
Surface 2 m specific humidity (logeQ2m) 0.18 0.18 gkg-1 
Surface pressure (Ps) 3.38 3.38 hPa 
2 m u-vector wind speed (u2m) 0 2 ms-1 
2 m v-vector wind speed (v2m) 0 2 ms-1 
Radiative skin temperature (Ts) 1.57 1.57 K 
Cloud top pressure (PCT) *see text *see text hPa 
Cloud fractional cover (CFC) *see text *see text 0-1 
Surface microwave emissivity (εm) *see text .02 0-1 
 
 




















NOGAPS     
EPAC COAMPS
 
Figure 3.1.  NOGAPS and COAMPS background standard deviations of error (Bii)½ for 
(a) T, and (b) loge Q.  Globally averaged NOGAPS background errors are used 
operationally at NRL Monterey for satellite data assimilation and are used in this 
dissertation as the first-order approximation.  The COAMPS background errors are based 
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Figure 3.1.  Continued.  
 
Vertical T error structure is similar for the two models above 700 hPa, but with 
larger COAMPS EPAC errors below.  The larger low-level errors are due, in part, to the 
uncertainty in the fine-scale MABL temperature, humidity, and cloud structures.  The 
magnitude of COAMPS EPAC loge Q errors are similar to NOGAPS below 800 hPa, but 
then increase with altitude.  The ozone (O3) profile errors are set to zero in this research 
and in the NRL Monterey 1DVAR scheme, and the default RTTOV-6 O3 profile is used 
for all calculations.   
This dissertation addresses the complicated problem of cloudy sky infrared and 
microwave 1DVAR retrievals.  Unlike temperature and humidity forecast error, cloud 
liquid water mixing ratio profile (CLW) error is not easily derived from the conventional 
observing systems.  COAMPS model generated CLW is typically double the observed 
value (e.g., 1.0 vice 0.4 g kg-1).   This large error is due to at least two reasons.  First, and 
most important is that the COAMPS model does not include a drizzle parameterization 
and therefore, precipitation occurs only for large values of CLW.   Second, turbulent 








warm dry air into the boundary layer.  Both these issues are currently being addressed by 
NRL Monterey W. Thompson, personal communication).  CLW errors used in the 
information content, and the variational retrieval studies are described in Chapters IV and 
V. 
For both BN and BC, the T2m and 2 m loge specific humidity (loge Q2m) errors are 
set to the respective level-43 value and the same surface pressure (Ps) error is used.  Two 
meter (2 m) vector wind speed (u2m, v2m) errors are set to zero in the NRL Monterey 
1DVAR scheme and in BN.  Consistent with the COAMPS EPAC forecast error statistics, 
non-zero vector wind speed errors are included in BC.  Ts error in BN and BC has been set 
to that used in the NRL Monterey 1DVAR scheme.  Realistically, this error might be 
larger for COAMPS model.  Cloud-top pressure (PCT) and cloud fractional coverage 
(CFC) error are set to zero in the NRL Monterey satellite data assimilation scheme (i.e., 
for clear sky retrievals only).  As with CLW, this dissertation includes non-zero PCT and 
CFC errors (see Chapters IV and V). 
Surface emissivity (ε) error is set to zero for all channels in the NRL Monterey 
1DVAR scheme since all surface sensitive channels are currently rejected.  However, the 
information that is available for loge Q at low-levels is highly sensitive to surface 
microwave emissivity (εm) error (English 1999).  Microwave surface emissivity (εm) error 
was calculated per Kohn (1995) for AMSU-A channels 1 - 4, 15 and AMSU-B channels 
1 - 2 as a function of representative Ts and u2m, v2m error.  The ε error for all other 
channels was set to zero. 
 B. OBSERVATION ERROR COVARIANCE MATRIX (R) 
The diagonal m x m (radiance space) observation error matrix R is a combination 
of the instrument error matrix O and the forward model error matrix F (e.g., see 
Uddstrom and McMillin 1994a, 1994b).  The diagonal nature of these matrices assumes 
the errors are uncorrelated between channels.  The values of R used in this research along 






Table 3.4.  Standard deviations associated with the diagonal elements of the ATOVS 
instrument error (O), RTTOV-6 forward model error (F), and combined observation error 







[Oii]½  (K) 
 
[Fii] ½ (K) [Rii] ½ (K) 
 HIRS/3    
1 1 2.77 0.20 2.78 
2 2 0.74 0.20 0.77 
3 3 0.55 0.20 0.58 
4 4 0.31 0.20 0.37 
5 5 0.18 0.20 0.27 
6 6 0.18 0.20 0.27 
7 7 0.14 0.20 0.24 
8 8 0.06 0.20 0.21 
9 9 0.13 0.20 0.24 
10 10 0.17 0.20 0.26 
11 11 0.44 0.20 0.48 
12 12 0.96 0.20 0.98 
13 13 0.10 0.20 0.22 
14 14 0.10 0.20 0.22 
15 15 0.24 0.20 0.31 
 AMSU-A    
16 1 0.21 2.12 2.13 
17 2 0.26 2.42 2.43 
18 3 0.22 1.23 1.24 
19 4 0.14 0.28 0.31 
20 5 0.15 0.28 0.32 
21 6 0.15 0.28 0.32 
22 7 0.13 0.28 0.31 
23 8 0.14 0.28 0.31 
24 9 0.24 0.28 0.37 
25 10 0.25 0.28 0.40 
26 11 0.28 0.28 0.40 
27 12 0.40 0.28 0.49 
28 13 0.54 0.28 0.58 
29 14 0.91 0.28 0.95 
30 15 0.17 1.92 1.93 
 AMSU-B    
31 1 0.40 1.92 1.96 
32 2 0.76 1.04 1.29 
33 3 1.12 0.28 1.15 
34 4 0.73 0.28 0.78 
35 5 0.94 0.28 0.98 




Elements of O corresponding to the 15 HIRS/3 channels used in this study are the 
radiometer noise equivalent temperature difference (NE∆T) values specified by Kidder 
and Vonder Haar (1995) and used  by Prunet et  al. (1998) in their  comparison of  TOVS 
and IASI information content. The NE∆T values specified by English (1999; 2000) were 
used as elements of O for the AMSU channels.  English (2000) notes that several of the 
AMSU channels (4-12) have lower NE∆T values than pre-launch measurements specified 
by Saunders (1993).  The diagonal elements of F are after Eyre (1990), Prunet et al. 
(1998) and English (1999).  For cloudy scenes, the forward model errors associated with 
the surface sensitive microwave channels are generally higher due to errors from the 
dielectric model, scattering, and increased heterogeneity.  The AMSU-A window 
channels 1-3, 15 and AMSU-B window channels 1 - 2 are highly sensitive to cloud liquid 
water path (English 1999).  However, it is not known to what extent the relatively low-
level and shallow cloud cover associated with the EPAC MABL will have on forward 
model errors.   
C. BACKGROUND STATE VECTORS 
The 215 elements within the RTTOV-6 background state vector (xb) include 
profile arrays of atmospheric temperature (T), loge specific humidity (loge Q), ozone (O3), 
and cloud liquid water mixing ratio (CLW); surface array of 2 m air temperature (T2m), 2 
m loge specific humidity (loge Q2m), surface pressure (Ps), 2 m  vector wind speeds (u2m, 
v2m), and radiative skin temperature (Ts); cloud array of cloud- top pressure (PCT) and 
cloud fractional coverage (CFC); and surface emissivity (ε) for each channel.  Background 
errors associated with each of these state vector elements were discussed above in 
Section III.A.  The following describes the background state vectors used for the 
information content analysis of Chapter IV and simulated retrievals of Chapter V.A.  
Background state vectors based on COAMPS short-term forecasts from the DYCOMS II 
experiment are discussed in Chapter V.B. 
1.  Atmospheric Profiles 
T and loge Q profiles used in the calculation of the Jacobian matrix H for the 
information content analysis (Chapter IV) and simulated retrievals (Chapter V.A) are 
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Figure 3.2.  Representative profiles of T (upper panel) and loge Q (lower panel) for the 
summertime eastern Pacific (EPAC) oceanic environment.  Profiles (a,b) are EPAC 
Profiles 1A and 1B, the clear sky boundary layer cases, and (c,d) are EPAC Profiles 2A 
and 2B, the cloudy boundary layer cases.  In each example, the first profile (red dotted 



























EPAC (cloudy) Profile 2A
EPAC (cloudy) Profile 2B






















EPAC (cloudy) Profile 2A
EPAC (cloudy) Profile 2B
 











As previously discussed, humidity soundings are treated non-linearly; however, 
the Jacobians are less variable and are  dimensionless when expressed in terms of loge Q 
vice Q (English 1999).  All profiles in this research have been interpolated to the 43 
RTTOV-6 fixed pressure levels (see Table 3.2) and the default RTTOV-6 ozone 
reference profile is used for all calculations.   
The profiles in Fig. 3.2 are representations of the summertime EPAC cloud-free, 
and stratus-topped MABL environment, respectively.  These summertime EPAC profiles 
are based on COAMPS EPAC short-term forecasts for July and August 2001.  Model 
profiles were compared with collocated in-situ observations from the DYCOMS II field 
study and the research vessel (RV) PT SUR  (P. Guest, personal communication).  The 
U.S. Standard Atmosphere (1976) was obtained from the 42 diverse profile set of Garand 
et al. (2001).  This mean mid-latitude profile is the “base-line” reference used to evaluate 
the effect of a priori detail on information content.  Comparison with the reference 
profile shows the summertime EPAC environment has approximately 100% more water 
vapor near the surface and is drier than the U.S. Standard Atmosphere (later referred to as 
Profile 3) above the boundary layer.   
Two clear sky (Figs. 3.2a-b) and two cloudy sky (Figs. 3.2c-d) idealized EPAC 
profiles are included in the information content and simulated retrieval study.  For this 
study, the top of the MABL is at level 40 (957.44 hPa) for Profiles 1A and 2A and at 
level 39 (922.46 hPa) for Profiles 1B and 2B.  As discussed by Dorman et al. (2000) the 
summertime EPAC MABL is fairly shallow near the coast (< 400 m) and gradually 
deepens off-shore to approximately 800 m.  The inversion strength (∆T) is approximately 
7 K for clear sky profiles and 9 K for the cloudy profiles.  This inversion strength is also 
consistent with observations by Dorman et al. (2000).  Near surface relative humidity 
(RH) for clear sky EPAC Profiles 1A and 1B is approximately 80% and is approximately 
97% for the cloudy sky EPAC Profiles 2A to 2B.  The RH in the cloud is 100%.  
Cloudy sky EPAC Profiles 2A and 2B each include two linearly increasing CLW 
profiles (i.e., EPAC Profiles 2A1, 2B1, 2A2, and 2B2); reaching maximum values of 0.25 
g  kg-1 (~0.3 g m-3) and 0.50 g kg-1 (~0.6 g m-3) at cloud top, respectively.  According to 




for maritime stratus.  Liquid water path (LWP) is calculated for the four cloudy profiles 
as LWP = ∑ qj dPj g-1, where qj is CLW, dPi (= -ρg dZ) is the pressure difference for each 
cloudy RTTOV-6 layer j, and g is acceleration due to gravity.  Calculated LWP values 
for Profiles 2A1 and 2A2 are approximately 90 and 190 g m-2, and 145 and 285  g m-2 for 
Profiles 2B1 and 2B2.  These values for LWP and CLW are consistent with observed 
values from COSAT and DYCOMS II (e.g., Wetzel et al. 2001; Stevens et al. 2002).  A 
consequence of interpolating to the fixed RTTOV-6 pressure levels is that some of the 
MABL detail is unavoidably lost.  In this case, the bottom and top of the MABL 
temperature inversion (as shown in Figs. 3.2a,c) is spread over approximately 35 to 40 
hPa.  As discussed in Chapter V, this pressure difference is much smaller in reality.  The 
relatively weak gradient of the interpolated profile can make it somewhat difficult to 
properly assign PCT and CLW.  Theses cloud profile elements and corresponding CLW 
and LWP values are summarized along with following surface and cloud array elements 
in Table 3.5. 
2.  Surface Array 
For all simulations using the representative EPAC background state vectors, T2m 
and loge Q2m have been set to the respective atmospheric profile value at level-43.  Ps for 
EPAC Profiles 1A,B and 2A,B is the averaged observed sea level pressure associated 
with these profiles (1015.50 hPa) and Profile 3, the U.S. Standard Atmosphere, is set to 
level-43 pressure (1013.25 hPa).  The magnitudes of u2m and v2m are set to 2.0 m s-1.  Ts 
is set to the respective T2m minus 0.5 K in order to simulate stable boundary layer 
conditions. 
3.  Cloud Array 
To model the stratus-topped MABL, cloud fractional coverage (CFC) is set to 
1.00.  Cloud-top pressure (PCT) is set to 957.44 hPa (level 40) and 922.46 hPa (level 39) 
for Profiles 2A and 2B at the MABL top, respectively.   
4.  Surface Emissivity Array 
Surface emissivity (ε) is calculated in RTTOV-6 using the Infrared Surface 
Emissivity Model (ISEM-6) model for infrared and the Fast Generic Millimeter-wave 
Emissivity Model (FASTEM) model for microwave channels (Saunders 2000).   Tangent 




Table 3.5.  Summary of cloud and surface characteristics of the representative clear and 
cloudy sky EPAC background state vectors (1A, 1B, 2A1, 2A2, 2B1, and 2B2) and the 
clear sky U.S. Standard Atmosphere (Profile 3). 
 
















sky condition clear clear clear cloudy cloudy cloudy cloudy 
MABL top / PCT  (hPa) ---- 957.44 922.46 957.44 957.44 922.46 922.46 
inversion ∆T (K) ---- 7 7 9 9 9 9 
CFC (0 – 1) ---- ---- ---- 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
CLW max at PCT (g kg-1) ---- ---- ---- 0.25 0.50 0.25 0.50 
LWP (g m-2) ---- ---- ---- 90 190 145 285 
Ps (hPa) 1013.25 1015.50 1015.50 1015.50 1015.50 1015.50 1015.50 
T2m (K) 288.20 289.0 289.0 287.45 287.45 287.45 287.45 
loge Q2m (g kg-1) 1.57 2.17 2.17 2.29 2.29 2.29 2.29 
Ts (K) 287.70 288.50 288.50 286.95 286.95 286.95 286.95 
RH2m (%) 46 80 80 97 97 97 97 
| u2m|   (ms-1) 0.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 




D. JACOBIAN MATRIX (H)  
Calculation of the 35 x 215 (m x n) Jacobian matrix (H) and its role in information 
content analysis and non-linear optimal estimation theory was discussed in Chapter II.D. 
This section describes the Jacobians specific to the representative EPAC background 
state vectors (Fig. 3.2) and selected surface sensitive ATOVS channels.  Jacobians 
calculated in RTTOV-6 express the change in top of the atmosphere (TOA) brightness 
temperature (K) for a given change in background state vector element (x), i.e., 1 K 
change in T and 100% change in Q (see Garand et al. 2001).  As previously discussed, the 





The temperature profile (T) and loge specific humidity (loge Q) Jacobians 
presented in this section are calculated with respect the representative summertime EPAC 
profiles and the U.S. Standard Atmosphere (Section III.C).  These results represent the 
non-iterated solution, i.e., H(xi=1), and therefore, may be too large.  A variational retrieval 
scheme recalculates, and most likely reduces the magnitude of the Jacobians at each 
iteration until convergence. 
The elements of H corresponding to the T and loge Q Jacobians for the 15 
HIRS/3, 15 AMSU-A and 5 AMSU-B channels used in this research are shown in Figs. 
3.3a-c.  For this case, the forward model (H) was linearized about the U.S. Standard 
Atmosphere (Profile 3) and provides a baseline for comparing the magnitude and 
structure of the Jacobians for each channel.   
For both T and loge Q, the general structure of the Jacobians are similar to the 
corresponding weighting functions (Fig. 2.3).  One interesting difference is the relatively 
large magnitude of the T Jacobians for HIRS/3 channels 11 – 12 (Fig. 3.3a) and AMSU-B 
channels 3 –5 (Fig. 3.3c).  These channels are associated with the humidity sounding 
channels, but are shown here to also contribute T information.  The large magnitude of 
the AMSU window channel loge Q Jacobians demonstrates the sensitivity of these 
channels to low-level water vapor gradients.  Most notable is AMSU-B channel 2 at 
150.0 GHz (Fig. 3.3c) which peaks at approximately 4 K near 900 hPa.  Other channels 
that are very sensitive to the near-surface U.S. Standard Atmosphere water vapor gradient 
are the 89.0 GHz AMSU-A/B channels 15/1 (Figs. 3.3b-c), and AMSU-A channels 2 and 









































































































































































































Figure 3.3.  T (left panel) and loge Q (right panel) Jacobians for the (a) 15 HIRS/3, (b) 15 
AMSU-A, and (c) 5 AMSU-B channels used in this study.  Elements of H are calculated 








The individual T Jacobians are presented in Fig. 3.4 for HIRS/3 sounding 
channels 6, 7, 13, and 14; HIRS/3 surface channel 8; AMSU-A window channels 1, 2, 3, 
and 15; and AMSU-B window channels 1 and 2.  The results are shown as a function of 
the clear sky EPAC Profiles 1A and 1B, and U.S. Standard Atmosphere (Profile 3).  As 
expected from the general channel characteristics, the T Jacobians for the HIRS/3 
sounding channels (Figs. 3.4a-b,d-e) are larger in magnitude than the AMSU surface 
sensitive channels (Figs. 3.4f-j).  The most interesting result of the comparison with the 
U.S. Standard Atmosphere background is the sensitivity of these channels (e.g., Fig. 
3.4b)  to the low-level EPAC temperature structure (see Figs. 3.2b,d).  In addition, the T 
Jacobians are sensitive to the difference in MABL height between EPAC Profiles 1A and 
1B.  The greatest sensitivity is for HIRS/3 channel 8 (Fig. 3.4c).  For the MW channels, 
AMSU-A/B channels 15/1 (Fig. 3.4i) is the most sensitive to changes in low-level 
atmospheric temperature. 
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Figure 3.4.  Clear sky T Jacobians for HIRS/3 channels (a) 6, (b) 7, (c) 8, (d) 13 and (e) 
14; AMSU-A channels (f) 1, (g) 2, (h) 3, and (i) 15; and AMSU-B channels (i) 1 and (j) 
2.  Jacobians are compared for H linearized U.S. Standard Atmosphere (Profile 3) and 
representative clear sky EPAC Profiles 1A and 1B.  MABL inversion heights are at 
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Figure 3.4.  Continued. 
 
Temperature profile (T) Jacobians were also calculated with respect to the four 
representative cloudy sky EPAC profiles (2A1, 2A2, 2B1, and 2B2).  As discussed in 
Section III.C, these cloudy profiles represent two MABL heights of 957.44 hPa (2A) and 
922.46 hPa (2B), each with varying amounts of LWP (90, 190, 145, and 285 g m-2, 
respectively).  The corresponding Jacobians for HIRS/3 channel 8; AMSU-A channels 1 
–3, 15; and AMSU-B channels 1 - 2 are shown in Fig. 3.5.  The result for HIRS/3 channel 
8 (Fig. 3.5a) demonstrates the “sharpening” of the sensitivity function at cloud-top for all 
cloudy profiles.  Temperature profile (T ) Jacobians for this surface sensitive IR channel 
approach nearly 1 K change in brightness temperature at the TOA for a 1 K change in 
cloud-top temperature.  When cloud fractional coverage (CFC) is set to 100% within the 
background state vector this channel is relatively insensitive to changes in LWP (i.e., 90 
versus 285 g m-2).  HIRS/3 sounding channels 6, 7, 13, and 14 (not shown) were also 
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Figure 3.5.  Cloudy sky T Jacobians for (a) HIRS/3 channel 8; AMSU-A channels (b) 1, 
(c) 2, (d) 3, and (e) 15; and AMSU-B channels (e) 1 and (f) 2.  Jacobians are compared 
for the elements of H calculated with respect to the representative cloudy sky EPAC 
Profiles.  MABL inversion heights are at 957.44 hPa for Profile 2A and 922.46 hPa for 
Profile 2B.  LWP is varied for each profile with 90 and 190 g m-2 for Profiles 2A1 and 
2A2, and 145 and 285 g m-2 for Profiles 2B1 and 2B2. 
 
The magnitudes of the AMSU window channel T Jacobians (Figs. 3.5b-f) are 
much smaller than for the previous IR cloudy case (Fig. 3.5a).  However, these MW 
surface channels are sensitive to LWP and are very sensitive to changes in LWP.  There 
is nearly a two-fold increase in the magnitude of the T Jacobians as LWP is increased 
from 90 to 190 g m-2 (Profile 2A) and from 145 to 285 g m-2 (Profile 2B).  The greatest 
sensitivity to changes in LWP is calculated for AMSU-B channel 2.  Note the T Jacobians 
for this channel are an order of magnitude larger than other AMSU channels.    
The change in structure and magnitude of the T Jacobians (Figs. 3.5a-f) with the 
presence of CLW in the background state vector is rather dramatic.  The effect of this 
“sharpening” of the IR and MW sensitivity functions on theoretical T retrieval 
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Figure 3.5.  Continued. 
 
Loge Q Jacobians calculated with respect to clear sky EPAC Profiles 1A and 1B, 
and the U.S. Standard Atmosphere (Profile 3) are shown in Fig. 3.6 for HIRS/3 channel 
10, AMSU-A channels 1 - 3, and 15; and AMSU-B channels 1 and 2.  This research 
found the AMSU window channel loge Q Jacobians (Figs. 3.6b-f) to be very sensitive to 
the low-level water vapor gradient of this representative summertime EPAC 
environment. The two largest loge Q Jacobians are for AMSU-B channel 2 (Fig. 3.6f) and 
AMSU-A/B channel 15/1 (Fig. 3.5e).  The magnitude of these loge Q Jacobians are 
approximately 4 K larger near 900 hPa than those calculated with respect to the U.S. 
Standard Atmosphere.  Loge Q Jacobians for AMSU-A channels 1, 2, and 3 (Figs. 3.6b-d) 
are also larger at this level.  These Jacobians also show the sensitivity the relatively small 
differences in the representative EPAC MABL water vapor content between Profiles 1A 
and 1B.   In contrast to the MW window channels, the loge Q Jacobian corresponding to 
HIRS/3 channel 10 (Fig. 3.6a) is not very sensitive to the representative EPAC low-level 
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Figure 3.6.  Clear sky loge Q Jacobians for (a) HIRS/3 channel 10; AMSU-A channels (b) 
1, (c) 2 , (d) 3, and (e) 15; and AMSU-B channels (e) 1, and (f) 2.  Jacobians are 
compared for the elements of H calculated with respect to the U.S. Standard Atmosphere 
(Profile 3) and EPAC Profiles 1A and 1B.  MABL inversion heights are at 957.44 hPa for 
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Loge Q Jacobians calculated with respect to cloudy sky EPAC Profiles 2A1, 2A2, 
2B1, and 2B2 are shown in Fig. 3.7 for HIRS/3 channel 10, AMSU-A channels 1 - 3, and 
15; and AMSU-B channels 1 and 2.  This comparison shows the effect of low-level 
clouds on the loge Q Jacobians.  Overall, the magnitude of the AMSU window channel 
loge Q Jacobians are reduced when CLW is present in the background state vector.  
However, the sensitivity to changes in LWP depend on channel frequency.  Changes in 
LWP have negligible impact on the magnitude of the loge Q Jacobians for AMSU-A 
channels 1, 2 and 3 (Figs. 3.7b-d).  In contrast, the loge Q Jacobians for AMSU-A/B 
channel 15/1 (Fig. 3.7e) and AMSU-B channels 2 (Fig. 3.7f) are sensitive changes in 
LWP.  In these two cases, the magnitude of these Jacobians decrease by approximately 2 
K as LWP increases.  This reduction in the magnitude suggests that there will be less 
low-level information available from theses satellite channels as cloud depth increases.   
Again, note the relatively small magnitude of the HIRS/3 channel 10 Jacobians (Fig. 
3.7a). 
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Figure 3.7.  As in Fig. 3.6, except elements of H calculated with respect to cloudy sky 
EPAC Profiles 2A1, 2A2, 2B1, and 2B2.  MABL inversion heights are at 957.44 hPa for 
Profile 2A and 922.46 hPa for Profile 2B.  LWP is varied for each profile with 90 and 
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Figure 3.7.  Continued. 
 
 
Elements of H corresponding to the Jacobians of radiative skin temperature (Ts), 
surface pressure (Ps), cloud top pressure (PCT) and cloud fractional coverage (CFC) are 
shown in Figs. 3.8a-b, Figs. 3.9a-b, Fig. 3.10, and Fig. 3.11, respectively.  Other surface 
parameters are not shown due to their very small magnitudes.  As expected, the non-zero 
Ts Jacobians are associated with the surface sensitive channels.  For clear sky conditions 
(Fig. 3.8a) the observed magnitudes for HIRS/3 channels 8 and 13 are approximately 0.8 
K and 0.5 K.  This equates to nearly a 0.8 K and 0.5 K change in TOA brightness 
temperature for a 1 K change in Ts.  The clear EPAC profiles have slightly smaller 
magnitudes due to the increased low-level water vapor.  The Ts Jacobians are zero for all 
HIRS/3 channels for the cloudy boundary layer cases (Fig. 3.8b); however, the AMSU 
Jacobians remain relatively unchanged except for AMSU-A/B channel 15/1.  Ps 
Jacobians (Figs. 3.9a-b) are non-zero for only the AMSU window channels.  Column 
elements of H corresponding to PCT (Fig. 3.10) have negative values associated with 
HIRS/3 surface sensitive channels.  CFC Jacobians (Fig. 3.11) are large for the HIRS/3 
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Figure 3.8.  Clear and cloudy sky radiative skin temperature (Ts) Jacobians (i.e., ∂TB/∂Ts) 
versus ATOVS channel.  HIRS/3 channels are 1-15, AMSU-A are 16-30, and AMSU-B 
are 31-35.  Comparisons are made for H linearized about (a) clear sky background 
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Figure 3.10.  As in Fig. 3.8b, except for cloud-top pressure (PCT) Jacobians.  
Comparisons are made for H linearized about cloudy sky EPAC profiles. 
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IV. INFORMATION CONTENT STUDY 
 
Three established approaches are used in this research to examine the information 
content of ATOVS retrievals with respect to the idealized EPAC background state 
vectors and associated background errors.  The purpose of this study is to quantify the 
relationship between satellite-derived information and the background.  The first method 
quantifies independent information and vertical resolution based upon related 
mathematical techniques of principal component analysis and singular value 
decomposition, and the diagonal elements of the averaging kernel matrix.  The second is 
a radiance space comparison of effective background error and ATOVS observation 
error.  The final method investigates the sensitivity of profile temperature (T) and loge 
specific humidity (loge Q) retrieval errors to surface and profile a priori background 
errors by comparing the diagonal elements of the retrieval and background error 
covariance matrices.  In addition, retrieval error sensitivity to ATOVS channel selection 
and observation error, and background profile type is also studied.  Information theory 
and the details of the background germane to this information content study were 
discussed in Chapters II and III, respectively. 
In this research, information content is calculated with respect to the clear sky 
EPAC Profiles 1A and 1B (Figs. 3.2a-b), cloudy sky EPAC Profiles 2A1 and 2B2 (Figs. 
3.2c-d), and for comparison, the mean mid-latitude U.S. Standard Atmosphere (Profile 
3).  As a reminder, these representative EPAC background state vectors have the top of 
the MABL at 957.44 (for Profiles 1A and 2A), and 922.46 hPa (for Profiles 1B and 2B).  
The two cloudy profiles have LWP values of 90, and 285 g m-2, respectively.  A full 
description of the background state vectors is provided in Chapter III.C.  The background 
error covariance matrix BN derived from globally averaged NOGAPS background errors 
is employed as an appropriate first-order approximation of the error structure.  
Background errors specific to the COAMPS model for the summertime EPAC 
environment were used to calculate a new background error covariance matrix, namely 





    Except for removal of HIRS/3 channels 16-20, no other channel de-selection 
was performed.  This acknowledges that some of the weighting functions do overlap to 
some extent and will not provide much additional independent information (Prunet et al. 
1998).  However, this issue becomes more important for retrievals using hyperspectral 
sounders (see Lerner et al. 2001). 
A. INDEPENDENT INFORMATION AND VERTICAL RESOLUTION 
1.  Principal Component Analysis of S’ 
Principal component analysis (PCA) of (2.17) was conducted for ATOVS using 
the non-diagonal background error covariance matrix BN and the forward model (H) 
linearized about the clear sky EPAC Profile 1B and U.S. Standard Atmosphere (Profile 
3).  Again, BN is used here as an appropriate first-order approximation of the background 
error structure.  The significant eigenvectors for profile temperature (T) and loge specific 
humidity (loge Q) are shown in Fig. 4.1 and the corresponding eigenvalues and percent 
contributions from each are listed in Table 4.1.  As discussed in Chapter II.E, 
“significant” means at least 10% of the information for each eigenvector is derived from 
the satellite observations.   
In contrast to the 6 (19) significant eigenvectors found by Prunet et al. (1998) for 
HIRS TOVS (IASI), this summertime EPAC case study shows the ATOVS suite (minus 
HIRS/3 channels 16-20) has approximately 12 significant eigenvectors.  Seven of these 
eigenvectors (Figs 4.1a-g) have eigenvalues are less than 0.50, i.e., more than 50% of the 
information is derived from the satellite radiances.  Although the total number of 
significant eigenvectors is the same for both profile types, more low-level T and loge Q 
information is available with the EPAC Profile 1B background.     
The first significant loge Q eigenvectors (Fig. 4.1a) for both cases have relatively 
large amplitudes near 900 hPa.  The eigenvector for the EPAC Profile 1B has slightly 
larger amplitude and is “weighed” closer to the surface.  This suggests that independent 
information regarding the low-level humidity structure may be available from the 
ATOVS retrieval.  From Table 4.1, eigenvectors 1 and 2 contain the majority of the 
humidity information with the associated eigenvalues indicating that approximately 99% 
(98%) of the information is derived from the radiances for eigenvector 1 and 94% (94%) 
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Figure 4.1.  The 12 significant T and loge Q eigenvectors of (2.17).  Significant is defined 
as at least 10% of the information for each eigenvector is derived from the satellite 
observation.  Comparison for elements of H calculated with respect to clear sky EPAC 
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Table 4.1.  Significant eigenvalues from the principal component analysis of (2.17) for 
the 35 ATOVS channels.  H has been linearized about the clear sky EPAC Profile 1B 
background and U.S. Standard Atmosphere (Profile 3).  Profile temperature (T) and loge 
specific humidity (loge Q) contributions are shown as a percentage of each eigenvector.  
Results are calculated with respect to BN. 
 
 Profile 1B Profile 3 
eigenvector eigenvalue T % Loge Q % eigenvalue T % Loge Q % 
1 0.014 1 99 0.021 1 99 
2 0.064 16 84 0.061 8 92 
3 0.161 77 23 0.180 97 3 
4 0.183 99 1 0.195 95 5 
5 0.229 98 2 0.226 58 42 
6 0.421 78 22 0.381 70 30 
7 0.380 73 27 0.448 91 9 
8 0.513 90 10 0.503 88 12 
9 0.486 77 23 0.572 51 49 
10 0.666 94 6 0.681 94 6 
11 0.831 37 63 0.822 75 25 
12 0.861 70 30 0.889 72 25 
 
 
In general, T information dominates the remaining eigenvectors (except 
eigenvector 11 for Profile 1B).   For example, eigenvector 3 (Fig. 4.1c) primarily consists 
of temperature information above 100 hPa for both background state vectors.  
Eigenvectors 4 – 6 (Figs. 4.1d-f) indicate T information between the surface 
approximately 900 hPa with larger amplitudes for EPAC Profile 1B.  
As shown in Figs. 4.1g-l, the structure of the eigenvectors increases in complexity 
as the eigenvalues become larger.  According to Pruent et al. (1998), the large number of 
oscillations (or zero crossings) signifies the existence of information on finer scale 
atmospheric structures.  The “semi-period of oscillation” determines the vertical 







These results suggest that independent, loge Q and T information may be available 
from the ATOVS measured radiances.  A goal of this research is to determine whether 
this satellite-derived information could be used in a variational retrieval scheme to adjust 
the background toward the true atmospheric state. 
2.  Singular Value Decomposition of H’ 
The first 10 of 35 singular values of (2.18) and the contribution of each singular 
vector to the degrees of freedom of (2.19) and information content from (2.21) are listed 
in Table 4.2.  Calculations are compared for H linearized about clear sky EPAC Profile 
1B and the U.S. Standard Atmosphere (Profile 3) for both the full and diagonal BN 
matrices.  In contrast to the somewhat arbitrary criterion used in the PCA, the number of 
independent pieces of information for the retrieval is determined by the number of 
singular values of (2.18) greater than about unity.   
This analysis indicates approximately 9 (8) independent pieces of information are 
available from ATOVS using Profile 1B (3) background state vector, R, and non-
diagonal BN.  The first four to five singular values give close to one degree of freedom 
and the next three or four about one-half degree of freedom.  As expected, the effective 
rank is reduced for the diagonal BN matrix case, indicating that the diagonal case has 
equal variance at all scales.  Summing the total degrees of freedom for the 35 singular 
vectors (non-diagonal BN case) gives approximately 7.4 (7.2) for Profile 1B (3).  This 
indicates that about seven to seven and a half quantities can be independently measured.  
Daley and Barker (2000), in their discussion of temperature retrievals with TOVS, quote 
the number of degrees of freedom as 5.2 for a climatological background with errors of 
10 K,  and 3.0 for a forecast background of with errors of 2.5 K.   
Total information content is approximately 8.1 (7.7) bits (i.e., binary units of 
information) for Profile 1B (3).  Information content analysis using entropy reduction 
(2.22) also confirms a decrease in information for the diagonal BN and slight increase in 
information for Profile 1B background.  From Chapter II.E, a decrease in entropy of the 







Table 4.2.  First 10 singular values (λi) of (2.18) and associated degrees of freedom (dsi) 
and information content (H) for clear sky EPAC Profile 1B and U.S. Standard 
Atmosphere (Profile 3).  Totals are for all 35 singular values.  Results for full and 
diagonal covariance BN are shown. 
 
 EPAC (clear) Profile 1B 
 Full B Diagonal B 
i λi dsi Hi(bits) λi dsi Hi(bits) 
1 9.3464 0.9887 2.2407 4.8924 0.9599 1.6082 
2 3.8674 0.9373 1.3849 3.7701 0.9343 1.3611 
3 2.3952 0.8516 0.9538 2.8155 0.8880 1.0945 
4 2.1153 0.8173 0.8500 2.1866 0.8270 0.8773 
5 1.8392 0.7718 0.7388 1.8409 0.7722 0.7395 
6 1.3018 0.6289 0.4957 1.5731 0.7122 0.6227 
7 1.1935 0.5875 0.4428 1.1119 0.5528 0.4024 
8 1.0360 0.5177 0.3649 0.8463 0.4174 0.2701 
9 0.9887 0.4943 0.3409 0.7600 0.3661 0.2280 
10 0.7126 0.3368 0.2053 0.5932 0.2603 0.1508 
Total 7.4065 8.1127  6.9370 7.3438 
 
U.S. Standard Atmosphere Profile 
 Full B Diagonal B 
i λi dsi Hi(bits) λ dsi Hi(bits) 
1 6.8239 0.9790 1.9311 3.8779 0.9376 1.3875 
2 3.9118 0.9387 1.3957 3.7279 0.9329 1.3506 
3 2.1337 0.8199 0.8571 2.6102 0.8720 1.0279 
4 2.0343 0.8054 0.81834 2.2082 0.8298 0.8855 
5 1.8505 0.7740 0.7436 1.6802 0.7384 0.6705 
6 1.2724 0.6182 0.4814 1.4527 0.6785 0.5673 
7 1.1088 0.5515 0.4009 1.1054 0.5499 0.3992 
8 0.9933 0.4967 0.3432 0.8594 0.4248 0.2766 
9 0.8646 0.4278 0.2791 0.6180 0.2764 0.1617 
10 0.6838 0.3186 0.1918 0.5627 0.2405 0.1376 










3.  Averaging Kernel Matrix  
As discussed in Chapter II, the trace of the averaging kernel matrix A from (2.20) 
is another way to calculate the total degrees of freedom for signal (dsi).  The diagonal of 
A is a measure of the number of degrees of freedom for signal per level and its reciprocal, 
the number of levels per degree of freedom, is a measure of vertical resolution.  In 
contrast to the single number provided by total dsi, the diagonal of A provides an estimate 
of which level of the atmosphere the satellite information is the greatest. The vertical 
resolution for this theoretical T and loge Q retrieval is shown in Figs. 4.2a-d.  Comparison 
is shown for H linearized about the clear sky EPAC Profiles 1A and 1B, cloudy sky 
Profiles 2A1 and 2B2, and the U.S. Standard Atmosphere (Profile 3).  These results are 
calculated for (2.20) using covariance matrices BN (Figs. 4.2a,c) and BC (Figs. 4.2b,d). 
 
 




















U.S. Standard Atmosphere 
EPAC (clear) Profile 1A  
EPAC (clear) Profile 1B  
EPAC (cloudy) Profile 2A1
EPAC (cloudy) Profile 2B2
 
Figure 4.2.  Vertical resolution of theoretical (a,b) T, and (c,d) loge Q retrievals calculated 
as the reciprocal of the diagonal elements of A.  H linearized about U.S. Standard 
Atmosphere, EPAC (clear) Profiles 1A, 1B and EPAC (cloudy) Profiles 2A1, 2B2.  
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Figure 4.2.  Continued. 
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EPAC (clear) Profile 1B  
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Figure 4.2.  Continued.   
 
Vertical resolution of approximately one model level per degree of freedom (or 
conversely one degree of freedom per level) is indicated for T at the cloud-tops (just 
below 900 hPa) for the cloudy profiles in Figs. 4.2a-b.  Without cloud, the low-level T 
vertical resolution is approximately four to six levels (~ 100 hPa) per dsi.  For loge Q 
(Figs. 4.2c-d), low-level vertical resolution of approximately 4 levels per dsi and is 
slightly greater for the EPAC profiles than the U.S. Standard Atmosphere profile (Profile 
3).  However, above the EPAC boundary layer, vertical resolution decreases rapidly in 
contrast to Profile 3.  With respect to the two background error covariance matrices, the 
largest difference in dsi (resolution) occurs for T between 700 and 900 hPa (Figs. 4.2a-b).   
These results are consistent with the PCA / SVD analysis in that the vertical 
distribution of the diagonal elements of A indicates there is independent low-level 
temperature and humidity information.  The vertical resolution of 4 to 5 model levels per 
dsi for the EPAC clear sky cases is inadequate to independently resolve the MABL 
temperature inversion.  However, as previously hypothesized, ATOVS may provide 






B. EFFECTIVE BACKGROUND ERROR 
As discussed by Garand (2000) and English et al. (2000), effective background 
error, defined as H B HT, is the projection of the background error covariance matrix B 
into m x m radiance space.  Via the Jacobian matrix H, effective background error is also 
a function of the background state vector profile and is therefore related to the synoptic 
situation.  This projection into radiance space allows for a direct comparison with the 
ATOVS observation error matrix (R) and provides a channel-by-channel estimation of 
information.     
These two matrices are components of the Kalman gain (or weight) matrix, K = 
BHT [H B HT + R]-1.  Through the inverse, as [ H B HT + R] becomes smaller, K  
becomes larger and the retrieval error covariance S in (2.16) becomes smaller.  In terms 
of the general analysis problem (e.g., Daley 1991) and the NRL Monterey 1DVAR 
algorithm (2.14), K is weight-matrix for the innovation vector [yo – H(x)].   If K 
increases, the innovation is given more weight in the analysis.  As can be seen from this 
relationship, the size of K depends on the relative magnitude of HBHT and R.  According 
to Garand (2000), “one should be satisfied when [the observation error standard 
deviation] becomes significantly (up to an order of magnitude) lower than [the effective 
background error standard deviation].”  However, he also states that larger reductions in 
observation error provide no significant improvement if the retrieval becomes 
unconstrained.  In this case, convergence to the correct solution may be difficult to 
achieve. 
Figs. 4.3 shows the effective background error calculated with respect to the 
background error covariance matrices BN (Fig. 4.3a) and BC (Fig. 4.3b) compared to the 
ATOVS observation standard deviations of error (Rii)½.  The forward model (H) was 
linearized about clear and cloudy sky idealized EPAC profile (see Fig. 3.2) and the U.S. 

















































observation error                       
effective background error (Profile 3)  
effective background error (Profile 1A) 
effective background error (Profile 1B) 
effective background error (Profile 2A1)
effective background error (Profile 2B2)
 
Figure 4.3.  Square root of the diagonal elements of effective background error (H B HT) 
and observation error (R).  Results are calculated with respect to background error 
covariance (a) BN, and (b) BC.  HIRS/3 channels are 1-15, AMSU-A channels 1 - 15 are 
shown as ATOVS channels 16-30, and AMSU-B channels 1 –5 are shown as ATOVS 
channels 31-35.  Comparisons are made for H linearized about profiles described in 
legend. 
 
According to Healy and Eyre (2000), channels with large corresponding effective 
background error, the retrievals are nearly insensitive to the “background-error level” and 
the solution is determined primarily by the satellite observations.  The relative magnitude 
of the effective background error to observation error for the AMSU window channels 
(AMSU-A channels 1, 2, 3 and 15 and AMSU-B channels 1 and 2) suggests there is a 
large amount of humidity information available from these channels.  For the cloudy sky 
cases the effective background error becomes smaller for AMSU-A channel 15 and 
AMSU-B channels 1 and 2 as LWP increases, which indicates that less information will 
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Figure. 4.3.  Continued. 
 
expected information) associated with HIRS/3 channel 8 (Figs. 4.3a-b) is larger for the 
cloudy sky EPAC profiles.  The effective background errors are slightly smaller for the 
AMSU-B surface channels, and larger for the cloudy sky HIRS/3 surface channels when 
calculated with respect to BC (Fig. 4.3b). 
C. RETRIEVAL ERROR SENSITIVITY 
In this section, (2.23) is used to quantify the effect of surface, cloud, and profile 
background errors on profile temperature (T) and loge specific humidity (loge Q) 
theoretical retrieval performance.  As discussed in Chapter II.E, theoretical retrieval 
performance is expressed as percent improvement with respect to a given background 
state vector and its associated errors.  The background state vectors used in this retrieval 
error sensitivity study are the representative summertime EPAC clear sky profiles and the 
U.S. Standard Atmosphere (see Chapter III.C).  Unless otherwise indicated, cloud free 





where appropriate.  Again, BN is calculated using the globally averaged short-term 
forecast errors for NOGAPS from the NRL 1DVAR scheme, and BC represents the 
structure of the short-term forecast errors for COAMPS EPAC (see Chapter III.A). 
Implications of ATOVS channel selection, observation error and inter-level error 
correlations on theoretical retrieval performance are also discussed.  These are important 
considerations since there is a complex relationship between actual information content,  
individual channel sensitivity (English 1999) and vertical correlations of error.  In 
addition to the effects on profile variables, this research calculates the theoretical retrieval 
performance for Ts and Ps.    
The results of (2.23) are estimates of what improvements can theoretically be 
made with the 1DVAR retrieval scheme.  Again, in the linear case, S is equal to the 
retrieval error and for the weakly non-linear case it is a good approximation if it varies 
slowly with the atmospheric state x.  Linear behavior is assumed for atmospheric 
temperature retrieval errors; however, it does not hold true for water vapor.  The linear 
estimates provided by (2.15) and (2.16) are optimistic and more realistic error estimates 
are obtained through nonlinear Newtonian iteration of (2.14).  As previously mentioned, 
S was calculated in (2.16) using the full 215 x 215 B covariance matrix and 215 x 35 H 
matrix.  Also as previously discussed, (2.23) only compares the diagonal elements 
(variances) of S and B and the covariance information is not directly included in this 
comparison.  
1.  Background, Background Error, and Inter-Level Correlations of Error 
T and loge Q retrieval performance is measured with respect to a particular 
background state vector and assigned background errors.  In addition, retrieval 
performance (P) is sensitive to the strength of the inter-level correlations of error 
included within the background error covariance matrix.   The percent improvement in T 
and loge Q retrieval performance is calculated with respect to background state vector and 
choice of background error covariance matrix (i.e., BN versus BC) is shown in Figs. 4.4 
and 4.5.  These results are calculated for H linearized about three clear sky (EPAC 
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Figure 4.4.  Theoretical T retrieval performance (P = 100[1-(Sii/Bii)]) as function of  










(EPAC Profiles 2A1 and 2B2) background state vectors.  The 35 ATOVS channels and 
associated instrument and forward model errors listed in Table 3.4 were used to calculate 
retrieval performance.   
The theoretical T retrieval performance calculated with respect to U.S. Standard 
Atmosphere and BN (Fig. 4.4a) shows that ATOVS-derived information reduces the 
profile  retrieval  error   variance   (i.e., increases P)  by less  than  20%.    More satellite- 
derived information is available from the warmer EPAC temperature profiles below 
approximately 500 hPa.  The largest increases in P of approximately  5 to 10% are below 
900 hPa, the RTTOV-6 pressure levels corresponding to the top of the respective EPAC 
profile  MABL.  In  contrast  to  these  relatively  small  increases in  theoretical  retrieval 
performance, the ATOVS derived information is very large (P → 100%) at the specified 
cloud-top for EPAC Profiles 2A1 and 2B2.  These large reductions in retrieval error 
variance are consistent with the values calculated from the diagonal elements of A 
(Section IV.A), which showed approximately one dsi at the specified cloud-top pressure 
(PCT).  According to Eyre (1989a), cloudy IR radiances, when treated optimally, should 
theoretically improve the T retrieval at and above cloud-top.  This effect is observed for 
the two cloudy profiles where retrieval performance is larger above cloud-top than for the 
corresponding clear sky EPAC profiles.  This indicates that ATOVS-derived information 
may be able to improve the T retrieval above the cloudy EPAC MABL. 
 Results presented in Fig. 4.4b include a comparison of theoretical T retrieval 
performance calculated with respect to the COAMPS EPAC specific background error 
covariance matrix, BC.  Overall, the low-level retrieval error variance is reduced more 
with respect to the larger COAMPS EPAC background errors (see Fig. 3.1).  Clear sky T 
retrieval performance is improved approximately 25 – 30% over the background and the 
two cloud sky profiles show additional increases in retrieval performance above cloud-
top.   
Loge Q theoretical retrieval performance calculated with respect to the five 
background state vectors and two background error covariance matrices is shown in Fig. 
4.5.  Results using BN (Fig. 4.5a) indicate relatively large reductions in retrieval error 




approximately 20% larger with the EPAC background state vectors than for the U.S. 
Standard Atmosphere.  This difference in low-level loge Q retrieval P is consistent with 
the larger humidity values and associated steeper gradient of the representative EPAC 
environment.  Above the EPAC MABL, retrieval performance rapidly decreases to a 
minimum near 750 hPa.  However,  at this level, more  humidity information is  expected 
to be available from the U.S. Standard Atmosphere profile.  These differences are again 
consistent with the vertical humidity structure of these background profiles (see Fig. 3.2).  
The results (Fig. 4.5a) also show that, unlike profile temperature,  low-level loge Q 
retrieval performance is not greatly affected by cloud liquid water when the cloud 
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Figure 4.5.  Continued.  
 
 
Low-level loge Q errors are similar for the two background error covariance 
matrices and therefore, the relative low-level retrieval performance is roughly unchanged.  
At upper-levels the loge Q retrieval performance (Fig. 4.5b) increases between 350 and 
650 hPa using larger errors associated with the larger errors in BC. 
These results demonstrate that at least theoretically, low-level T and loge Q 
information can be obtained from ATOVS within the clear and cloudy sky summertime 
EPAC environment.  The smaller errors associated with BN may over-constrain the low-
level T, and upper-level loge Q retrieval problem.  However, caution should be exercised 
when making direct comparisons using different B matrices since, these covariance 
matrices are calculated for different geographic regions, synoptic situations, and record 
lengths. 
 Theoretical retrieval error (Sii)½ and corresponding retrieval performance for Ps 
and Ts as a function of background state vector  (Profiles 1B, 2B2 and 3) and background 
error (BN) were calculated and the results are listed in Table 4.3.  These values assume 





and 3.38 hPa, respectively.  Under clear sky conditions there are very large gains for Ts 
and relatively large gains for Ps.  The satellite-derived information for these surface 
parameters is much less using the cloudy sky EPAC Profile 1B. 
 
 
Table 4.3.  Background (Bii)½ and theoretical retrieval (Sii)½ errors and percent 
improvement (P) for surface pressure (Ps) and radiative skin temperature (Ts) as a 
function of selected background statevectors.  Background profiles are shown in Fig. 3.2 






Theoretical retrieval error 
(Sii)½ 
 
Percent  improvement 
P = 100[1 – (Sii / Bii)] 
 











Ps 3.38 hPa 2.95 hPa 3.11 hPa 2.88 hPa 24 % 15 % 27 % 
Ts 1.57 K 0.31 K 1.48 K 0.23 K 96 % 11  % 98 % 
 
 
As described in Chapter III.A, the inter-level correlations of error between surface 
array elements and profile elements are zero for the NRL Monterey 1DVAR scheme, 
which in effect decouples Ts, T2m, and T errors.  Using COAMPS EPAC background 
errors, the effect of coupling surface and atmospheric profile errors on T and loge Q 
retrieval performance is shown for selected cases in Fig. 4.6.  The uncoupled case 
assumes no inter-level correlation of error between <Ts T2m>, <Ts T>, and <T2m T>.  In 
contrast, the “strongly coupled” case assumes a near perfect (i.e., 1:1) inter-level 
correlation of error between <Ts T2m> and inter-level correlations of error of 91% for <Ts 
T43>  and 94% for <T2m T43>.   This research uses the inter-level correlations of error 
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Figure 4.6.  Theoretical T retrieval performance (P) as a function of surface and 
atmosphere inter-level correlations of error calculated with respect to BC and background 
state vector (a) U.S. Standard Atmosphere, (b) clear sky EPAC Profile 1A, and (c) cloudy 
sky EPAC Profile 2B2.   The “no coupling” case assumes inter-level correlations of error 
are zero between <Ts T2m>, <Ts T>, and <T2m T>.  The “weakly coupled” case includes 
the inter-level correlations of error shown in Table 3.1.  The “strongly coupled” case 
assumes a near 1:1 <Ts T2m> inter-level correlation of error and large <Ts T>, <T2m T> 
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Figure 4.6.  Continued.   
 
 
These findings reveal the relationship between information and the inter-level 
correlations of error prescribed within the background error covariance matrix, BC.  
Strong coupling of the surface and atmosphere errors results in relatively large gains in 
near-surface T theoretical retrieval performance (Figs. 4.6a-b) for the clear sky profiles.  
In these cases, the satellite-derived surface information (Ts) is able to reduce the low-
level profile retrieval errors.  Conversely, less satellite-derived information (Fig. 4.6c) is 
available for the cloudy sky case  resulting in only minor increases in near-surface 
retrieval performance. 
2.  ATOVS Instrument and AMSU Window Channel Selection 
Theoretical T and loge Q retrieval performance as a function of ATOVS 
instrument (i.e., HIRS/3, AMSU-A, and AMSU-B) is compared in Figs. 4.7 and 4.8.  The 
forward model (H) was linearized about the clear sky EPAC Profile 1A, cloudy sky 
EPAC Profile 2B2, and the U.S. Standard Atmosphere (Profile 3).  All results are 





The largest overall improvement in theoretical T retrieval performance (or 
correspondingly, the largest decrease in theoretical retrieval error) is observed when all 
three ATOVS instruments are selected.  For both EPAC clear (Figs. 4.7a-b) and cloudy 
sky (Fig. 4.7c) profiles, HIRS/3 contributes the most total T information below 300 hPa 
with AMSU-A providing most of the temperature information above 300 hPa.  These 
results should not be surprising considering the distribution of the ATOVS weighting 
functions (Fig. 2.3).  An interesting finding of this research is the critical role of HIRS/3 
channels in providing the majority of clear sky T information (Figs. 4.7a-b) between 
approximately 800 hPa and the surface.  The AMSU channels contribute significantly 
less information at these levels.   
 
   

























Figure 4.7.  Theoretical T retrieval performance (P) as a function of ATOVS instrument 
(channels) calculated with respect to BN and background state vector (a) U.S. Standard 
Atmosphere, (b) clear sky EPAC Profile 1A, and (c) cloudy sky EPAC Profile 2B2.  The 
35-channel curve (solid line) includes the 15 HIRS/3 (dashed), 15 AMSU-A (dotted), and 




































































The large increase in T retrieval performance (P → 100%) at the specified PCT is 
consistent with the corresponding diagonal element of A (i.e., dsi ≈ unity at cloud-top), 
and this information is derived almost exclusively from HIRS/3 surface channels.  
Temperature profile (T) information from the humidity sounder AMSU-B is expected to 
be small; however, as suggested by the structure of the Jacobians (Fig. 3.4b), more T 
information is available from this instrument with increasing LWP.   
Humidity information from the lower atmosphere is derived primarily from the 
AMSU surface sensitive channels 1-4 and 15-17. The large increase in theoretical 
retrieval performance (Figs. 4.8a-c) observed increase near 900 hPa corresponds to the 
large water vapor gradient associated with the representative EPAC background state 
vectors (see Figs. 3.2b,d).  HIRS/3 channels 10 –12 and AMSU-B sounding channels 3 – 
5 provide humidity information in the mid-, to upper atmosphere. 
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For the clear sky profiles, the HIRS/3 channels provide little to no loge Q 
information (Figs. 4.8a-b) below 800 hPa.  However, for cloudy sky EPAC Profile 2B2, 
loge Q retrieval performance (Fig. 4.8c) for HIRS/3 channels is increased by 
approximately 20% above the specified PCT.  Similar to the results discussed for T, this 
increase in performance suggests that cloudy IR radiances, when treated optimally, may 
also improve the humidity retrieval above the cloud top.   
The contribution of individual AMSU window channels to clear sky loge Q 
retrieval performance is shown in Fig. 4.9.  These channels are AMSU-A channels 1 – 4, 
15 and AMSU-B channels 1 and 2.  As a reminder, these two AMSU-B channels are also 
referred to as AMSU channels 16 and 17.  Clear sky EPAC Profiles 1A and 1B, and U.S. 
Standard Atmosphere are included here for comparison.  Near-surface loge Q retrieval 
performance (Figs. 4.9a-c) increases for all profile types when all AMSU window 
channels are selected.  These  results show the  majority of the low-level, boundary  layer  
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Figure 4.9.  Theoretical loge Q retrieval performance (P) as a function of AMSU-A 
channels 1-4, 15 and AMSU-B channels 1 and 2.  Calculated with respect to BN and 
background state vector (a) U.S. Standard Atmosphere, (b) clear sky EPAC Profile 1A, 
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humidity information is derived from AMSU-B channel 2 (150.0 GHz).  AMSU-A/B 
channels 15/1 also provide a good quantity of information (Figs. 4.9b-c) for the 
representative EPAC environment.  AMSU-A channels 2 or 3 alone increase retrieval 
performance by less than 20%.  However, larger contributions to total information are 
provided by AMSU-A channels 1 and 4.  Above approximately 700 hPa, the humidity 
information is derived from AMSU-B sounding channels 3 –5 and HIRS/3 channels 10 –
12 (not shown). 
As discussed in Chapter II.E, the retrieval is basically independent of the 
background as the ratio Sii / Bii → zero.  As the water vapor sensitive channels are added, 
more information is expected to be available from the profiles that contain more water 
vapor (e.g., EPAC Profile 1B),  since the Jacobians of H are calculated with respect to 
loge Q and are proportional to Q (i.e., ∂ R / loge Q = Q ∂ R / ∂ Q, where R is discrete form 
of the radiative transfer equation). 
The results of this theoretical retrieval performance analysis are consistent with 
the structure of the ATOVS T and loge Q Jacobians (Figs. 3.4 and 3.5) and the previous 
two information methods (Sections A and B).  HIRS/3 surface channels provide a large 
amount of information on cloud-top temperature and the AMSU window channels “bring 
a lot to the table” in terms of low-level humidity information.  The majority of the low-
level, boundary layer humidity information is derived from AMSU-B channel 2 with 
AMSU-A/B channel 15/1 as close second. 
3.  Observation Error 
The results shown in Figs. 4.10 and 4.11 are included in this dissertation in order 
to demonstrate the relationship between ATOVS observation error (R) and T and loge Q 
theoretical retrieval error.  As discussed in Chapter III.B, R is combination of ATOVS 
instrument error and forward model error.  In this experiment (Rii)½ corresponding to 
each of the 35 channels was uniformly increased by three orders of magnitude from 0.01 
to 10.0 K.  The forward model (H) was linearized about clear sky EPAC Profile 1A,  
cloudy sky EPAC Profile 2B2, and the U.S. Standard Atmosphere (Profile 3). BN was 























































Figure 4.10.  Theoretical T retrieval performance (P) as a function of 0.01, 0.10, 1.00, 
and 10.0 K observation error (Rii)½.  Results are calculated with respect to BN and 
background state vector (a) U.S. Standard Atmosphere, (b) clear sky EPAC Profile 1A, 
































Figure 4.10.  Continued. 
 
 
As (Rii)½ is increased from 0.01 to 10 K, theoretical T retrieval performance (Fig. 
4.10a-b) approaches zero for all clear sky background profiles.  For these cases the ratio 
Sii / Bii → unity and the ATOVS observations do not provide information to the retrieval.  
Theoretical T retrieval performance (Fig. 4.10c) with H linearized about the cloudy sky 
profiles still shows approximately 40% improvement with respect to background near 
cloud-top.  This relatively large retrieval performance value at cloud-top is most likely 
associated with the larger effective background error of HIRS/3 channels 8 (see Fig 4.3). 
Results for loge Q show retrieval performance (Figs. 4.11a-c) above 700 hPa 
associated with the HIRS/3 and AMSU-B humidity sounding channels steadily decreases 
as observation error increases.  However, below 900 hPa there is still greater than 50% 
improvement in loge Q retrieval performance for all EPAC profiles.   
A probable explanation is that the effective background error covariance matrix 
(HBHT) discussed in Section IV.B was found to be relatively large for the AMSU 
window channels (see Fig 4.3a).  This would suggest that even with large observation 
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Figure 4.11. Continued. 
 
 
 Within the context of this summertime EPAC case study, the results 
presented in the previous sub-sections quantified the effects of background state vector, 
background error, inter-level correlations of error, channels selection, and observation 
error on T and loge Q theoretical retrieval performance.  These performance analyses 
provide a baseline for interpreting the effects of individual background errors. The 
following sensitivity analyses were conducted in order to determine the effect of 
individual surface, cloud, and profile errors on T and loge Q theoretical retrieval 
performance.   
4.  Surface Array Errors 
a.  Radiative Skin Temperature Error 
The T and loge Q theoretical retrieval performance are compared for three 
different Ts errors of 0.0, 1.57, and 3.14 K.  These background errors were chosen by: 1) 
assuming perfect knowledge of Ts, 2) using values listed in Tables 3.2 and 3.3, and 3) 
doubling these values.  The forward model (H) was linearized about clear sky EPAC 






Atmosphere (Profile 3).  Results are presented in Figs. 4.12 and 4.13 for theoretical T and 
loge Q retrieval performance calculated with respect to BC.  As previously discussed, this 
background error covariance matrix is based on the summertime COAMPS EPAC error 
statistics.  For comparison, theoretical T retrieval performance results using BN are shown 
for selected cases in Fig. 4.14. The effect of strong surface and atmosphere inter-level 
correlations of error on theoretical T retrieval performance is shown in Fig. 4.15.   
As discussed in Chapter II.E, the low-level T retrieval performance is 
expected to be sensitive at the microwave frequencies to prior knowledge of Ts.  When 
surface and atmosphere errors are uncorrelated or weakly correlated,  the largest gain in 
low-level clear sky T performance (Figs. 4.12a-c) occurs when Ts is precisely known, or 
in this case, if it is less than 1.57 K.  Doubling the error to 3.14 K was observed to have 
little additional negative impact on T retrieval performance.   
 
 
























Figure 4.12.  Theoretical T and loge Q retrieval performance a function of 0.00, 1.57, and 
3.14 K radiative skin temperature (Ts) error.   Performance is calculated with respect to  
BC (weak surface-atmosphere correlations of error) and background state vector (a) U.S. 
Standard Atmosphere, (b) clear sky EPAC Profile 1A, (c) clear sky EPAC Profile 1B, (d) 
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Figure 4.13.  As in Fig. 4.12, except for loge Q theoretical retrieval performance (P) 

































Figure 4.14. As in Fig. 4.12b, except theoretical T retrieval performance calculated with 
respect to BN. 
 
























Figure 4.15.  As in Fig. 4.12, except for T theoretical retrieval performance with “strong” 
surface and atmosphere inter-level correlations of error calculated for (a) clear sky EPAC 






























Figure 4.15.  Continued. 
 
 
For cloudy sky cases, Ts error did not affect the T theoretical retrieval 
performance (Figs. 4.12d-e).  Consistent with English (1999) for ocean surfaces, there is 
little to no sensitivity of loge Q retrieval error to changes in Ts error (Figs. 4.13a-b).   
As shown in Fig. 4.14, there is a relatively large increase low-level T 
retrieval performance when calculated with respect to BN and clear sky EPAC Profile 1A.  
Similar results were observed (not shown) when calculated for the other clear sky 
profiles.  If clear sky theoretical T performance (Fig. 4.15a) is calculated with respect to 
BC with strong surface and atmosphere inter-level correlations, then non-zero Ts errors 
were observed to improve near-surface T retrieval performance.  This result was also 
observed for the cloudy sky case (Fig. 4.15b).  However, perfect knowledge of Ts did 
result in greater clear sky T retrieval performance near 900 hPa.  The use of these strong 
surface and atmosphere error correlations may not be appropriate, because in practice, 
these errors may not be coupled in a short-term NWP forecast.  However, the results are 
interesting and provide an insight into the relationship between information and vertical 





These results confirm that low-level clear T retrieval performance can 
theoretically be improved by accurately specifying Ts using a high-resolution SST 
product.  However, for cloudy sky retrievals, it might be useful to increase Ts background 
error to increase P between cloud-top and the surface. 
b.  Microwave Surface Emissivity Error 
Microwave surface emissivity (εm) error of 0, 1, 2 and 5% was applied to 
AMSU-A channels 1 – 4, 15, and AMSU-B channels 1 and 2.  Emissivity (ε) error for all 
other channels was set to zero.  Results are shown in Figs. 4.16 and 4.17 for T and loge Q 
retrieval performance calculated with respect to BC.  The forward model (H) was 
linearized about clear sky EPAC Profiles 1A and 1B, cloudy sky EPAC Profiles 2A1 and 
2B2, and the U.S. Standard Atmosphere (Profile 3).  Profile cloud liquid water mixing 
ratio (CLW) errors were set to zero for both cloud profiles.   
 

























Figure 4.16.  Theoretical T retrieval performance a function of 0, 1, 2, and 5% microwave 
surface emissivity error (εm) applied to AMSU window channels.  Performance is 
calculated with respect to BC background state vector (a) U.S. Standard Atmosphere, (b) 
clear sky EPAC Profile 1A, (c) clear sky EPAC Profile 1B, (d) cloudy sky EPAC Profile 




























































































































Consistent with English (1999), T retrieval performance for all clear sky 
background state vectors is virtually insensitive to εm error of these magnitudes shown in 
Figs. 4.16a-c, since the IR channels provide most of the surface temperature information.  
The T retrieval performance (Figs. 4.16d-e) calculated using the cloudy sky profiles is 
only slightly sensitive to εm error below the cloud top.  As discussed in Chapter II.E, even 
thin clouds are expected to increase the sensitivity  to εm and εm error if there is no prior 
knowledge of CLW. 
In contrast to the relative insensitivity for theoretical T retrieval 
performance to εm error, the low-level loge Q retrieval performance (Figs. 4.17a-e) is 
sensitive to changes in εm error.  Additionally, as εm increases, the retrieval error becomes 
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The low-level loge Q retrieval performance decreases as εm error is 
increased from 0 to 5% for all five background state vectors tested.  Small εm errors of  
1 – 2% were found to not greatly affect loge Q retrieval performance for the clear sky 
EPAC profiles.  However, the U.S. Standard Atmosphere (Profile 3) background and the 
cloudy EPAC profiles were found to be more sensitive to these εm errors.  Results were 
similar for both T and loge Q retrieval performance (not shown) when calculated with 
respect to BN.   
This research found a greater sensitivity of loge Q performance to εm error 
with the U.S. Standard Atmosphere background vice the idealized clear EPAC 
backgrounds.  Profile 3 has less water vapor near the surface, but overall is more humid 
at mid-levels than the EPAC profiles.  Following English (1999), more channels “see” 
the surface with a drier profile and performance is more sensitive to changes in εm as 
opposed to εm error.  For the U.S. Standard Atmosphere, AMSU should be able to 
retrieve εm and Ts even without accurate background information, because fewer window 
channels are expected to “see” the surface using the more humid profile and therefore, 
performance is more sensitive to εm error.  
c.  Surface Pressure and 2m Wind Speed Errors 
Theoretical T retrieval performance was found to be virtually insensitive 
to background surface pressure (Ps) errors of 0.00, 3.38, and 6.76 hPa  (not shown) and 2  
m wind speed errors of 0.0, 2.0, or 4.0 m s-1 (not shown).  Results for T were similar for  
all profile type tested.  Low-level loge Q retrieval error and performance was found to be 
only slightly sensitive to Ps and 2 m wind speed errors for the U.S. Standard Atmosphere 
background (Profile 3).   
From (2.16) and (2.23), this research shows Ps and 2m wind speed errors 
specified within the B matrix do not to greatly change corresponding elements of the 
retrieval error covariance matrix S.  However, from Chapter III.A, 2 m wind speed errors 







5.  Cloud Array Errors 
a.  Cloud-top Pressure Error 
Retrieval performance for T and loge Q is evaluated for cloud top pressure 
(PCT) errors of 0, 5, 10, 20, and 50 hPa.  For comparison, the forward model (H) has been 
linearized about cloudy EPAC Profiles 2A1 and 2B2 where PCT is at 957.44 and 922.46 
hPa, respectively.  Results are calculated with respect to BC (Figs. 4.18a-b) and BN (Fig. 
4.19).  Cloud fractional coverage (CFC) within the background state vectors is 1.00.  
The results of this sensitivity analysis show that T retrieval performance 
rapidly decreases as the prior uncertainty in PCT increases.  Loge Q retrieval performance 
was found to be insensitive to these PCT errors.  Even with a relatively small PCT error of 
10 hPa, T performance at cloud-top for both EPAC profiles is reduced by nearly one-half.  
For errors of 20 to 50 hPa, the retrieval behaves as if there is no prior knowledge of PCT.   
The ATOVS instrument selection and observation error sensitivity analyses show 
that HIRS/3 surface channels provide the vast majority of temperature information at 
cloud-top.  These results suggest that prior knowledge of PCT is necessary for the 
successful retrieval of profile temperature at cloud-top.  
As discussed in Chapter II.C, previous research has demonstrated success in 
retrieving cloud free, and stratocumulus-topped boundary layer height from infrared and 
visible satellite imagers (e.g., AVHRR).  These observation types and derived products 
could be used to either assign confidence to COAMPS background cloud field or as 
additional observations or constraints to a 3DVAR retrieval scheme.  Additionally, 
retrieval methods to determine the height of both clear, and stratocumulus-topped 
MABL’s have been studied by numerous researchers (e.g., Kren 1987; Minnis et al. 
1992; Betts et al. 1992; McBride 2000).  The techniques developed by Kren (1987) and 
McBride (2000) are independent of a background NWP model, but all these methods 
combine a thermodynamic boundary layer model with satellite retrievals of MABL 
parameters such as cloud-top temperature and sea surface temperature.  The McBride 



























































Figure 4.18.  Theoretical T retrieval performance (P) as a function of 0, 5, 10, 20 and 50 
hPa cloud-top pressure (PCT) error calculated with respect to BC and (a) cloudy sky EPAC 




































Figure 4.19. As in Fig. 4.18b, except for calculated with respect to BN .  
 
 
b. Cloud Fractional Coverage Error 
The effect of cloud fractional coverage (CFC) error on theoretical T 
retrieval performance is shown in Figs. 4.20 and 4.21.  Background errors of 0, 10, 50 
and 100% were used to examine the range of retrieval sensitivity from perfect to no prior 
knowledge.  The forward model (H) has been linearized about Profiles 2A1 and 2B2 and 
results were calculated with respect to BC (Figs. 4.20a-b) and BN (Fig. 4.21).  Cloud 
fractional coverage was set to 1.00 in the background state vector for these cases.  The 
effect of non-zero CFC error on theoretical clear sky T retrieval performance is shown in 
Fig. 4.22. 
Similar to the effect of PCT error, this research found that increases in CFC 
error (with 100% cloud cover in the background state vectors) resulted in reduced T 
retrieval performance with no change in loge Q retrieval performance (not shown).  There 
is a greater reduction in T retrieval performance (Fig. 4.20b and Fig. 4.21) for Profile 2B2 
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Figure 4.20.  Theoretical T retrieval performance (P) as a function of 0, 10, 50 and 100% 
cloud fractional coverage (CFC) error calculated with respect to BC and (a) cloudy sky 
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Figure 4.21.  As in Fig. 4.20b, except calculated with respect to BN. 
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Figure 4.22.  Theoretical T retrieval performance (P) as a function of 0, 10, 50 and 100% 







approximately 50% as CFC error is increased from 0 to 50%.  However, even with no 
prior knowledge of CFC, the sensor is  able to  add  some T information.  This  sensitivity 
study has shown that CFC error has a large effect on theoretical T retrieval performance 
when the background state vector is cloudy.  If the background state vector is clear, then 
non-zero CFC error in the background error covariance matrix will degrade T retrieval 
performance (Fig. 4.22). The use collocated satellite imagery to independently verify 
cloud cover could reduce prior uncertainty in CFC. 
6.  Profile Array Errors 
a.  Temperature and Loge Specific Humidity Profile Errors 
The effect of T and loge Q background errors applied uniformly to all 43 
levels on T and loge Q retrieval performance is shown in Fig. 4.23.  For this sensitivity 
analysis, H was linearized about U.S. Standard Atmosphere (Profile 3) and results were 
calculated with respect to BN.  Three sets of T and loge Q profile errors were tested.  The 
first assumes perfect knowledge by setting the T and loge Q standard deviations of error 
to zero.  In contrast to (2.15), the information matrix form of (2.16) does not require 
inversion of B and zero elements are acceptable.  The second uses the standard deviations 
of error specified in Table 3.2 for BN and the third set doubles these specified errors. 
Errors for T (loge Q) of 0.0 K (0.0 g kg-1) assume a perfect background 
profile and as expected, the percent improvement or information available from the 
satellite radiances is zero.  Of course, if we had perfect background profiles there would 
be no need for the satellite retrieval.  Since we must work with some degree of 
uncertainty in the first-guess profile it is important to determine the sensitivity of the 
retrieval to increases in profile errors.  In general, both T and loge Q theoretical retrieval 
performance (Figs. 4.23a-b) increase as the background error increase.  The largest 
reduction in retrieval errors occurs for low-level T.  Smaller reductions in analysis error 
are generally observed for loge Q.  In a related sensitivity analysis (Fig. 4.24), the T and 
loge Q background errors were uniformly increased from zero to double the specified 
values for BN (Table 3.2) between RTTOV-6 levels 34 - 43 (702.73 – 1013.25 hPa).  
Profile errors at all other levels remained fixed.  The purpose of this simulation is to 
determine the effect of low-level profile errors, specifically within the MABL, on T and 
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Figure 4.23.  Theoretical (a) T, and (b) loge Q retrieval performance as a function of 
uniform profile T and loge Q errors applied to all 43 RTTOV-6 levels.  Results were 
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Figure 4.24.  As in Fig. 4.23, except as a function of uniform low-level (a) T and (b) loge 









The results for levels 34 – 43 are similar to those in shown Figs. 4.23.  
Less information is derived from the radiances as the background profile errors approach 
zero and more information is derived as the background errors increase.  Above level 34 
(702.73 hPa) the opposite effect is observed.  Analysis errors between 300 – 700 hPa are 
decreased (increased) as low-level background profile errors are decreased (increased).  
This demonstrates how information is distributed through the vertical error correlations.  
As previously discussed, profile retrieval performance is very sensitive to the strength of 
the inter-level correlations of error. 
b. Cloud Liquid Water Profile Array Errors 
Cloud liquid water mixing ratio profile (CLW) errors were allowed to vary 
in the following simulations in order to determine the affect on T and loge Q theoretical 
retrieval performance.  Thin liquid water cloud has negligible impact on the AMSU 
sounding channels, but the window channels are sensitive to LWP.  If CLW increases, 
loge Q information is rapidly lost (English 1999).  Information content analyses 
conducted previously in this dissertation assumed perfect knowledge of CLW elements.  
This simulation is conducted primarily for the EPAC cloudy sky profiles (Profiles 2A1 
and 2B2).  Profile 2A1 (2B2) has a maximum CLW amount of 0.25 (0.50) g kg-1 at cloud-
top with LWP value of 90 (285) g m-2  (see Chapter III.C).   
Theoretical T and loge Q retrieval performance as a function of CLW error 
of 0.00, 0.05, 0.25, and 0.50 g kg-1 is shown in Figs. 4.25 and 4.26.  These errors were 
uniformly applied to all 43 RTTOV-6 levels.   Low-level loge Q retrieval performance  
was found to be slightly improved if these errors were applied only to those levels with 
cloud (not shown).  All other background errors remained fixed to the standard deviations 
of error associated with BC.  Perfect knowledge was assumed for PCT and CFC with CFC 
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Figure 4.25.  Theoretical T retrieval performance (P) as a function of 0.00, 0.05, 0.25, 
and 0.50 g kg-1 cloud liquid water mixing ratio (CLW) error and EPAC cloudy sky 
background state vectors (a) EPAC Profile 2A1, and EPAC Profile 2B2.  P is calculated 
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Overall, T retrieval performance was found to remain relatively unaffected 
by changes in CLW error.  For Profile 2B2, there is a slight change in T retrieval 
performance (Fig. 4.25b) below cloud-top.  Loge Q theoretical retrieval performance 
(Figs. 4.26a-b) for all cases decreases as CLW error increases.  For all profile types and 
both background error covariance matrices, the largest decrease in retrieval performance 
occurs between perfect knowledge and CLW error of 0.25 g kg-1. Smaller decreases in 
retrieval performance occur between 0.25 and 0.50 g kg-1.  Sensitivity to CLW error was 
found to be similar when calculated with respect to BN (not shown). 
EPAC Profile 1A is included in this study to demonstrate the effect of 
CLW error on clear sky T and loge Q retrievals.  This situation would arise if CLW 
elements within the background error covariance matrix are non-zero and the matrix is 
then used for clear sky retrievals.  As compared with the results for clear sky retrieval 
performance (see Fig. 4.4b), degraded loge Q retrieval performance (Fig. 4.27) was 
observed for the clear sky background state vector (EPAC Profile 1A) when these CLW 
errors were included in background error covariance matrix. 
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Figure 4.27.  As in Fig. 4.26, except with theoretical loge Q retrieval P calculated using 





   These theoretical results indicate that we can improve both the cloud-
free and cloudy EPAC boundary layer water vapor retrievals if CLW is accurately 
specified within the background.  This might be accomplished by use of collocated 
satellite retrieval techniques and/or through improved cloud modeling in the COAMPS 
model.  The effect of CLW error will be examined again using simulated retrievals  
(Chapter V). 
D. SUMMARY OF CHAPTER RESULTS 
Three approaches were used to examine the information content of ATOVS 
retrievals with respect to the idealized summertime EPAC background state vectors and 
associated background errors.  The first method quantified independent information and 
vertical resolution based upon related mathematical techniques of principal component 
analysis (PCA) and singular value decomposition (SVD) and the diagonal elements of the 
averaging kernel matrix.  The second compared the background errors in radiance space 
to the ATOVS observation errors.  The final method investigated the sensitivity of profile 
temperature and loge specific humidity retrieval errors to surface and profile a priori 
errors.  
Results of the PCA based information content study found 12 significant 
eigenvectors, with seven having eigenvalues less than 0.50.  This indicates that for these 
seven eigenvectors, more than 50% of the information is derived from the satellite 
observations.  The first two significant eigenvectors contain the majority of the humidity 
information and in general, temperature information generally dominates the remaining 
eigenvectors.  For the clear sky EPAC profiles, the total degrees of freedom for signal 
(non-diagonal BN case) is approximately 7.5.  This indicates that about seven to seven 
and a half quantities can be independently measured.  Total quantity of information 
available from ATOVS is basically independent of background profile, which is 
consistent with other studies (e.g., Prunet et al 1998).  However, this research suggests 








Vertical resolution of the cloudy sky theoretical T retrievals is approximately one 
model level per degree of freedom at cloud-top when a priori cloud errors are perfectly 
known.  Low-level (i.e., ~ 900 hPa) T resolution for the clear sky EPAC profiles is 
approximately four levels per degree of freedom.  For loge Q, the low-level vertical 
resolution for the EPAC profiles is approximately 3 levels per degree of freedom.   
The relative magnitude of the clear sky effective background error to observation 
error for the AMSU window channels suggests there is a large amount of humidity 
information available from these channels.  For the cloudy sky cases the effective 
background error becomes smaller for AMSU-A channel 15 and AMSU-B channels 1 
and 2 as LWP increases.  This indicates that less information will be available from these 
channels.  In contrast, the effective background error (and expected information) 
associated with HIRS/3 channel 8 is larger for the cloudy sky EPAC profiles. 
Results of the retrieval error sensitivity and performance analysis show that 
HIRS/3 surface channels provide information on cloud-top temperature.  The majority of 
the low-level, boundary layer humidity information is derived from AMSU-B channel 2 
followed by AMSU-A/B channel 15/1.   
Consistent with other studies (e.g., English 1999), the results confirm that low-
level clear sky T retrieval performance can theoretically be improved by prior knowledge 
of Ts.   In addition, T retrieval performance for all clear sky background state vectors is 
virtually insensitive to εm error.  Cloudy sky profiles with large amounts of CLW are 
slightly sensitive below cloud-top to εm error.  However, even thin clouds are expected to 
increase the sensitivity to εm and its error if there is no prior knowledge of CLW.  Low-
level loge Q retrieval performance is sensitive to εm error.  However, small εm errors of 1 
– 2% were found to not greatly affect loge Q retrieval performance for the clear sky 
EPAC profiles.  The U.S. Standard Atmosphere (Profile 3) background and the cloudy 





Temperature profile (T) retrieval performance rapidly decreases as the uncertainty 
in PCT and/or CFC increases.  Loge Q retrieval performance was found to be insensitive to 
these cloud errors.  Even with a relatively small PCT error of 10 hPa, T performance at 
cloud-top for both EPAC profiles is reduced by nearly one-half.  Prior knowledge of PCT 
and CFC was found to be a necessary for the successful retrieval of profile temperature. 
Overall, T retrieval errors were found to remain relatively unaffected by changes 
in CLW error.  Loge Q theoretical retrieval performance, however, decreases as CLW 
error increases.  The largest decrease in retrieval performance occurs between perfect 
knowledge and CLW error of 0.25 g kg-1 with smaller decreases between 0.25 - 0.50 g   
kg -1.  Clear sky loge Q retrieval performance was also degraded when these CLW errors 
were included in background error covariance matrix.  Again, this situation would arise if 
CLW elements within the background error covariance matrix are non-zero and the 
matrix is then used for clear sky retrievals. 
As discussed in Chapter II, Eyre (1989a) showed the effects of cloud on IR 
radiances, when treated optimally, can improve some aspects of retrieval performance.  
Specifically, this improvement is at the levels just above cloud-top.  This research finds 
reductions in T and loge Q retrieval error above the idealized cloudy boundary layer when 
compared with the clear sky.  Though there are slight differences in T and loge Q between 
these profiles, this observed increase in retrieval performance above the cloudy boundary 














V. 1DVAR RETRIEVAL STUDY 
 
Results presented in Chapter IV demonstrated that, when treated optimally, 
significant humidity and temperature information could theoretically be derived from 
ATOVS radiances within the summertime EPAC environment.  A study of theoretical 
retrieval error sensitivity to representative EPAC background state vector elements and 
associated errors was also conducted to establish the a priori elements needed for 
successful 1DVAR retrievals.  Research presented in this chapter builds upon these 
findings and uses a modified version of the NRL 1DVAR retrieval scheme to continue 
this investigation of the complex relationship between satellite-derived information and a 
priori constraint.  1DVAR temperature and humidity profile retrievals were generated 
using both simulated and actual ATOVS observations constrained by a synoptically 
relevant background error covariance matrix (BC) and simulated background or short-
term model forecast fields.   
The first half of this chapter presents comparisons of theoretical retrieval errors 
and the error statistics calculated from 1DVAR simulated retrievals.  The purpose of this 
comparison is to test the reliability of the NRL 1DVAR retrieval scheme within the 
framework of this mesoscale application.  The second half of Chapter V presents the 
results of 1DVAR profile temperature (T) and humidity (loge Q) retrievals calculated 
using simulated and actual ATOVS observations and COAMPS short-term forecasts. The 
time period of this study coincides with the Dynamics and Chemistry of Marine 
Stratocumulus (DYCOMS) Phase II field study.  The goal here is to determine if ATOVS 
observations can provide information that, when used in concert with a reasonable first-
guess field (i.e., COAMPS), reduces the analysis error and adjusts the retrieval within the 
shallow MABL toward the designated “true” profile. 
  The simulated observations and background profiles are used in (2.14) to find 
the most probable solution of the atmospheric state (x) - the retrieval.  The NRL 
Monterey 1DVAR 1DVAR scheme iterates equation (2.14) up to a maximum of four 




uses the same convergence criterion, but increases the maximum number of iterations per 
profile to 10, since computational cost was not an issue.  This increase allows for a 
thorough investigation of the non-linear humidity and cloud liquid water retrieval 
problem.  
In the nonlinear Newtonian iterative procedure of (2.14), the Jacobian matrix 
H(xi) is recalculated at each iteration.  During iteration, the largest change in magnitude 
occurs for loge Q Jacobians since, as previously discussed, the forward problem is not a 
linear function of humidity.  As an example, the loge Q Jacobians for AMSU-A channel 1 
at the first and final (in this case 7th) successful iteration of a selected retrieval is shown 
in Fig. 5.1  At the first iteration, H is linearized about a selected background profile (xb) 
from (2.24) and is then recalculated at each iteration about the updated estimate of the 
state vector until convergence.  The number of iterations and this AMSU-A channel were 
chosen for illustrative purposes only.  At convergence, the loge Q Jacobian is smoothed 
and reduced in magnitude by approximately 2 K.   
 























Figure 5.1.  Example of loge Q Jacobian modification during 1DVAR iteration.  Results 
of the 1st and 7th (final) iteration of Hi(xi) for AMSU-A channel 1.  The background state 
vector (xi) is taken from the set of 1000 simulated profiles and the “true” profile (xt) is 




A. 1DVAR RETRIEVALS WITH SIMULATED BACKGROUND STATE 
VECTORS AND SIMULATED ATOVS OBSERVATIONS 
This research calculated 1DVAR retrievals using a statistically significant number 
of simulated observations and simulated background state vectors.  In this section, the 
retrieval error statistics calculated from the clear and cloudy sky 1DVAR retrievals are 
compared with the corresponding theoretical values.  The purpose of the comparison is to 
test the reliability of the NRL 1DVAR retrieval scheme within the framework of this 
mesoscale application.  Examples of individual 1DVAR retrievals are presented at the 
end of this section. 
1.  Simulated Observation Vectors 
Simulated observation vectors (yso), of length m, were calculated using (2.25) by 
projecting random combinations of the eigenvectors of the 35 x 35 (m x m) ATOVS 
observation error covariance matrix (R) onto output from the RTTOV-6 forward 
radiative transfer model (H(xt)), where xt is the designated “true” profile.  This technique 
ensures the perturbations are consistent with the errors in R.   
For the first set of simulated 1DVAR retrievals, xt is designated as one of the 
representative EPAC background state vectors (see Chapter III.C) and 1000 different yso 
were then calculated.  A collocated global forecast profile derived from the DYCOMS II 
data set was selected as xt for the COAMPS case study (see Section B).  An advantage of 
using simulated observations is that the instrument and air mass retrieval biases discussed 
in Chapter II.A need not be applied. 
2.  Simulated Background State Vectors 
Equation (2.24) was used for this research in order to construct a statistically 
significant number (1000) of simulated background state vectors (xb), each of length n.  
This was accomplished by superimposing random combinations of the eigenvectors of 
the 215 x 215 (n x n) background error covariance matrix (BC or BN) onto the designated 
xt.  The simulated temperature (T) and loge specific humidity (loge Q) profiles were 
calculated independently and therefore, individual T and loge Q pairs may not be 
physically consistent.  This is an acknowledged limitation of this technique and may 




As described in Chapter III.A, BC is specific to the summertime COAMPS EPAC 
short-term forecast errors and BN was calculated using globally averaged NOGAPS short-
term forecast errors.  All elements of xb except for the cloud parameters and surface 
emissivity were simulated in this manner.  Surface emissivity was allowed to vary 
randomly from “truth” by 0.005 and cloud errors are discussed in the following 
paragraphs.     
As shown Figs. 5.2a-e, the overall structure of the T and loge Q background 
profiles is consistent with the magnitudes of the projected background error.  Simulated T 
and loge Q profiles calculated using BC and the U.S. Standard Atmosphere, clear sky 
EPAC Profile 1A, or EPAC cloudy sky Profile 2A1 as xt are shown in Figs. 5.2a-c.  
Simulated profiles were also calculated for clear sky EPAC Profile 1B and EPAC cloudy 
sky Profile 2B2 (not shown).  The low-level temperature inversion is well defined for the 
simulated EPAC profiles even when calculated with the relatively larger COAMPS 
background errors.  Upper-level loge Q errors are substantially larger for BC than BN, 
which results in a greater spread between simulated loge Q profiles.  However, humidity 
is generally quite low at upper-levels.   
 
 











































Figure 5.2a.  1000 simulated profile temperature (left panel) and loge specific humidity 
(right panel) background profiles (xb) calculated by (2.16) with random error 





































































































The simulated T and loge Q background profiles calculated using BN and the U.S. 
Standard Atmosphere as xt are shown for comparison in Fig. 5.2d.  Simulated T and loge 
Q are again consistent with the background errors. The smaller upper-level errors in loge 






































Simulated log specific humidity profiles − U.S. Standard Atmosphere as "truth" − BN background errors








Figure 5.2d.  As in Fig. 5.2a, except random error perturbations calculated using BN. The 
“true” profile is the U.S. Standard Atmosphere (Profile 3). 
 
 
Temperature profile (T) errors larger than those listed in Table 3.2 might be 
necessary to properly represent the model error in boundary layer cloud-top temperatures.  
COAMPS cloud-top temperature errors for the summertime EPAC environment are 
estimated at approximately 4 - 6 K  (A. Zhao, personal communication).   
To test the effect of this uncertainty, the standard deviations of error (Table 3.2) 
for T at RTTOV-6 levels 37 – 43 (839.95 – 1013.25 hPa) were increased to 5.00 K.  BC 
was then recalculated using these new T errors.  The resulting 1000 simulated T profiles 
with EPAC Profile 2A1 as “truth” are shown in Fig. 5.2e.  These increases in T 
background error effectively eliminate any structure of the low-level temperature 



























Figure 5.2e.  As in Fig. 5.2a, except T error set to 5.00 K at RTTOV-6 levels 37 - 43 
(839.35 – 1013.25 hPa).   The “true” background state vector is EPAC Profile 2A1. 
 
Fig. 5.3 shows the normalized error perturbations for the simulated profiles 
calculated by (2.24).  All values are near unity and the small deviations from unity are 
due to the finite sample size (Healy and Eyre 2000). 
 

















































Figure 5.3.  T and loge Q random error perturbations sum(Σi γi (λi)½ Ci )2 normalized by 
the respective background error for BC (left panel) and BN (right panel). 
 
Clear sky background profiles were assumed to be clear for the 1DVAR simulated 
retrievals so cloud errors were set to zero for the BN and BC calculations.  For cloudy sky 
cases, the relatively strong low-level T inversion present in the simulated profiles limited 




was found to be unsatisfactory for the case of a low-level temperature inversion, since T 
and loge Q random errors calculated by (2.24) do not sufficiently alter the inversion 
height to match large random variations in PCT.  Other research based upon (2.24) 
considered only mid-level clouds with very large standard deviation of error (~ 425 hPa) 
for PCT, or they only simulated only clear sky conditions (Eyre 1989a; Healy and Eyre 
2000).  In order to construct a set of background profiles physically consistent with the 
simulated MABL inversions, this dissertation allowed PCT to randomly and uniformly 
vary within ± 20 hPa of “truth”.  The random error perturbations are calculated with these 
errors. 
3.  1DVAR Retrieval Error and Performance for T and Loge Q 
Clear and cloudy sky 1DVAR retrievals were generated using the simulated 
background state vectors and simulated ATOVS observations described in the previous 
sections.  The mean from equation (2.26) and standard deviation from equation (2.27) 
were calculated from the statistically significant number of simulated background state 
vectors and observation vectors.  Only those retrievals that successfully converged were 
included in the error statistics.  Reliability of the 1DVAR retrieval scheme, as applied to 
this mesoscale case study, was evaluated by comparing the simulated and theoretical 
retrieval errors.  Agreement between the two indicates consistency of the retrieval 
method.  Simulated retrieval error (σr) is compared with the square root of the principal 
diagonal of (2.28), where Si is calculated at the final iteration and then averaged over the 
total number of successful retrievals.  Si is also used in this study to calculate the 
theoretical retrieval performance in (2.23).  To calculate simulated retrieval performance,  
Sii is replaced in (2.23) by the simulated retrieval error variance (σr)2.  Temperature 
profile (T) and loge Q retrieval biases, defined as the retrieval mean normalized by the 
respective background error (Bii)½, were calculated for each simulated retrieval.  
a.  Clear Sky T and loge Q Retrievals 
1DVAR simulated retrievals based upon a clear sky background state 
vector as “truth” are assumed clear and all cloud background errors were set to zero.  
When calculations were made with BN, approximately 99% of the 1DVAR retrievals 





Atmosphere background (Profile 3).  Convergence rates at 10 iterations using BC were 
reduced slightly to approximately 97%.  In contrast, the convergence rate was 
approximately 86% for both of these profiles using the criterion of four iterations or less.   
The absolute T and loge Q background, theoretical, and simulated retrieval 
errors calculated with respect to BC and BN and the clear sky U.S. Standard Atmosphere 
profile are shown in Figs. 5.4a and 5.5a, respectively.  Corresponding theoretical and 
simulated retrieval performance for this clear sky case is shown in Figs. 5.4b and 5.5b, 
and the normalized retrieval biases are shown in Figs. 5.4c and 5.5c.  Similar 
comparisons are shown in Figs. 5.6a-c and 5.8a-c for clear sky EPAC Profiles 1A and 
1B.   
Radiative skin temperature (Ts) error and microwave emissivity (εm) error 
were set to zero to simulate perfect knowledge of these surface elements.  Fig. 5.7a shows 
the effect of zero Ts error on T retrieval error and performance.  The effect of zero εm 
error on loge Q retrieval error and performance is shown in Fig 5.7b.  For these 
simulations, H was linearized about clear sky EPAC Profile 1A. 
Overall, there is good agreement between the simulated and theoretically 
derived T and loge Q retrieval errors (Figs. 5.4a, 5.5a, 5.6a, and 5.8a) when calculated for 
the two different background error covariance matrices and various clear background 
state vectors.  The results also substantiate the findings presented in Chapter IV that low-
level humidity and temperature information should be able to be derived from ATOVS 
radiances.  Small differences in loge Q theoretical and simulated retrieval errors are most 
likely due to the linear versus non-linear assumptions.   
Clear sky T and loge Q retrieval biases (Figs. 5.4c, 5.5c, 5.6c, and 5.8c) are 
generally small, indicating a systematic agreement between the simulated retrievals and 
“truth”.  Temperature profile  (T) biases are less than ~ |0.05| near the surface.  Loge Q 
retrieval biases are somewhat larger, but near the surface are ~|0.15| when calculated with 
respect to the COAMPS errors.  Humidity biases are expected to be larger than for profile 
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Figure 5.4a.  Absolute T (left panel) and loge Q (right panel) background errors (Bii)½, 
theoretical retrieval errors (Sii) ½, and simulated retrieval errors (σr) calculated with 
respect to BC and the clear sky U.S. Standard Atmosphere as “truth”.  
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Figure 5.4b.  As in Fig. 5.4a, except for simulated and theoretical retrieval performance. 
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Figure 5.5a.  As in Fig. 5.4a, except errors calculated with respect to BN. 
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Figure 5.5b.  As in Fig. 5.4b, except calculated with respect to BN. 
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Figure 5.6a.  As in Fig. 5.4a, except calculated with respect clear sky EPAC Profile 1A. 
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Figure 5.6b.  As in Fig. 5.4b, except calculated with respect clear sky EPAC Profile 1A. 
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Figure 5.7a.  As in Figs 5.6a and 5.6b, except for only T retrieval errors and performance 
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Figure 5.7b. As in Figs 5.6a and 5.6b, except for only loge Q retrieval errors and 
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Figure 5.8a.  As in Fig. 5.4a, except calculated with respect clear sky EPAC Profile 1B. 
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Figure 5.8b.  As in Fig. 5.4b, except calculated with respect clear sky EPAC Profile 1B. 
 






























b.  Cloudy Sky T and Loge Q Retrievals 
Four sets of cloud background errors are used for the cloudy sky 1DVAR 
simulated retrievals.  All cloudy sky simulations are performed using EPAC Profiles 2A1 
and/or 2B2 as xt.  For the first simulation (Figs 5.9a-c and 5.10a-c), PCT is allows to 
randomly vary by 20 hPa in xb, CFC is set to 0.50 (i.e., 50% fractional cloud cover) in xt 
and is allowed to randomly vary in between 0.00 and 1.00.  Cloud liquid water mixing 
ratio (CLW) was allowed to randomly vary in xb between 0.00 and 0.50 g kg-1.  The 
background errors for PCT, CFC and CLW were set to 20 hPa, 0.50, and 0.25 g kg-1.  All 
other errors are the same as those used to calculate BC.  The second case (Figs. 5.11a-c 
and 5.12a-c) simulates a fully cloud covered stratus-topped MABL in which background 
CFC is perfectly known.  For this case CFC in both xt and xb was set to 1.00.  All other 
errors are the same as in the first cloud case.  The third case (Figs. 5.13 a-c) calculates 
simulated cloudy sky retrievals with respect to the cloud errors of case two, but uses 
larger low-level T errors of 5.00 K (see Fig. 5.2c).  As previously discussed, these larger 
T errors might be necessary in order to properly represent the uncertainty in COAMPS 
cloud-top temperature.  The fourth case (Fig. 5.14) sets the CLW error within the 
background to zero.  In this case, it is assumed that CLW is perfectly known. 
 For cloudy sky cases, convergence rates were slightly less than those for 
the clear sky simulated retrievals.  The convergence rates decreased to near 80% at 10 
iterations for both cloudy sky EPAC profiles when no prior knowledge of cloud 
parameters was assumed.  However, with perfect knowledge of cloud elements, 
approximately 96% converged in 10 iterations or less.   
Overall, the theoretical and simulated retrieval errors for T (Figs. 5.9a, 
5.10a, 5.11a, and 5.12a) are nearly equal with a consistent reduction in retrieval error at 
the cloud-top level.  As expected from the information content study (Chapter IV), there 
is a larger reduction in retrieval error at this level when CFC is perfectly known in the 
background state vector (as in Figs. 5.11a and 5.12a).  The corresponding T retrieval 
performance is shown in Figs. 5.9b, 5.10b, 5.11b, and 5.12b.     
  Loge Q retrieval errors (performance) calculated from the simulated 
1DVAR retrievals are generally smaller (larger) than the theoretical values with the 




Newtonian iteration (2.14) is expected to produce better results with respect to non-linear 
loge Q retrievals.  Results of the corresponding simulated retrieval performance 
calculations are consistent with the cloud error sensitivity study (Chapter III.C), which 
showed reduced low-level T retrieval performance due to a priori errors in PCT and CFC 
and reduced loge Q retrieval performance due to CLW error. 
As with the clear sky cases, there is generally good agreement between the 
simulated and theoretically calculated T and loge Q errors, except where there is 
relatively large normalized retrieval bias.  Retrieval biases for the cloudy sky cases 
depend on prior knowledge of cloud parameters and magnitude of low-level temperature 
errors.  Temperature profile (T) biases are still relatively small when CFC is set to 0.50 in 
the “truth” and cloud elements for PCT, CFC, and CLW are allowed to randomly vary by 
20 hPa, 0.50, and 0.25 g kg-1 (Fig. 5.10c).   For the case when CFC is set to 1.00 in “truth” 
and a priori error to zero (i.e., cloudy known to be cloudy) and all other errors are 
unchanged, T biases of ~|0.35| are observed at the level corresponding to the “true” cloud 
top (e.g., Fig. 5.12b).  As shown in Fig. 5.13c, these cloud-top temperature biases were 
reduced by increasing low-level temperature errors to 5.00 K.  The larger low-level T 
errors may allow the 1DVAR retrieval to better match cloud-top temperature with PCT, 
but might also degrade the T retrieval below cloud-top.  This negative impact on the T 
retrieval is suggested by the larger absolute T retrieval errors shown in Fig. 5.13a.  
Fig. 5.14 shows the smaller retrieval errors and corresponding improved 
loge Q retrieval performance when CLW is perfectly known within the background state 
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Figure 5.9a.  Absolute T (left panel) and loge Q (right panel) background errors (Bii)½, 
theoretical retrieval errors (Sii) ½, and simulated retrieval errors (σr) calculated with 
respect to BC and cloudy sky EPAC Profile 2A1 as “truth”. CFC set to 0.50 in “truth” and 
the cloud errors for PCT, CFC and CLW are 20 hPa, 0.50, and 0.25 g kg-1, respectively.  
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Figure 5.9b.  As in Fig. 5.9a, except for simulated and theoretical retrieval performance. 
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Figure 5.10a.  As in Fig. 5.9a, except calculated with respect to cloudy sky EPAC Profile 
2B2. 
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Figure 5.10b.  As in Fig. 5.9b, except calculated with respect to cloudy sky EPAC profile 
2B2. 
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Figure 5.11a.  Absolute T (left panel) and loge Q (right panel) background errors (Bii)½, 
theoretical retrieval errors (Sii) ½, and simulated retrieval errors (σr) calculated with 
respect to BC and cloudy sky EPAC Profile 2A1 as “truth”. CFC set to 1.00 in “truth” and 
cloud errors for PCT, CFC and CLW are 20 hPa, 0.00, and 0.25 g kg-1, respectively. 
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Figure 5.11b.  As in Fig. 5.11a, except for simulated theoretical retrieval performance. 
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Figure 5.12a.  As in Fig. 5.11a, except calculated with respect to cloudy sky EPAC 
Profile 2B2. 
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Figure 5.12b.  As in Fig. 5.11b, except calculated with respect to cloudy sky EPAC 
Profile 2B2. 
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Figure 5.13a.  As in Fig. 5.11a, except background T errors set to 5.00 K at levels 37-43 
(839.95 – 1013.25 hPa). 
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Figure 5.13b. As in Fig. 5.11b, except background T errors set to 5.00 K at levels 37-43. 
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Figure 5.14.  As in Figs. 5.11a-b, except for loge Q retrieval errors (left panel) and 
performance (right panel) were the CLW background errors were set to 0.00 g kg-1. 
 
4.  Surface and Cloud Parameter Retrieval Errors 
Simulated retrieval errors and biases for Ps, Ts, PCT, and CLW calculated with 
respect to BC and the cloud errors described below are listed in Table 5.1.  The 
corresponding theoretical retrieval errors are shown for comparison.  Clear sky EPAC 
Profiles 1A and 1B and the U.S. Standard Atmosphere (Profile 3) are known to be clear.  
Cloudy sky retrieval errors are calculated with errors of 20 hPa, 0.50, and 0.25 g kg-1 for 
PCT, CFC, and CLW.  CFC in the cloudy sky EPAC Profiles 2A1 and 2B2 “true” profiles is 
set to 0.50.  Clear sky retrieval errors are small for Ts (e.g., 0.27 K for EPAC Profile 1A) 
with a corresponding retrieval performance of approximately 97%.  Cloudy sky retrieval 
errors are much larger (e.g., 1.44 K for EPAC Profile 2A1) with a corresponding retrieval 
performance of approximately 16%.  Retrieval errors for Ps are also smaller for the clear 
sky cases, but the corresponding retrieval performance is approximately 27% for EPAC 
Profile 1A.  Retrieval errors for PCT and CLW are both reduced with respect to 










Table 5.1.  Background errors  (Bii)½,  simulated retrieval errors (σr) and biases for 
surface pressure (Ps), radiative skin temperature (Ts), cloud-top pressure (PCT), and cloud 
liquid water mixing ratio (CLW).  Cloud errors are 25 hPa for PCT, 0.50 for CFC, and 0.25 
g kg-1 for CLW.  Results are calculated with respect to BC and for cloudy sky EPAC 





Simulated retrieval error (σr) and bias 
 
Surface parameter  Profile 1A Profile 1B Profile 2A1 Profile 2B2 Profile 3 
Ps retrieval error (hPa) 3.38 2.88 2.91 3.01 3.13  2.83  
Ps retrieval bias  -0.08 -0.09 -0.04  -0.02 -0.09 
Ts retrieval error (K) 1.57 0.27 0.29 1.44 1.53 0.23 
Ts retrieval bias  0.00 0.00 -0.06  0.02 0.00 
PCT retrieval error (hPa) 20   11 11  
PCT retrieval bias    < 1 < 1  
CLW retrieval error (g kg –1) 0.25   0.21 0.23  
CLW retrieval bias    0.02 0.02  
 
  (Bii)½ 
 
Theoretical retrieval  error (Sii) ½ 
 
Surface parameter  Profile 1A Profile 1B Profile 2A1 Profile 2B2 Profile 3 
Ps retrieval error (hPa) 3.38  2.93 2.95 3.14 3.21 2.88 
Ts retrieval error (K) 1.57 0.28 0.30 1.34 1.38 0.24 
PCT retrieval error hPa) 20   5 8  
CLW retrieval error (g kg –1) 0.25   0.23 0.24  
 
 
5.  1DVAR Simulated T and Loge Q Retrievals 
The discussion thus far has quantified the 1DVAR retrieval in terms of theoretical 
or simulated retrieval error.  This measure has been used to determine the retrieval 
performance with respect to the background, which has allowed for a thorough 
assessment of information content and reliability of 1DVAR retrievals for mesoscale 
applications.  The reduction in retrieval (analysis) error is also important with respect to 
NWP data assimilation efforts.   
The simulated retrievals (x) derived from the 1DVAR minimization process 
(2.14) are used along with xt to calculate the retrieval error standard deviation (2.27).  In 
this context when the solution is dependent upon a significant number of simulated 
background state vectors (xb), the individual retrievals x are not very meaningful by 
themselves.  It is only when averaged over the large number of realizations that the error 
statistics are significant.  However, individual x can demonstrate the 1DVAR 




An example of a T and loge Q simulated retrieval that converged in 10 iterations 
of less (hereby defined as a “successful retrieval”) is shown in Fig. 5.15.  This successful 
retrieval was calculated with respect to the clear sky EPAC Profile 1A as xt   For this case 
the solution converged in 2 iterations and overall, the retrieved T and loge Q profiles were 
adjusted closer to xt.  The exception is for T below the temperature inversion.  Here x 
moved further from xt as the solution is moved closer to “truth” directly above the 
inversion.  This result may indicate a limitation of the 1DVAR scheme.  A cloudy sky T 
and loge Q retrieval is shown in Fig. 5.16.  Again, the complete loge Q retrieved profile is 
moved closer to “truth” by the simulated observation.  The T retrieval does well above 
the temperature inversion, but adjusts only slightly toward “truth”.    
One of the retrievals that failed to converge in 10 iterations or less is shown for a 
cloudy sky case in Fig. 5.17.  The reason that this profile did not converge is most likely 
due to the inherent non-linear nature of the cloudy sky retrieval problem, or is due to the 
inability of the 1DVAR scheme to simultaneously retrieve one or more of the randomly 
generated cloud elements.  By design the simulated T, loge Q, and surface array elements 
are generated to be consistent with the errors in BC.  However, the random cloud 
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Figure 5.15.  Example of a “successful” (a) T and (c) loge Q simulated retrieval with clear 
sky EPAC Profile 1A.  Convergence was achieved in 2 iterations.  An expanded view of 
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Figure 5.17.  As in Fig. 5.16, except is an example of retrieval that failed to converge in 
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6.  Section Summary 
The purpose of this study was to determine if the NRL 1DVAR scheme could, for 
a number of representative clear and cloud sky cases, produce retrievals errors consistent 
with theory.   1DVAR retrievals were generated using a statistically significant number of 
simulated background profiles and simulated ATOVS observations.  Simulations were 
conducted using the representative EPAC background state vectors as “truth” and the 
retrievals were calculated with respect to the COAMPS model specific background error 
covariance matrix BC.  Results were also compared with those calculated using the U.S. 
Standard Atmosphere and the globally averaged NOGAPS error covariance matrix BN. 
This study found generally good agreement between the retrieval errors calculated 
using non-linear iteration and the corresponding theoretical values. Clear sky retrieval 
cases compared better to theory than the cloudy sky retrievals, but overall, the differences 
were relatively small.  This result demonstrates the consistency and reliability of the NRL 
1DVAR retrieval scheme for this mesoscale application.   
B. 1DVAR SIMULATED RETRIEVALS WITH COAMPS BACKGROUND 
STATE VECTORS AND SIMULATED ATOVS OBSERVATIONS 
 The 1DVAR retrievals that were discussed in the previous section were calculated 
using a statistically significant number of simulated background state vectors and 
simulated observation vectors.  Retrieval error statistics were then calculated from the 
1DVAR retrievals and compared with the theoretically derived retrieval errors.  This 
comparison confirmed that through the 1DVAR retrieval method, significant humidity 
and temperature information could be obtained for the summertime EPAC environment.   
This section presents the results of 1DVAR retrievals generated using simulated 
ATOVS observations and COAMPS background state vectors derived from the 
Dynamics and Chemistry of Marine Stratocumulus (DYCOMS) Phase II data set.  The 
DYCOMS II field experiment was conducted off–shore of southern California, near 31 
N, 122 W, between 7 – 28 July 2001 (see Stevens et al. 2002).  The COAMPS forecast 
fields were obtained for this research from the University Corporation for Atmospheric 






no additional quality control.  The purpose of this research, thus far, is to simply 
demonstrate the 1DVAR retrieval technique using COAMPS short-term forecasts as the 
background state vectors.  Chapter II.B provides an overview of the COAMPS model.  
The simulated ATOVS observations are calculated in the same manner as 
previously discussed, except in this case the forward model H(xt) was linearized about a 
collocated European Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecasting (ECMWF) forecast 
profile.  The 60 vertical level “true” profile (xt) was also obtained from the UCAR/JOSS 
DYCOMS II data set and represents the averaged values for the area 30.0 – 32.5 N, 120.0 
– 124.5 W.   
The appropriate 30 sigma level and surface forecast fields from COAMPS 3rd 
nested grid (horizontal grid distance of 6 km) are used as background state vectors (xb).   
Above the COAMPS model top at 10 hPa, the collocated ECMWF profile data were 
used.  The COAMPS inner nest was used since all required forecast fields were available 
at this grid space resolution.  Grid point (1,1) for the 3rd nested grid is at approximately 
30.15 N and 123.12 W with 61 grid points in the E-W direction and 49 in the N-S 
direction.  The set of xb used in this research excludes the outer 5 grid points and includes 
only every third grid point for a total of 663, which reduces the effective horizontal grid 
spacing to 18 km.  The associated outer grids are at horizontal grid spacing of 18 and 54 
km.  COAMPS 6-, or 9-hr T, loge Q, and CLW forecasts at 30 sigma levels were 
interpolated to the 43 RTTOV-6 pressure levels.  Overall, the vertical interpolation 
resulted in little loss of  model profile structure, even in the MABL.  However, the 
potential does exist for loss of important profile features, such as the inversion base and 
CLW amount.  For example, CLW within a relatively shallow MABL may only be 
represented in a forecast model at one or two vertical levels and may be lost, or 
diminished in magnitude after interpolation to the fixed RTTOV-6 pressure levels (see 
Table 3.2).    Model surface fields were used directly and as before, SST is used as proxy 
for Ts.  
Two cloudy sky case studies using the DYCOMS II data set are presented in this 
section.  The first is based on the 9-hr COAMPS forecasts valid at 0900Z 11 July 2001 





1DVAR simulated T and loge Q retrievals are calculated for various sets of cloud and 
low-level T background errors.  Theoretical retrieval errors and performance calculated 
from the diagonal of Si (2.28) are shown for selected cases.    
1. Case Study:  0900Z 11 July 2001 
This 1DVAR retrieval case study was conducted using COAMPS 9-hr forecasts 
as the set of xb and the collocated averaged ECMWF 21-hr forecast as xt.  Both forecast 
models are valid at 0900Z on 11 July 2001.  The corresponding GOES-10 channel 2 
satellite image and the approximate geographic location of the region of interest is shown 
in Fig. 5.18.  As confirmed by observations (e.g., Stevens et al. 2002) the area is mostly 
cloud covered at the forecast valid time.  The true profile (xt) and five of the 663 
COAMPS background profiles for T, loge Q and CLW are presented in Fig. 5.19.  These 
COAMPS profiles were selected in order to demonstrate the horizontal variations within 
the area of interest at the scale of the COAMPS 3rd nested grid.   
 
 
    
 
Figure 5.18.  GOES-10 channel 2 image 20010711 0900Z of DYCOMS II area. [After 
http://www.joss.ucar.edu.]  The box indicates the approximate geographic extent of the 
360 x 288 km COAMPS 3rd nested grid and locations of the COAMPS reference profiles 
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Figure 5.19.  ECMWF “true” profile representing the averaged values for the area 30.0 – 
32.5 N, 120.0 – 124.5 W, and selected COAMPS 9-hr forecast (a) T, (c) loge Q , and (e) 
CLW profiles from the 3rd nest (6 km horizontal grid spacing) interpolated to the 43 
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Surface background state vector elements for xt and averaged xb compared very 
closely and are listed in Table 5.3.  Overall, the two forecast models compare fairly well 
at mid-, and upper-levels of the atmosphere.  At lower levels xt is generally drier than the 
representative COAMPS background profiles and has a larger low-level temperature 
inversion of near 10 vice 5 K between 960 and 880 hPa.  CLW is similar in magnitude 
between background and “truth”.  The corresponding COAMPS 500 m cross-section 
shown in Fig. 5.20 indicates small CLW amounts (~0.02 g kg-1) at this altitude throughout 
most of the model domain.  
 
Table 5.3.  Surface parameters for ECMWF “true” profile (xt) and averaged COAMPS 
background state vectors (xb).  Forecast valid time of 0900Z 11 July 2001. 
  
   
 xt xb 
T2m (K) 290.44 289.70 
Q2m (g kg-1) 2.31 2.39 
U10m (m s-1) 4.06 4.03 
V10m (m s-1) -7.58 -4.75 
Ps (hPa) 1017.40 1016.14 
 
 
Figure 5.20.  Horizontal cross-section at 500 m of cloud mixing ratio (g kg-1) for 
DYCOMS II COAMPS 6 km grid.  The 9-hr forecast valid time is 0900Z 11 July 2001. 
[From http://www.joss.ucar.edu.]  The maximum observed values for 11 July were near 





The corresponding T, loge Q, and relative humidity from the 0815 Z (32.135 N 
121.673 W) dropsonde observation along with the uninterpolated ECMWF and 
COAMPS model profiles are shown in Fig. 5.21.  The designated “true” profile fairly 
accurately represents the temperature above the inversion, both xt and xb are too warm 
and moist within the MABL.  In this case, a limitation in the vertical resolution of the 
models is demonstrated at the base of the MABL inversion.  The base of the inversion in 
the in-situ observation near 930 hPa has been “missed” by both models, which  show the 
inversion base near 960 hPa.  As previously mentioned, when interpolated to the 
RTTOV-6 pressure levels there is some additional loss of vertical detail (see Fig 5.19). 
The COAMPS T and loge Q background errors (Tables 3.2 and 3.3) are used for these 
simulations unless otherwise stated.   
As previously stated, the observed CLW values during the DYCOMS II 
experiment were much larger than model forecasts.  Maximum observed values on 11 
July were near 0.6 g kg-1 (Stevens et al. 2002).  In order to conduct a more rigorous test 
of the 1DVAR retrieval scheme, the 11 July case study was conducted for three CLW 
situations.  The first simulated clear sky conditions by setting CLW to zero in both xb and 
xt.  The second directly used the under-predicted CLW forecasts.  For the third case the 
maximum CLW in xt was increased to 0.25 g kg-1 and the COAMPS CLW were increased 
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Figure 5.21.  High-resolution dropsonde observation of (a) T, (b) loge Q, and (c) RH for 
11 July 2001.  Drop time was 0815Z at 32.135 N 121.673 W. [After 
http://www.joss.ucar.edu.]   The collocated, vertically uninterpolated ECWMF and 





























Figure 5.21.  Continued. 
 
 
a.  1DVAR Retrievals with Clear Sky Profiles 
For this set of 1DVAR retrievals, CLW in xb and xt were set to zero in 
order to test the retrieval scheme under simulated clear sky conditions.  Background 
errors are  those listed for BC (Tables 3.2 and 3.3).   
Theoretical retrieval error (Sii)½ and corresponding retrieval performance 
(P) are shown in Figs. 5.22a-b.  The observed reduction (increase) in theoretical analysis 
error (performance) is consistent with the results presented earlier, i.e., under these 
conditions and background errors, there is a gain in near-surface T and loge Q 
information.  Theoretical T retrieval performance below 900 hPa increases to near 45% 
when Ts error is set to zero (not shown).  When surface micowave emissivity (εm) error is 
set to zero, low-level loge Q performance increases by 5% to approximately 65% (not 
shown). These changes are consistent with results from the information sensitivity study 
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Figure 5.22a.  Background, and theoretical retrieval T (left panel) and loge Q (right panel) 
errors.  CLW set to zero to simulate clear sky conditions.  Background state vectors are 















































Figure 5.22b.  As in Fig. 5.22a, except for theoretical T and loge Q retrieval performance 








The 1DVAR T and loge Q simulated clear sky averaged retrievals are 
shown in Fig. 5.23.  The bottom two panels are expanded views of the lower atmosphere  
from the surface to 800 hPa.  At 10 iterations the convergence rate was very high (99%) 
for these retrievals.  Overall, the 1DVAR retrieval scheme did a good job for both T and 
loge Q in its ability to adjust toward xt.  The averaged T retrieval strengthened the low-
level temperature inversion to within approximately 2 K of xt.  Below 800 hPa, the 
averaged loge Q retrieval was adjusted toward xt near the surface and at the top of the 
inversion.  However, this adjustment, the averaged retrieval within the inversion is 
slightly warmer and dryer than xt or averaged xb.  The largest reduction (increase) in low-
level analysis error (performance) is coincident with improvement in the inversion 
temperature structure and near surface humidity. 
When Ts error is set to zero, the averaged T retrieval (Fig. 5.24) is slightly 
improved at the inversion base, and as expected there was no change in the loge Q 
retrieval.  Negligible improvement was observed for the low-level loge Q retrieval when 
εm error was set to zero (not shown).  However, as was discussed in Chapter IV, the 
difference in theoretical retrieval performance is very small for changes in εm error of 
2%. 
This simulated clear sky case suggests the 1DVAR retrieval scheme can 
produce a better first-guess T and loge Q profile within the summertime EPAC 
environment.  These 1DVAR profiles could then be used to initialize the COAMPS 
model or to generate a subsequent analysis field.  The results are consistent with the 
information content study presented in Chapter IV and simulated retrievals based upon 
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Figure 5.23.  1DVAR (a) T, and (c) loge Q simulated clear sky retrievals with CLW 
profiles set to zero in xb and xt.  DYCOMS II COAMPS 9-hr forecasts VT 20010711 
0900Z from the set of background state vectors (xb) and the simulated observations are 
calculated from the collocated ECMWF “true” forecast profile (xt).  Background and 
retrieved profiles represent the averaged values over all successful retrievals.  Lower 
panels are expanded views of the lower atmosphere from surface to 800 hPa.  Expanded 
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Figure 5.24.  As in Fig. 5.23b, except Ts error set to zero. 
 
 
b.  1DVAR Retrievals with Model CLW Profiles 
The following 1DVAR retrieval simulations use CLW as specified by the 
model forecasts (see Fig. 5.19).  As previously discussed, CLW is under-predicted in both 
xt and xb and cloud-top pressure is not very well defined.   
Theoretical retrieval errors and theoretical retrieval performance were 
calculated with PCT, CFC and CLW errors of 20 hPa, 0.50, and 0.10 g kg-1, respectively 
(Figs. 5.25a-b).  CFC in xt was set to 0.50 for these simulations.   As expected from the 
results presented in Chapter IV, the theoretical low-level loge Q performance decreases 
when CLW is not perfectly known.  If CLW error is set to zero (not shown), then as 
expected, the low-level theoretical loge Q retrieval performance increases to values 
similar to those from the simulated clear sky cases (Fig. 5.22b).  Temperature profile (T) 
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Figure 5.25a. Background, and theoretical retrieval T (left panel) and loge Q (right panel) 
errors for cloudy sky 1DVAR simulated retrievals calculated using model CLW profiles.  



























































Temperature profile (T) and loge Q simulated retrievals calculated with the 
cloud background errors described above and averaged over the total number of 
successful retrievals are shown in Fig. 5.26.  The results for T are similar to the clear sky 
case (Fig. 5.23), but with a closer agreement between the averaged T retrieval and xt near 
the top of the inversion.  The warmer T retrieval within the inversion is most likely due to 
the systematic difference in PCT between xt and xb.  The averaged loge Q retrieval 
calculated with the 0.10 g kg-1 CLW background error differs slightly from the clear sky 
case with less adjustment toward xt near the surface and at the top of the inversion. 
As shown in Fig. 5.27, by increasing T error to 5.00 K for the lowest seven 
RTTOV-6 pressure levels (839.95 – 1013.25 hPa) and setting PCT error to 60 hPa, the 
averaged T retrieval is able to better match the temperature at the top of the MABL 
inversion.  The larger background errors allow the IR derived information to determine 
cloud-top temperature.  However, the retrieved temperatures below cloud-top also 
become warmer and move further from xt.  This behavior is most likely due to the 
influence of the vertical error correlations and the resulting distribution of information 
between levels.  The background T errors used to calculate BC may over-constrain the 
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Figure 5.26.  As in Fig. 5.23, except for cloudy sky simulated retrievals with PCT, CFC and 
CLW errors of 20 hPa, 0.50, and 0.10 g kg-1, respectively.  The model CLW values were 
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Figure 5.27.  As in Figs. 5.26a-b, except for PCT background error of 60 hPa and T errors 








c.  1DVAR Retrievals with Modified CLW Profiles 
The ECMWF CLW forecast in xt was modified for the following 1DVAR 
retrieval simulations by substituting a linearly increasing profile with a maximum value 
of 0.25 g kg-1 at the cloud top.  The CLW forecasts in xb were increased by a factor of ten, 
but no attempt was made to alter the vertical cloud distribution within the profiles.  This 
change increased the cloud field (see Fig. 5.19) from near 0.02 to 0.20 g kg-1.   
Figs. 5.28a-b show the theoretical retrieval errors and theoretical retrieval 
performance calculated with PCT, CFC, and CLW background errors set to 20 hPa, 0.20, 
and 0.10 g kg-1, respectively.  The CFC in xt was set to 1.00.  With respect to the previous 
“cloudy” case, there is a larger reduction (increase) in theoretical retrieval error  
(performance) near the cloud top and the theoretical loge Q retrieval performance is 
slightly improved above the cloud top. 
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Figure 5.28a.  Background, and theoretical retrieval T (left panel) and loge Q (right panel) 
errors for cloudy sky 1DVAR simulated retrievals calculated using modified xt and xb 
CLW profiles.  Cloud background errors are 20 hPa, 0.00, and 0.10 g kg-1 for PCT, CFC 
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Figure 5.28b.  As in Fig. 5.28a, except for theoretical T and loge Q retrieval performance.  
 
 
The T and loge Q 1DVAR simulated retrievals presented in Fig. 5.29 were 
first calculated with cloud background errors described above.  In this case, the averaged 
T retrieval is much closer to xt at the inversion base and within the inversion itself.   The 
retrieved product also more closely matches the inversion strength of xt.   A closer match 
to the xt temperature at the inversion top is possible if the low-level T background errors 
are increased (see Fig. 5.27).   
The averaged T retrieval within the MABL (below 960 hPa) is colder than 
xb or xt by approximately 1 K due to relatively small PCT a prior error.  As shown in Fig. 
5.30, there is a closer match for T within the MABL if PCT error is increased to 60 hPa.  
Since most of the humidity information is derived from the MW channels, the retrieved 
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Figure 5.29.  As in Fig. 5.23, except for cloudy sky simulated retrievals with modified 
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Figure 5.29.  Continued. 
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2.  Case Study:  1800Z 15 July 2001 
This second 1DVAR retrieval case study was conducted using COAMPS 6-hr 
forecasts and the collocated averaged ECMWF 6-hr forecast with valid time for xb and xt 
of 15 July 2001 at 1800Z.  It is included here since both the COAMPS and ECMWF 
forecast fields contain up to an order of magnitude more cloud liquid water than in the 
previous case study (Fig. 5.19)  This case also provides an interesting test of whether the 
NRL 1DVAR retrieval scheme can adjust the upper-level loge Q profile toward the 
designated “true” atmospheric state.  The COAMPS water vapor forecasts provided by 
UCAR/JOSS for this date were very dry above approximately 600 hPa.  The 
corresponding GOES-10 channel 1 satellite image is shown in Fig. 5.31. 
      
 
   
Figure 5.31.  As in Fig. 5.18, except for GOES-10 channel 1 image for 1800Z 15 July 
2001.  
 
The “true” profile (xt) and five representative COAMPS background profiles (xb) 
for T, loge Q and CLW are shown in Fig. 5.32.  The CLW profiles are used directly for 
these 1DVAR simulated retrievals.  Again, these COAMPS profiles are shown here only 
to demonstrate the horizontal variations within the area of interest.  In-situ observations 
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For this simulation, xt is very close to the representative background temperature 
profiles except at the base of the inversion.  Interpolating to the fixed RTTOV-6 pressure 
levels could cause some of these differences.  The loge Q profiles agree well near the 
surface but soon diverge with height. Between approximately 100 and 600 hPa, the set of 
xb contains very little water vapor.  CLW in xt is much larger than in the 11 July case 
study and is approximately 0.1 g kg-1.  Except for the northern reference profile (GP 30-
39) with approximately 0.25 g kg-1 CLW, the set of xb is well below 0.05 g kg-1.  The 
magnitudes of CLW derived from the COAMPS sigma level were in close agreement 
with the vertically interpolated values.  The corresponding COAMPS 6-hr forecast 500 m 
CLW cross-section is shown in Fig. 5.33, and as in the 11 July cases study CLW at this 
altitude are very small (e.g., 0.02 g kg-1).   Surface elements for xt and averaged xb 





Figure 5.33.  Horizontal cross-section at 500 m of cloud mixing ratio (g kg-1) for 
DYCOMS II COAMPS 6 km grid.  The 6-hr forecast valid time is 1800Z 15 July 2001. 








Table 5.4.  As in Table 5.3, except for 6-hr forecast valid time of 1800Z 15 July 2001. 
 
   
 xt xb 
T2m (K) 289.90 289.34 
Q2m (g kg-1) 2.23 2.23 
U10m (m s-1) 3.31 4.30 
V10m (m s-1) -6.56 -6.92 
Ps (hPa) 1015.50 1013.98 
 
 
Figs. 5.34a-b show the theoretical retrieval errors and theoretical retrieval 
performance calculated with PCT, CFC, and CLW background errors set to 20 hPa, 0.20, 
and 0.10 g kg-1, respectively.  The CFC in xt was set to 1.00.  All other background errors 
are per Tables 3.2 and 3.3 for BC.  As observed for the 11 July modified cloud case, there 
is a reduction (increase) in theoretical retrieval error  (performance) near the cloud top. 
The theoretical loge Q retrieval performance peaks below 900 hPa, but is also relatively 
large near 600, 350, and 225 hPa, corresponding to the loge Q gradients of xb (see Fig. 
5.32). 
The T and loge Q 1DVAR simulated retrievals were first calculated with cloud 
background errors described above and are shown in Fig. 5.35.  In this case, the averaged 
T retrieval is closer to xt at the inversion base and within the inversion itself.  The 
averaged T and loge Q retrievals below 960 hPa remain close to xb and xt.  Within the 
inversion the averaged T retrieval adjusts toward xt, but is warmer above the inversion 
top.  The averaged loge Q retrieval above 800 hPa adjusts toward xt except where the 
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Figure 5.34a.  Background, and theoretical retrieval T (left panel) and loge Q (right panel) 
errors for cloudy sky 1DVAR simulated retrievals.  Cloud background errors are 20 hPa, 
0.20, and 0.10 g kg-1 for PCT, CFC and CLW, respectively. 
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Figure 5.35.  1DVAR (a) T, and (c) loge Q simulated cloudy sky retrievals using the 
DYCOMS II COAMPS 6-hr forecasts valid at 20010715 1800Z as background state 
vectors (xb) and simulated observations calculated from the collocated ECMWF “true” 
forecast profile.  Cloud element background errors for PCT, CFC, and CLW set to 20 hPa, 
0.20, and 0.10 g kg-1, respectively.  Background and retrieved profiles represent the 
averaged values over all successful retrievals.  Expanded view of (a) and (c) provided in 
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3.  Section Summary 
The results of two case studies were presented in which 1DVAR retrievals were 
generated using COAMPS forecast fields and simulated ATOVS observations.  The 
period of this study coincided with two days (11 and 15 July 2001) of the DYCOMS II 
field study.  All model fields for this phase of study were obtained directly from the 
UCAR/JOSS data set.  Simulated ATOVS observations were calculated using the 
collocated ECMWF forecast and the COAMPS 6-, and 9-hr forecast fields were used as 
the set of background state vectors.   
For the first case study, the COAMPS and ECMWF model cloud liquid water 
profiles (CLW) were modified, since both models consistently under-forecast this cloud 
element.  Simulations were conducted for three CLW cases.  The first simulated clear sky 
conditions by eliminating CLW from the background and observation, while the second 
directly used the model forecasted CLW.  The third simulation increased the model CLW 
values for both background and observation.  Results from this case study showed that 
the ATOVS simulated IR and MW observations were able to adjust the existing structure 
of the background profile toward the designated “true” profile.  The adjustment was most 
prominent for temperature directly above the low-level MABL temperature inversion.  At 
these levels the retrieved temperature profile was adjusted by approximately 2 – 3 K 
toward “truth”.  The temperature retrieval directly above the cloud-topped MABL was 
improved by increasing the corresponding background errors to 5.00 K.  This allowed the 
IR temperature information to better adjust the retrieval; however, the T retrieval was 
degraded within the MABL.  Through the 1DVAR retrieval scheme, the observations 
were also able to adjust the loge Q COAMPS background profiles toward “truth”.     
The second case study for 15 July 2001 also showed that the NRL 1DVAR 
retrieval scheme could adjust the low-level T and loge Q retrievals toward “truth.”   
Additionally, this case showed the limitation of the scheme in retrieving upper-level 
humidity.  Specifically, if the difference between “truth” and background is too great, the 




C. 1DVAR RETRIEVALS WITH COAMPS BACKGROUND STATE 
VECTORS AND ATOVS MICROWAVE OBSERVATIONS 
The first two sections of this chapter presented the results of 1DVAR retrievals 
using simulated ATOVS observations with either simulated backgrounds, or COAMPS 
short-term forecast fields from the DYCOMS II data set.  Results of the simulated 
retrieval study demonstrated the consistency of the NRL 1DVAR retrieval scheme and 
that the simulated observations could adjust the background T and loge Q toward the 
designated “true” profile, most notably near the EPAC MABL inversion.  
 This research also conducted 1DVAR retrievals using ATOVS microwave (MW) 
observations with the COAMPS forecast fields from the DYCOMS II data set.  HIRS/3 
observations were not included in this retrieval set due to the uncertainty in cloudy sky IR 
retrieval bias corrections.  As discussed in Chapter II.A, a long-term monitoring program 
of observed and model generated brightness temperature is required in order to establish 
the proper bias corrections.  NRL Monterey currently does not monitor HIRS/3 radiances 
and therefore, statistics were not available for the NRL bias correction scheme.  Cloudy 
sky retrieval biases for the AMSU channels are also non-trivial (see Fig. 2.4).  However, 
as a first order approximation to this near MW clear case, retrievals were conducted with 
no bias corrections.  Exclusion of the IR channels will result in less available information, 
especially cloud-top temperature.  
 AMSU-A and B observations from the NOAA-16 satellite were obtained for this 
research directly from the calibrated level 1B data (K. Nielsen, personal communication).  
The satellite observations listed in Table 5.5 are for 11 July 2001 (orbit start time of 
1010Z) and represent the averaged values over the area 30.0 – 33.0 N, 119.5 – 123.5 W.  
This area corresponds to the approximate geographical extent of the inner COAMPS nest 
from the DYCOMS II data set (see Fig. 5.18).  Averaging the measured brightness 
temperatures from the numerous AMSU scan spots into a single observation clearly 
degrades the horizontal resolution of these microwave sounders.  This was done as a 






simulated retrieval study.  Multiple AMSU retrievals with the COAMPS / NAVDAS 
forecast / analysis system were also conducted for this dissertation and the results are 
presented in Section V.D.  
 
Table 5.5.  NOAA-16 AMSU-A and -B observations averaged over area 30.0 – 33.0 N, 
119.5 – 123.5 W.  Orbit start time is 1010Z 11 July 2001. 
 
    
AMSU-A 
Channel BT (K) 
AMSU-B 
Channel BT (K) 
1 165.04 1 221.30 
2 157.58 2 263.58 
3 226.32 3 262.89 
4 259.48 4 274.01 
5 256.23 5 281.61 
6 240.53   
7 226.52   
8 220.30   
9 213.56   
10 217.72   
11 225.75   
12 235.37   
13 245.07   
14 253.25   
15 228.52   
 
 
The 1DVAR retrievals presented in this section were constrained by the 
COAMPS 9-hr forecast fields (VT 0900Z 11 July 2001) described in Section B and the 
COAMPS EPAC background error covariance matrix, BC.  Standard deviations of error 
for the cloud parameters are described in the following paragraphs.  Retrievals were 
generated using both the under-predicted and modified cloud liquid water mixing ratio 
profile (CLW) values from the COAMPS output.  As discussed in Section B, model 
output was modified by increasing CLW by an order of magnitude (e.g., 0.02 to 0.20 g 
kg-1).  Results are compared against the collocated in-situ temperature and humidity 




1DVAR retrievals of profile temperature (T) and loge specific humidity (loge Q) 
were generated using model CLW values and have been averaged over all successful 
retrievals.  The retrievals were conducted using relatively large cloud-top pressure (PCT) 
and cloud fractional coverage (CFC) background error of 60 hPa and 0.50.  From the 
findings presented in Chapter III, the AMSU surface channels are not sensitive to PCT and 
CFC.  However, MW retrievals are sensitive to CLW error, surface MW emissivity (εm) 
error, and radiative skin temperature (Ts) error.    
The AMSU retrievals of T and loge Q generated with CLW background error set 
to 0.03 g kg-1 are shown in Fig. 5.36.  All other background errors are those for BC and as 
described in the above paragraph.  Even with exclusion of the HIRS/3 surface  
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Figure 5.36.  1DVAR (a) T, and (b) loge Q retrievals using the AMSU-A and B 
observations listed in Table 5.5 and COAMPS 9-hr forecast fields (valid at 0900Z 11 July 
2001) from the DYCOMS II data set.  Standard deviations of error for PCT, CFC and CLW 
set to 60 hPa, 0.50, and 0.03 g kg-1.  Retrievals are compared to collocated high-
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Figure 5.36.  Continued. 
 
 
channels, the 1DVAR retrieval is able to adjust the background profile toward the in-situ 
observation.  Though there is not as much change in low-level T as observed using the 
35-channel simulated observations (e.g., Fig. 5.29), this adjustment toward “truth” does 
occur both above and below the MABL inversion.  The loge Q retrieval also shows 
improvement over the background profile and is adjusted closer to the high-resolution 
dropsonde observation above the MABL inversion.  Only minor adjustment from the 
background profile occurs near the surface. 
Sensitivity of MW humidity retrievals to CLW error was further examined in this 
research by increasing the background error to 0.10 g kg-1.  Results confirm those found 
during the retrieval error sensitivity study (Chapter IV.C), specifically that increased 
CLW background error reduces loge Q retrieval performance, but has little effect on T.  
As shown in Fig. 5.37 this relatively large CLW error produces a loge Q retrieval that, in 
this case, is too dry within the MABL by approximately (loge) 0.5 g kg-1.  The retrieved 
low-level T retrieval (not shown) is similar to that shown in Fig. 5.36a with the exception 
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Figure 5.37.  As in Fig. 5.36b, except for loge Q with CLW background error increased to 




The CLW error was reset to 0.03 g kg-1 and εm background error for the AMSU 
surface channels was increased from 0.02 to 0.05.  From the retrieval error sensitivity 
study this increase in εm error reduced the low-level loge Q retrieval performance (e.g., 
Fig. 4.16), but had negligible effect on T retrieval performance.  The resulting 1DVAR 
retrieval shown in Fig. 5.37 is consistent with these previous findings and does adjust 
closer to the in-situ observation.  The T retrieval (not shown) is similar to that shown in 
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Figure 5.38.  As in Fig. 5.36b, except for loge Q with emissivity error of 0.05 for the 
AMSU surface sensitive channels. 
 
Larger Ts error of 3.14 K (vice 1.57 K) was used for the 1DVAR retrievals shown 
in Fig. 5.39.  In this case, the larger Ts error allowed the T retrieval near the surface to 
adjust closer to the in-situ observation.  Additionally, the T retrieval was slightly 
improved above 920 hPa.  This result may be slightly counterintuitive based upon the 
theoretical retrieval error sensitivity study, where the theoretical retrieval performance 
did not change greatly when Ts error was doubled to 3.14 K.  However, this is a 
reasonable result considering that the surface and atmosphere errors are coupled in BC.  
Though this effect is more pronounced with strong surface and atmosphere correlations 
of error (e.g., Fig. 4.12), the larger Ts error should allow the satellite-derived information 
to have a greater freedom to adjust the low-level temperature profile.  As expected, the 
loge Q retrieval (not shown) is not sensitive to this Ts error and results are similar to that 
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Figure 5.39.  As in Fig. 5.36a, except Ts error increased from 1.57 to 3.14 K. 
 
 
As previously discussed, the larger CLW values were used to bring the COAMPS 
model output closer to that observed during the DYCOMS II field experiment.  1DVAR 
T and loge Q retrievals using this modified CLW background are shown in Fig. 5.40.  
Cloud errors for PCT, CFC and CLW are 60 hPa, 0.50, and 0.03 g kg-1.   As compared with 
the results shown in Fig. 5.36, this T retrieval is slightly closer to the in-situ observation 
near 960 hPa and 880 hPa.  Otherwise the T retrievals are very similar.  The loge Q 
retrieval is closer to the in-situ observation except between adjacent RTTOV-6 levels 
922.46 and 957.44 hPa where there is possibly a loss of detail due to vertical 
interpolation.  Generally the results for loge Q are consistent with the retrieval error 
sensitivity study.  In this cloud case the background CLW error is much smaller in 
relation to the modified background CLW.   1DVAR retrievals were also generated using 
the modified CLW values with CLW errors of 0.10 g kg-1, εm error of 0.05. and Ts error of 
3.14 K (not shown).  The effect of these cloud and surface errors on the 1DVAR 
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D. 1DVAR RETRIEVALS USING THE COAMPS / NAVDAS FORECAST 
SYSTEM AND ATOVS MICROWAVE OBSERVATIONS 
The profile temperature (T) and loge specific humidity (loge Q) 1DVAR retrievals 
presented in Sections V.B and V.C were generated using simulated and actual ATOVS 
observations constrained by COAMPS short-term forecasts acquired from the DYCOMS 
II data set.   The results of these 1DVAR retrieval studies showed that the temperature 
and humidity information from ATOVS was able to modify the low-level structure of the 
existing COAMPS background profile toward the designated “true” profile.  
Furthermore, the generally good agreement between theoretical retrieval errors and the 
error statistics calculated using optimal non-linear estimation demonstrated the 
consistency and reliability of this retrieval scheme (see Section V.A).  
This section presents results of a preliminary 1DVAR retrieval study that used 
actual ATOVS microwave (MW) observations constrained by short-term forecast fields 
generated from the COAMPS / NAVDAS forecast system.  A COAMPS domain 
corresponding to the outer DYCOMS II field study area was constructed for this research 
and the 1DVAR retrievals were based on the 6-hr forecast fields valid at 1200Z 11 July 
2001. This retrieval case study did not include the model generated cloud liquid water 
mixing ratio (CLW) profiles in order to simulate microwave-clear conditions.  The NRL 
1DVAR retrieval scheme was modified to read the COAMPS forecast fields and to 
spatially match the AMSU-A and –B observations.  At the time of this study, NRL 
Monterey was working to fully integrate 1DVAR retrievals into NAVDAS (N. Baker, 
personal communication).  Therefore, the effect of these 1DVAR retrievals on the 
subsequent COAMPS analysis field could not be determined. 
1.  COAMPS Model 
a.  Model Domain 
An 18 km, single nested COAMPS domain was constructed for this 
research at NRL Monterey (K. Sashegyi, personal communication).  Grid (1,1) of the 
domain is located at approximately 22.5 N, 138.8 W with 136 grid points in E-W and 109 
grid points in N-S.  This relatively large geographic area corresponds to the outer 





interest near 31.5 N 122.0 W.   This position, within the Southern California bight region, 
is the approximate center point of the inner COAMPS nest for DYCOMS II  (see Fig. 
5.18).  Vertical grid spacing followed the operational configuration of 30 sigma levels. 
b.  Model Configuration   
This real data model simulation used the Comprehensive Ocean and 
Atmosphere Data (CODA) set sea surface temperature (SST) and Davies lateral boundary 
conditions.  The model physics included the Kain-Fritsch convective parameterization, 
moisture, ice physics, radiation, surface fluxes.  The turbulence closure scheme was 
Mellor and Yamada (1982) and the model run included sub-grid scale mixing and large 
eddy simulation. 
The COAMPS model was initialized from NOGAPS at 0000Z 10 July 
2001 and was run on a 6-hr update cycle. Data assimilation followed the operational 
NAVDAS configuration with incremental updates of standard observational data, such as 
land, aircraft, and National Environmental Satellite, Data, and Information Service 
(NESDIS) temperature retrievals.   
c.  Model Forecast Summary 
Overall, the temperature and humidity structure of the Southern California 
bight region at 1200Z 11 July 2001 was reasonably well represented by the COAMPS 6-
hr forecast fields.  The model showed the strength of the low-level temperature inversion 
to be approximately 6 K and the near-surface specific humidity values were 
approximately 9.5 g kg-1.  Model generated SST (291.5 K), surface wind speed (6.9 ms-1), 
and surface pressure (1016.1 hPa) were consistent with the local observations.  The 
strength of the MABL temperature inversion decreased toward the west and south of the 
bight region.  
2. AMSU Observations 
a.  Observation Selection and Scene Matching 
NOAA-16 ATOVS MW level 1b data for the time period and location of 
interest were obtained from NESDIS via NRL Monterey (S. Swadley, personal 
communication).  The AMSU observations over the model domain were included if they 





window may be more appropriate, because of the large temporal variability of mesoscale 
features.  For example, the UKMO uses a ±1.5 hr satellite data assimilation window for 
their limited area model (English et al. 2002).   
The COAMPS forecast fields were horizontally interpolated to the center 
point of the nearest AMSU-B observation and the corresponding AMSU-A observation 
was then selected.  From Chapter II.A, the size of the AMSU-B (A) scene resolution cells 
are approximately 16 (50) km in diameter at nadir with nine AMSU-B scenes per AMSU-
A cell. Therefore, multiple AMSU-B observation vectors share the same AMSU-A 
observation vector.   
For the six-hour data assimilation time window, there were 10,553 
observation vectors available over the 2484 x 1944 km COAMPS domain.  The 
observations were then screened for surface type and only those over ocean were 
included for study. 
b. Bias Corrections 
The HIRS/3 channels were also not included in this phase of study due to 
the uncertainty in the cloudy sky IR retrieval bias corrections.  Their exclusion is an 
acknowledged limitation, since the majority of the low-level temperature information is 
derived from the HIRS/3 surface sensitive channels.  In contrast to the previous 1DVAR 
retrieval study (Section V.C), bias corrections were applied to the AMSU-A channels.  
These bias corrections were generated from NRL Monterey’s most comprehensive 
radiance assimilation run for the period 6 to 30 September 2001 (N. Baker, personal 
communication).   
c. Quality Control Procedures 
The NRL 1DVAR retrieval scheme performs a number of quality control 
checks on the satellite observations prior to minimization.  The first is a gross departure 
check based upon the RTTOV-6 reference profiles and the second rejects the observation 
if the difference between the observed (yo) minus calculated (H(x)) brightness 
temperature for any channel is greater than 20 K.  The observations are also rejected if 






1 – 3 brightness temperatures.  For this study, only 280 observations were surface 
emissivity rejects. However, without the bias corrections, a large number of the AMSU 
brightness temperatures would have failed to pass the quality control checks.   
To filter out signal that cannot be adequately handled by the radiative 
transfer model, the MW observations are screened for surface ice, scattering index, and 
CLW.  The presence of ice, though not a concern to this study, is determined using 
AMSU-A channels 1 and 3. The scattering index is calculated using AMSU-A channels 
1, 2 and 15, and CLW is determined using AMSU-A channels 1 and 2.  For this research, 
the CLW limit was reduced 0.22 g kg-1 to ensure the observations were nearly clear for 
the MW frequencies.   
Of the 10,553 available AMSU observations, approximately 3000 were 
rejected due to land and just over 3000 failed the quality control checks.  Of those that 
failed the quality control phase, nearly 2000 were due to brightness temperature 
departures for AMSU-B channel 4.  The large number of rejections for this channel may 
indicate the need for AMSU-B bias corrections. 
3.  1DVAR Retrievals 
1DVAR retrievals were generated using the appropriate 6-hr forecast fields valid 
at 1200Z 11 July 2001 and the collocated AMSU bias corrected observations. The 
background error covariance matrix BC was used for this retrieval case study with the 
associated cloud element errors set to zero.  All other background errors were those listed 
in Tables 3.2 and 3.3 and the AMSU observations errors were those listed in Table 3.4.   
The total number of 1DVAR retrievals over the COAMPS domain that passed the 
quality control phase and then converged in 10 iterations or less was 4,550.  The 
corresponding convergence rate was satisfactory when considering the large number of 
rejected observations.   
a.  Mean Effective Background Error 
The mean effective background error (H BC HT) based upon the 4,550 
“successful” retrievals was calculated for each of the 20 AMSU channels.  Fig. 5.41 
compares the square root of the diagonal elements of the mean effective background error 
and the corresponding observation error matrix (R).  As discussed in Chapter III.B, the 




large effective background error, the retrieval is determined primarily by the satellite-
measured radiances.  Since the COAMPS domain extends from approximately 23 to 40 
N, a diverse set of EPAC atmospheric states are represented, through H, by this mean 
quantity.  The mean effective background errors, and hence, information content, are 
generally similar to those representative clear sky EPAC profiles (see Fig. 4.3b).   The 
notable exception is AMSU-B channel 2 (shown as ATOVS channel 32), where the mean 
effective background is reduced from approximately 6 to 4 K.  
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Figure 5.41.  Square root of the diagonal elements of the mean effective background error 
(H BC HT) and observation error (R)  ATOVS channels 16 – 35 are AMSU-A channels 1 
– 15 and ATOVS channels 31 –35 are AMSU-B channels 1 - 5.  H was calculated at the 
final iteration for each of the 4,550 successful retrievals. BC is the COAMPS specific 
background error covariance matrix. 
 
b.  T and loge Q Retrievals within the COAMPS Domain 
Overall, the 4,550 T and loge Q 1DVAR retrievals generated using the 
AMSU observations were warmer and drier between 500 and 900 hPa than the 
corresponding COAMPS 6-hr forecast fields.  In the vicinity of the Southern California 




MABL inversion and slightly colder below.  Small adjustments to the temperature profile 
are expected in this case, since the majority of T information below 300 hPa is derived 
from the excluded HIRS/3 channels (see Fig. 4.7b).  Also within the bight region, the loge 
Q retrievals were drier than the COAMPS background above the MABL.  The 1DVAR 
retrievals to the west and south of the bight region were consistent with the corresponding 
COAMPS background profiles, except for slightly larger near-surface loge Q values (not 
shown).  These results provide further evidence that satellite-derived information when 
constrained by a COAMPS background field is able to produce a solution that is 
consistent with the summertime EPAC environment. 
c.  Comparison with a Collocated Dropsonde Observation 
Fig. 5.42 shows the 1430Z 11 July 2001 GOES channel 1 image of the 
Southern California bight region with the approximate release point of the 1432Z high-
resolution dropsonde observation. This in-situ observation was obtained from the 




Figure 5.42.  GOES-10 channel 1 satellite image for 1430Z 11 July 2001. [From 
http://www.joss.ucar.edu.]  The star near 31.7 N 121.1 W indicates the approximate 




The T and loge Q 1DVAR retrieval closest to the 1432Z dropsonde 
observation is shown in Fig. 5.43.  The T retrieval (Fig. 5.43a) is only slightly warmer 
than the COAMPS 6-hr forecast between 500 and 900 hPa, which is consistent with the 
general results described for the COAMPS domain.  An expanded view of the T retrieval, 
plotted at the lowest 7 RTTOV-6 pressure levels, is shown in Fig. 5.43b and is compared 
with the COAMPS 6-hr forecast profile and the collocated dropsonde observation.  The 
retrieved temperature profile is warmer (colder) than the COAMPS background profile 
above (below) the inversion.  Again, the changes with respect to the background profile 
are minor, but the adjustments above and below the MABL inversion are toward the in-
situ observation.  This retrieval is consistent with the results shown Fig. 5.36a for the 
non-bias corrected observations, but the overall adjustment is much smaller.  For this 
case, xb starts closer to the dropsonde observation, but some of this difference might be 
due to the addition of the AMSU-A bias corrections. 
The loge Q retrieval shown in Fig. 5.43c is substantially drier at mid-, to 
upper-levels than the COAMPS 6-hr forecast.  The retrieval appears to be reasonable and 
is consistent with the drying trend above the MABL observed in both the DYCOMS II 
dropsonde observation (Fig. 5.43d) and the 1200Z Vandenberg (VBG) sounding (not 
shown).  This loge Q retrieval is also similar to that shown in Fig. 5.36b, but with smaller 
corrections toward the true profile.  This difference could again be due to the MW bias 
corrections. 
The COAMPS forecast, and retrieved profiles shown in Figs. 5.43b and 
5.43d demonstrate an important weakness of the RTTOV-6 with respect to mesoscale 
applications.  The COAMPS forecast profile when vertically interpolated to the fixed 
RTTOV-6 pressure levels is unable to accurately represent the base of the MABL 
inversion at approximately 935 hPa.  Therefore, the fixed pressure levels prevent the 
retrieval from taking full advantage of the a priori information contained within the 
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Figure 5.43.  1DVAR (a) T, and (c) loge Q  retrieval located near 31.7 N 121.1 W.  These 
retrieval used AMSU-A and B observations and a COAMPS / NAVDAS 6-hr forecast 
valid at 12Z 11 July 2001.  Expanded view of (a) and (c) from 800 hPa to the surface are 
shown in (b) and (c), respectively, along with the collocated 1423Z high-resolution 
dropsonde observation from the DYCOMS II data set.  Release altitude for the in-situ 
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d.  Comparison with a Collocated NESDIS Retrieval 
The T and loge Q 1DVAR retrieval (Fig. 5.43) and the adjacent NESDIS 
retrieval for 1200Z 11 July 2001 are shown in Fig. 5.44.  This comparison is made for a 
single forecast time and location and therefore, the results are case specific.  However, 
the 1200Z NESDIS retrievals over the entire COAMPS domain exhibited similar 
structure with little to no MABL detail.  The NESDIS T retrieval (Fig. 5.44a) does not 
include the low-level temperature inversion and the NESDIS level 40 (1000 hPa) 
temperature is approximately 5 K warmer than the DYCOMS II dropsonde observation.  
Low-level humidity is greater in the NESDIS retrieval (Fig. 5.44b) than observed and 
does not show the expected atmospheric drying above the MABL.   
NESDIS retrievals are currently a part of the standard observation set for 
NAVDAS. However, this case provides an interesting example of how a 1DVAR 
retrieval constrained by a COAMPS forecast field would be more appropriate for 
mesoscale applications, such as satellite data assimilation and stand-alone temperature 
and humidity retrievals.  These 1DVAR retrievals would adjust the MABL parameters 
toward truth at each model update cycle better than the corresponding NESDIS retrievals.   
 
 























Figure 5.44.  As in Figs. 5.43b and 5.43c, except the (a) T, and (b) loge Q 1DVAR 
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Figure 5.44.  Continued. 
 
 
E. SUMMARY OF CHAPTER RESULTS 
Results presented in this chapter corroborate the findings of the theoretical 
information content study (Chapter IV), namely that significant humidity and temperature 
information can be derived from ATOVS IR and MW retrievals within the clear and 
cloudy sky summertime EPAC environment.  Again, these finding do not imply that any 
one, or combinations of ATOVS instruments(s) can “resolve” fine scale boundary layer 
features.  However, these satellite observations can provide information that, when used 
in concert with a reasonable first guess background, reduce the retrieval errors and result 
in a closer match to “truth”. 
1DVAR retrievals were calculated using a statistically significant number of 
simulated background state vectors and simulated ATOVS observation vectors.  The 
generally good agreement between theoretical retrieval errors and the error statistics 







reliability of the NRL 1DVAR retrieval scheme.  Normalized retrieval biases were found 
to be generally small for most cases.  However, there were relatively large T biases at 
cloud-top, but these were reduced by increasing the low-level T background errors. 
1DVAR T and loge Q retrievals were then calculated using simulated ATOVS 
observations and COAMPS 6-, and 9-hr forecasts derived from the Dynamics and 
Chemistry of Marine Stratocumulus (DYCOMS) Phase II data.  Overall, the clear and 
cloudy sky retrievals were able to modify the structure of the existing background 
profiles toward the designated “true” profile,  most notably at the low-level temperature 
inversion.  Relatively large cloud background errors were used for these simulations 
since only one simulated ATOVS observation was used to represent the area of interest.  
Without the low-level MABL structure defined within the background state vector, the 
ATOVS observations alone cannot retrieve the low-level temperature inversion and 
humidity structure. 
1DVAR retrievals were also generated using ATOVS microwave (MW) 
observations with the COAMPS forecast fields from the DYCOMS II data set.  HIRS/3 
observations were not included due to the uncertainty in retrieval bias corrections.  
AMSU-A and B observations from the NOAA-16 satellite were obtained for this research 
directly from the calibrated level 1B data.  Retrievals were generated using both the 
under-predicted and modified cloud liquid water mixing ratio profile (CLW) values from 
the COAMPS output.  Results were compared against a collocated dropsonde 
observation.  Even without the IR surface channels, the 1DVAR retrieval was able to 
adjust the COAMPS background toward the in-situ observation.  This adjustment toward 
“truth” occurred both above and below the MABL inversion. 
This research generated T and loge Q 1DVAR retrievals using AMSU-A bias 
corrected brightness temperatures constrained by 6-hr forecast fields from NRL 
Monterey’s COAMPS / NAVDAS forecast system.  The geographic area of the real data 
model simulation corresponded to the outer DYCOMS II field study region.  Overall, the 






represented by the COAMPS 6-hr forecast fields.  The mean effective background errors 
for each of the 20 AMSU channels, and hence, information content, were similar to those 
calculated using the representative summertime EPAC profiles.   
The 4,550 T and loge Q 1DVAR retrievals generated using the AMSU brightness 
temperatures were warmer and drier between 500 and 900 hPa than the corresponding 
COAMPS 6-hr forecast fields.  In the vicinity of the Southern California bight region, the 
T retrievals were generally warmer than the background near the top of the MABL 
inversion and slightly colder below.  The 1DVAR retrievals from this region were also 
found to better represent the MABL temperature and humidity than the collocated 
NESDIS retrieval.   
The results from this preliminary study show that the T and loge Q 1DVAR 
retrievals constrained by COAMPS forecast fields could be used as a valid observation 
type for NAVDAS.  However, the vertically interpolated COAMPS background, and 
hence, the retrieved profile was unable to accurately represent the base of the MABL 
temperature inversion.  This is a distinct limitation of using the fixed RTTOV-6 pressure 
levels.  Other RTE models, such as Optical Path Transmittance (OPTRAN; McMillan et 
al. 1995)), which do not interpolate to fixed pressure levels might be better suited for 
these mesoscale applications. 













VI. DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
A. RESEARCH SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 
The theoretical and applied research conducted for this dissertation formed a 
rigorous investigation of the variational satellite retrieval problem within the summertime 
EPAC mesoscale environment.  Specifically, the ability of ATOVS infrared and 
microwave sensors to provide information within the MABL to a mesoscale NWP system 
was studied.  This work accelerated on-going research efforts at NRL Monterey by 
carrying out the prerequisite groundwork for operational satellite data assimilation using 
the COAMPS / NAVDAS mesoscale prediction system.  From a larger Navy perspective, 
this dissertation focused on a top Fleet METOC priority for more accurate remote sensing 
and modeling capabilities for data sparse / denied areas.  This research is also relevant to 
on-going efforts by other Department of Defense research groups working to improve 
sensing and modeling of refractivity parameters within the MABL for EM / EO weapon 
and sensor performance analyses and predictions. 
The methodology employed in this research followed a logical sequence from 
analyses of satellite-derived theoretical information content to the demonstration of actual 
retrievals using the COAMPS / NAVDAS mesoscale prediction system.  First, analyses 
of information content and retrieval performance of ATOVS with respect to 
representative clear and cloudy sky EPAC background state vectors and associated 
background errors were conducted.  These EPAC profiles included clear and cloudy sky 
cases with varying MABL depth and LWP.  Background error covariance matrices were 
constructed based on global scale NOGAPS forecast errors and the summertime forecast 
error statistics for COAMPS EPAC.  This theoretical study quantified the total satellite-
derived information with respect to background and established the a priori elements 
critical for T and loge Q retrievals within the MABL.  A statistically significant number 
of 1DVAR simulated retrievals were then generated based upon the representative EPAC 
background state vectors.  The utility of the 1DVAR scheme for this mesoscale 
application was assessed through the comparison of theoretically derived retrieval errors 




and loge Q retrievals, using the COAMPS short-term forecast fields from the DYCOMS 
II data set as background, were produced and compared for various sets of a priori cloud 
error.  Actual AMSU observations were then used along with these COAMPS short-term 
forecast fields to generate 1DVAR T and loge Q retrievals.  Finally, a 1DVAR study 
retrieval was conducted using AMSU-A bias corrected, and AMSU-B non-bias 
observations constrained by 6-hr forecast fields from NRL Monterey’s COAMPS / 
NAVDAS forecast system.   
Various established methods (e.g., Prunet et al. 1998; Garand 2000; Rodgers 
2000) were used to quantify the information content of ATOVS retrievals with respect to 
representative background state vectors and associated errors.  These analyses showed 
that, when treated optimally, significant humidity and temperature information could be 
derived from ATOVS observations within the clear and cloudy sky summertime EPAC 
environment.  As anticipated from previous PCA / SVD studies, the total quantity of 
information available from ATOVS is virtually independent of synoptic situation; 
however, this research suggests that significant low-level humidity information can be 
obtained within the summertime EPAC MABL.  The relative magnitude of the effective 
background error to observation error for the AMSU window channels showed there is a 
large amount of humidity information available from these channels, most notably 
AMSU-B channel 2 (150.0 GHz).   
The sensitivity of theoretical retrieval (analysis) errors to representative EPAC 
background state vector elements and their associated errors established the critical a 
priori elements necessary for successful 1DVAR retrievals.  This sensitivity study 
showed that HIRS/3 infrared surface channel 8 provides a large amount of information on 
cloud-top temperature and established the importance of AMSU channels 1 – 4, and 15 - 
17 in supplying low-level humidity information within the MABL.  These results 
confirmed previous research (e.g., English 1999) that showed low-level clear sky T 
theoretical retrieval performance can be improved by prior knowledge of Ts and that T 
retrieval performance for all clear sky background state vectors is virtually insensitive to 
εm error.  Cloudy sky profiles with large amounts of CLW were found to be slightly 




to be sensitive to εm error.  However, small εm errors (≤ 2%) were found to not greatly 
affect loge Q retrieval performance for the clear sky EPAC profiles.  Temperature profile 
(T) retrieval performance was found to rapidly decrease as the uncertainty in PCT and/or 
CFC increases; however, loge Q retrieval performance was found to be insensitive to these 
cloud errors.  Prior knowledge of PCT and CFC was found to be necessary for improved 
retrieval of T.  Overall, T retrieval errors were found to remain relatively unaffected by 
changes in CLW error.  Cloudy sky loge Q theoretical retrieval performance, however, 
was found to decrease as CLW error increases.  A notable point is that clear sky loge Q 
retrieval performance is degraded when non-zero CLW errors are included in background 
error covariance matrix.  This situation would arise if a cloudy-sky background error 
covariance matrix were used for clear sky retrievals. 
The generally good agreement between theoretical retrieval errors and the error 
statistics calculated from the statistically significant number of simulated retrievals 
demonstrated the consistency and reliability of the NRL 1DVAR retrieval scheme.  This 
comparison also showed that this non-linear optimal estimation scheme is appropriate for 
mesoscale applications within the summertime EPAC environment.   
1DVAR T and loge Q retrievals using the COAMPS short-term forecast fields 
from the DYCOMS II data set were shown to adjust the background toward the 
designated true profile.  These retrievals were also based on simulated ATOVS 
observations, but in this case a collocated global model background profile served as 
truth.  Due to uncertainty in infrared bias corrections, only observations from AMSU-A, 
and -B were used for the retrieval case study.  These passive microwave observations 
were constrained by the same COAMPS short-term forecast fields and model specific 
background errors.  The resulting 1DVAR T and loge Q retrievals compared well with in-
situ observations, which showed improvement over background above and below the 
MABL inversion.  This research suggests larger improvements, or adjustment toward the 






This research generated T and loge Q 1DVAR retrievals using AMSU-A bias 
corrected, and AMSU-B non-bias corrected brightness temperatures constrained by 6-hr 
forecast fields from NRL Monterey’s COAMPS / NAVDAS forecast system.  The 
geographic area of the real data model simulation corresponded to the outer DYCOMS II 
field study region.  The T and loge Q 1DVAR retrievals generated using the AMSU 
brightness temperatures were warmer and drier between 500 and 900 hPa than the 
corresponding COAMPS 6-hr forecast fields.  In the vicinity of the Southern California 
bight region, the T retrievals were generally warmer than the background near the top of 
the MABL inversion and slightly colder below.  The 1DVAR retrievals from this region 
were also found to better represent the MABL temperature and humidity than the 
collocated NESDIS retrieval.  The results from this preliminary study show that the T and 
loge Q 1DVAR retrievals constrained by COAMPS forecast fields could be used as a 
valid observation type for NAVDAS.   However, the vertically interpolated COAMPS  
background, and hence, the retrieved profile was unable to accurately represent the base 
of the MABL temperature inversion.  This is a distinct limitation of using the fixed 
RTTOV-6 pressure levels.  
These findings do not, however, imply that any one, or combinations of ATOVS 
instrument(s) can independently “resolve” fine scale boundary layer features.  A principal 
result of this research is that ATOVS observations can provide information that, when 
used with a reasonable first-guess background field, i.e., COAMPS, reduce the retrieval 
error and adjust the temperature and humidity retrieval within the shallow boundary layer 
toward the designated “true” profile (see Appendix A).  Results of the information 
content and retrieval error sensitivity study are by definition optimistic.  To obtain these 
promising results and exploit the full potential of these sensors the bias computations 
must be precisely known and forward model errors including emissivity must be 
minimized. 
The implications for mesoscale forecast improvements are clear, especially with 
respect to the problem of obtaining in-situ observations within data sparse / denied areas.  
This research demonstrated that ATOVS with its relatively broad weighting functions 




information to a 1DVAR retrieval scheme to improve a mesoscale first-guess profile.  
High-resolution infrared sounders such as AIRS or IASI are expected to provide 
significantly more temperature information (e.g. Pruent et al. 1998) for clear sky 
retrievals.  However, the role of passive microwave systems should not be 
underestimated.  This research demonstrated the importance of AMSU-A and AMSU-B 
in providing significant temperature and low-level humidity information.  Also, many 
applications within the summertime EPAC environment are cloudy in infrared, but may 
be “microwave-clear” due to the enhanced transmissivity of clouds at MW frequencies. 
Though this research did not explicitly make use of complementary satellite 
information, it did show how such observations could improve variational retrievals.   
Prior knowledge of various MABL specific background state vector elements was found 
to be important for gaining relatively large reductions in ATOVS retrieval error.  As 
previously mentioned, for clear sky retrievals these parameters include Ts and εm, and for 
cloudy-sky retrievals, PCT and CFC.  Reduction in a priori error associated with each of 
these elements can only be accomplished through higher confidence in the background 
state vector.  Such confidence could be gained of course through accurate COAMPS 
forecasts of cloud liquid water and surface skin temperature.   Another method would be 
to include collocated satellite observations directly in the minimization process.  As 
discussed in Chapter II.C, information derived from collocated satellite imagery can be 
used to accurately determine cloud fraction and liquid water content, sea surface 
temperature, and boundary layer (cloud-top) height.  However, the proper method of how 
to use these externally derived observations in a variational scheme must still be 
addressed.  
B. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 
This dissertation addressed many important theoretical and Navy relevant 
research issues.  It has also provided the groundwork for operational satellite data 
assimilation, especially for the COAMPS / NAVDAS mesoscale prediction system.  As 
with all complex scientific problems, more research is needed to realize the full potential 
of satellite-derived information with respect to the mesoscale MABL environment.  The 




• Run additional COAMPS / NAVDAS forecasts updated with ATOVS 
data 
The capability to conduct satellite retrievals with COAMPS / NAVDAS was not 
available until the end this dissertation process and hence, only one case study example 
was generated.  More case studies are required in order to validate the results presented in 
this dissertation and to further explore the ability of satellite-derived information to 
improve mesoscale forecasts. 
• Exploit collocated satellite data and MABL retrieval techniques 
This research showed how externally derived MABL information derived from 
collocated satellites and thermodynamic models could be used to improve variational 
retrievals within the summertime EPAC environment.  Further research is needed to 
determine the proper method of how to exploit these externally derived observations in a 
3DVAR retrieval scheme. 
• Construct COAMPS specific background error covariance matrices 
Long-term records of regionally specific COAMPS forecast error statistics are 
required in order to generate a functional set of background error covariance matrices.  
The background errors derived from global models (e.g., NOGAPS) are appropriate only 
as a first-order approximation.  Therefore, resources should be focused on collecting 
these data for multiple operational COAMPS areas.  These error statistics should be 
tailored to the profile, surface, and cloud elements of the background state vector. 
Another issue relating to the background error covariance matrix is the structure 
of the inter-level correlations of error.  Vertical correlations calculated for global model 
may not be appropriate for mesoscale applications.  Though not expressly addressed by 
this research, the error correlation functions should be studied, and possibility modified 
for MABL environments under strong subsidence inversions.  The errors that are 
presumably coupled with respect to a global model may not necessarily be coupled across 








• Establish bias monitoring program for COAMPS operational areas 
All major NWP centers have an active satellite bias monitoring program for their 
respective global models.  The derived corrections are most likely an appropriate first 
order approximation, but in some cases may not be directly applicable to mesoscale 
applications, specifically, the cloudy MABL retrieval problem.   
The establishment of a long-term bias monitoring program for operational 
COAMPS areas is required in order to fully exploit satellite sensor information.  This 
effort should begin with the COAMPS EPAC area and then be expanded to other 
operationally sensitive regions, e.g., the North Arabian Sea. 
• Minimize forward model errors 
Gains in satellite-derived information are derived from aggressively minimizing 
forward model errors, including emissivity.   Forward model errors values are based upon 
the characteristics of the particular “broadband” radiative transfer model and on-going 
improvements with respect to line-by-line models are promising.  Values used by NWP 
centers for global data assimilation may be different than required for mesoscale 
applications.  As previously discussed, the U.K. Meteorological Office reduced the 
AMSU global observation errors from 4 to 2 K for mesoscale data assimilation (see 
English et al. 2002).  Appropriate forward model errors are also dependent upon 
knowledge of cloud conditions and surface emissivity, which might be more accurately 
defined in a mesoscale area. 
• Determine information content of next generation satellite sounders 
This study only considered the information content of ATOVS, a relatively low 
vertical resolution sounding system.  Though this research demonstrated that ATOVS 
could provide significant temperature and humidity information, the next generation 
infrared atmospheric sounders, such as GIFTS-IOMI and AIRS, are expected to 
dramatically increase the available atmospheric temperature and constituent information. 
As discussed in this dissertation, several information content studies have been completed  
for these high vertical resolution sensors.  However, they are all based upon global scale 





Following the methods outlined in this dissertation, research is needed to 
determine the information content and retrieval error sensitivity of these next generation 
infrared sounders with respect to the clear and cloudy sky MABL regime.  An interesting 
approach would be to include the AMSU channels to simulate collocated infrared 































The 1DVAR profile temperature (T) and loge specific humidity (loge Q) retrievals 
presented in Chapter V were generated using both simulated and actual ATOVS 
observations constrained by COAMPS short-term forecasts and a synoptically relevant 
background error covariance matrix.  A key result of this 1DVAR retrieval study is that 
ATOVS observations can provide information that, when used with a reasonable 
COAMPS background field, reduce the retrieval error and adjust the temperature and 
humidity retrieval within the shallow boundary layer toward the designated “true” profile 
(see Fig. 5.23).  However, the findings presented in this dissertation do not imply that any 
one, or combination of ATOVS instrument(s) can independently “resolve” fine scale 
boundary layer features. 
This appendix further explores the role of a priori temperature information in the 
variational retrieval process.  To demonstrate this relationship, three clear sky 1DVAR T 
retrievals were generated using a smoothed T background profile and simulated 
observations for the 35 ATOVS channels based upon the 0900Z 11 July 2001 ECMWF 
forecast profile described in Chapter V.B.  As shown in Fig. 5.19, this “true” profile (xt) 
has a well-defined temperature inversion of approximately 10 K at the top of the MABL.  
The background profile (xb) was created by removing the low-level temperature and 
humidity gradient from xt.  Three different B matrices were constructed to represent 
various assumptions regarding the background error standard deviations and inter-level 
correlations of error.  The first is a diagonal B matrix with large T errors, and the second 
B matrix includes the surface and atmosphere coupled inter-level correlations of error.  
The third retrieval case uses the COAMPS EPAC specific background error covariance 
(BC). 
 Fig. A.1 shows the 1DVAR T simulated retrieval calculated with respect to the 
diagonal B matrix with standard deviations of error for T of 10.00 K.  The background 
errors for the surface array elements T2m and Ts were also set to the relatively large value 





























Figure A.1.  Simulated 1DVAR T retrieval (dashed line) calculated with respect to 
diagonal B matrix with T background standard deviations of error set to 10 K. The 
background standard deviations of error for T2m and Ts were set to 10 K. Simulated clear 
sky ATOVS observations were calculated from the 0900Z 11 July 2001 ECMWF “true” 
(xt) forecast profile (dashed-dotted line) shown in Fig. 5.19.  The background profile 
(dotted line) is a representation of xt without the MABL temperature inversion.   
 
 
representative NWP background.  As the uncorrelated errors are increased, the retrieval 
becomes unconstrained by the background profile and the limited ATOVS-derived 
temperature information can only make minor adjustments to the smoothed xb near the 
top of the MABL.  The second T retrieval case, shown in Fig. A.2, uses the large 
background errors described above, but includes the inter-level correlations of error listed 
in Table 3.1.  The coupled surface and atmosphere error correlations allow the ATOVS-
derived surface temperature information to adjust xb closer to xt near the surface.  
However, the retrieval is still unable to accurately represent the MABL temperature 
inversion.   As shown in Fig. A.3, if the retrieval is generated using BC with its smaller, 
more representative standard deviations of error, the T retrieval is tightly constrained by 































Figure A.2.  As in Fig. A.1, except the retrieval was calculated using the diagonal B 
matrix with surface and atmosphere coupled inter-level correlations of error listed Table 
3.1. 
 
























Figure A.3.  As in Fig. A.1, except the retrieval was calculated using the COAMPS 







Simulated loge Q retrievals were generated (not shown) using similar techniques 
and a smoothed low-level humidity background profile.  The results were consistent with 
the T retrievals in that the low-level MABL humidity gradient was not well represented.  
However, the larger correlated surface errors did allow the retrieved loge Q profile to 
adjust toward xt below 900 hPa.   
The U.S. Standard Atmosphere (see Fig. 3.2) was also used as a background state 
vector and T and loge Q retrievals were generated using the B matrices described above.  
The retrieval (not shown) failed converge in 10 iterations or less when calculated with 
respect to the BC matrix.  When the background errors were increased, the retrieval (not 
shown) converged to an unrealistic solution.  The findings presented here and throughout 
this dissertation demonstrate the importance of accurate a priori background information 
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